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Chairman, Joint Legislative 
Committee on the Structure of 
the Judiciary 
3048 State Capitol 
Sacramento, California 95814 
Dear Senator Song: 
Your Advisory Commission recommends to you in the report 
transmitted herewith that the superior, municipal and justice 
courts of each county of this state be merged into a single 
trial court--the countywide superior court. Under this 
proposed unification, all supporting personnel attached to 
these new courts (including the clerks, marshals and reporters) 
would be placed under the exclusive control and supervision of 
the courts. The new courts would be administered courts and 
would follow generally uniform proce~ures and practices. They 
would be exclusively state financed; therefore, all revenues 
generated by them, such as fines and filing fees, would go to 
the state alone. There would be but one class of judges in 
these courts. 
The advantages of a completely unified trial court system are 
many. In particular, unification would: 
Offer the maximum flexibility in the assignment of 
judges to cases, and cases to judges. 
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greater opportuni 
s of cases. 
for judges to specialize in 
Offer the maximum flexibility in the use of nonjudicial 
personnel of the courts. 
Provide competent administrative assistance for each trial 
court dis ct in the person of a court administrator trained 
in court management techniques. 
Provide economies of scale only available to larger court 
systems. 
Eliminate unnecessary duplication in administrative 
functions. 
Allow the best use of facilities through districtwide 
planning. 
Better serve the people regularly using the courts, and 
provide better service to the public generally. 
Eliminate confusing jurisdictional distinctions. 
Eliminate the need for a review by trial de novo. 
Make all trial courts "of record". 
Enhance communication between the local court district and 
the Judicial Council by reducing the number of districts from 
over 300 to 58. 
Reduce the rate of increase in the number of judges 
necessary for the trial courts. 
This unification of the trial courts of this state should provide 
not only a much more nearly uniform system of trial court just1ce 
throughout the state, but also one that will function with sub-
stantially greater efficiency and economy than our present hodgepodge 
of local and state supported, and quite often unadministered, courts. 
A simplified trial court structure of larger units will permit more 
effective and economical utilization of both personnel and facilities 
(primarily through greater flexibility in their use) and should 
eliminate the duplication and needless differences that now exist in 
our three-tiered system. Thus, under unification we may expect 
better service to the public in terms of optimum use of personnel 
and facilities, less delay, waste and duplication in the services 
rendered, and the use of specialized judges more frequently. 
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mate 81,000,000 annually in lost revenues generated by these 
courts and presently located to the The state wou 
have an annual net cost of approximate $30,000,000, but 
connection it should be borne mind 
among the 50 states in the proportion 
devoted to support of courts. And 
this $30,000,000 is not additional 
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We have to the report certain not s 
le 
relating court organization and structure. These recom-
mendations were loped by the Commission in the course of the 
studies made regarding possible improvements in the admini-
stration of j the trial courts this state that 
be made any or with minimal change in structure or orga-
nization. They cover such matters as mandatory judicial continuing 
education, mandatory judicial retirement, the elimination of 
penalty assessments as separate charges, a possible change in 
the he of the Judicial Council, an increase the quantum of 
proof at prel hearings, and a new form of summary formal 
proceeding 1 cases. It is, of course, up to the Joint 
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I 
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 
The major recommendations of the 
summarized as follows: 
Commiss can be 
1. California should restructure its trial courts into 
a single unified system, merging all trial courts into a 
superior court of general jurisdiction having only one class 
of judges. The Judicial Council should prepare a plan for the 
orderly transition to a unified trial court system. 
2. The Chief Justice, as Chairman of the Judicial Council, 
should bear the ultimate responsibility for the proper admini-
stration of the state court system, with policy and rule-making 
assistance from the Judi al Council and appropriate administrative 
assistance from the Administrative Office of the Courts.* 
3. The state should receive, to the credit of the General 
Fund, all revenues generated by the al courts and should bear 
the responsibility for all trial court expenditures other than 
capital costs for existing court facilities, which would continue 
to be the responsibi ty of the counties. 
4. All allowable appeals from the unified superior court 
should be taken to the courts of appeal, including appeals in 
cases now within the jurisdiction of the lower courts; decisions 
relating solely to traffic infractions and small claims cases 
*But see Appendix C, recommendation (5), infra. 
-ix-
should not be appealable but reviewable by means of sting 
procedures. Written opinions should be discretionary, 
rather than mandatory, with the courts of appeal. 
5. Trial court districts should be delimited by statute 
rather than established by the Constitution, and should 
initially be established along county lines. 
6. At the time of unification each incumbent superior or 
municipal court judge, and each incumbent justice court judge 
who has been a member of the State Bar for at least five years, 
should become a judge of the unified superior court in the 
district that includes the county in which such judge's court 
was previously established. 
7. Judges should perform all judicial duties in the trial 
courts; therefore, the use of subordinate judicial officers 
should not be authorized but all full-time commissioners and 
referees of superseded courts who have been members of the State 
Bar for at least five years and who are recommended for elevation 
by both the court in which they previously served and the Judicial 
Council should also become judges of the unified superior court. 
8. The presiding judge of each trial court should be 
selected, by secret ballot of the majority of the judges of the 
court and subject to the approval of the Chief Justice, on the 
basis of interest, ability and administrative experience in court 
-x-
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management. The term the siding judge, except in courts 
have the pos of assistant pres j be 
extended from one to two years. 
9. Each trial court should have a court administrator 
charged with responsibility, under the direction of the presiding 
judge, for the management of the court. In smaller courts, 
the administrator could also be the court clerk. 
10. Each superior court of 15 or more judges should elect 
an executive committee with local policy-making power under 
rules adopted by the Judicial Council. 
11. Any refusal by a judge, without good cause, of a case 
or department assignment should be reported by the presiding 
judge to the Commission on Judicial Qualifications, and a 
record of any such refusal, whether or not good cause exists 
therefor, and of all judicial self-disqualifications for bias 
or prejudice pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure 
Section 170 should be maintained in the personnel records of 
the court. Superior court judges appointed or elected prior to 
unification, however, should not be required to accept assign-
ments to cases formerly within the jurisdiction of a lower court. 
12. All future court construction should be the responsi-
bility of the state, and each new facility should include 
appropriate design and equipment for electronic reporting. 
-xi-
13. All trial court support services should be performed 
persons responsible solely to the court, under the super-
sian of the court administrator, including persons performing 
services traditionally performed by county clerks, bailiffs 
and court reporters. 
14. The Judicial Council should adopt rules of court 
administration to establish a statewide system providing for 
classified positions, qualifications, selection, compensation, 
pay rate schedules, promotion, discipline, dismissal and 
retirement of all nonjudicial officers and employees of the 
superior courts. 
15. All permanent employees of superseded courts should be 
transferred to the unified superior court in the same or a 
similar position as held in the superseded court; normal 
attrition would likely reduce the trial court support staff to 
its appropriate level but, five years after unification, each 
trial court administrator should be empowered to eliminate 
supernumerary positions, if any, pursuant to a plan adopted by 
the Judicial Council. 
16. Employees of superseded courts who do not desire to 
transfer to the unified superior court should have the option to 
transfer to another county agency or be placed on a county layoff 
list without loss of benefits, and those who do transfer should 
-xi 
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have the to e1 for state (PERS , 
bene 
1937, or to continue with the 
county retirement system in which they were previously enrolled. 
17. To ease the transition to a unified system, the 
salaries of all transferring nonjudici officers and emp s 
should be carried over without change for the first year, 
following which the salary schedules adopted by the Judicial 
Council would take effect. 
18. ling fees and bail schedules should be uniform 
statewide. 
Note: For other recommendations of the Advisory Cowmission which 
do not relate specifically to the structure of the trial 
courts, or to changes necessitated by unification, see 
Appendix C, infra. 
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I 
SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. UNIFICATION OF THE TRIAL COURTS 
All trial courts should be merged into a single superior 
court of general jurisdiction, having only one class of judges. 
The existing California trial court system--consisting of 
superior, municipal and jus ce courts, each of different 
jurisdiction from the others--results in unnecessary duplication 
of effort, ciency and the rtual lack of any true 
capability to insure that the courts are properly run for the 
people of the State. The system was not planned; as in most 
states it just happened, a product of evolution from a system 
which served a society th different than those of 
This Commission, however, its the t Committee 
as one to investigate the structure of the trial courts from the 
perspective of our present and , and therefore set 
forth to de those needs and recommend a structure "from 
cloth," so to speak, designed to meet such needs. 
The administration of justice at the trial level must be 
able to cope with the tremendous volume of judicial bus ss 
with which we are faced today and which will continue to grow for 
the foreseeable future. Caseload increases outpace even the growth 
of population, for society is demanding more of the courts than 
years past. Not only are people apparently becoming more litigious 
-1-
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t 
ization of the lower court 
replaced six separate 
present two, is 
have achieved s " 
trial court system 
(3) Creation of a tr 1 court of j , le 
a s r f 1 courts j 
(4) Creation a trial court of j sdi no 
courts of inferior jurisdiction. 3 
It should be noted that, on basis of Recommendation 1, 
supra, this Report will use "uni " to mean the last-stated 
concept, coupled with the additional concept 
single class of judge. 4 
only a 
3only four jurisdictions have court systems 
to this extent to date--Idaho, Illinois, Iowa and the District 
of Columbia. 
4Although it is not the purpose of this Report to exhaustively 
analyze the trial court systems of other states, it should be 
pointed out that, using this def of fi ", only 
one jurisdiction--the District of Columbia--has so unified its 
trial courts. Idaho, for example, abolished previous probate, 
justice of the peace and police courts, but replaced them with 
"magistrate divisions" within the district courts, having limited 
jurisdiction and separate qualifications for the office of 
magistrate. Illinois originally provided for judges, 
associate judges (having 1 j but rule-
making authority or possibility of being selected as chief judge) 
and magistrates (limited jurisdiction, appointive, and serving 
at pleasure) , but in 1971 elevated incumbent associate judges to 
circuit judgeships and incumbent magistrates to as ate judge-
ships, the latter now being appointive and constitutionally 
limited to hearing matters on assignment as provided by rules of 
the Supreme Court. Like Idaho and Il s, Iowa has only a 
single trial court of general jurisdiction and no courts of 
limited jurisdiction. There are, however, three classes of 
judicial officers: district judges, associate judges (former 
incumbent municipal judges who were "grandfathered in" on 
reorganization--no new appointments are being made to these 
judgeships of limited j ion), and full-time or time 
magistrates, of limited jurisdiction. For a thorough treatment 
summarizing the status of trial courts in this regard throughout 
the country, see Courts of Limited Jurisdiction: A National Survey, 
a Research Project of the American Judicature Society in conjunction 
with the American Judges Association, American cature Society, 
Chicago, Ill., Feb., 1975. 
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5constitution of 1849, Art. VI. 
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to seat. Yet 
j rare as to necess 
courts to the ss matters. 
Thus the justices' courts were created, an outgrowth the 
judicial system provided the provinces Mexico wherein 
the alcaldes (whose courts roughly corre to our present 
municipal courts) and justices of the peace were also responsible 
for the good order and public tranquility of the places of 
residence, with authorization to ask for assistance from the 
military commandante for that purpose. They could levy and 
collect fines, and impose sentences to prison or hard labor, 
for minor offenses. It was a system not only already in use in 
early California but also designed to meet the j needs 
of that day, and so was adopted. 
But changes that have occurred over the have stroyed 
the rationale which earlier dictated a mul -tiered tern. No 
longer do we have such a shortage of people the law 
that lay judges must be utilized. 7 And modern transportation 
and our system of highways have not merely poss le to 
travel to court facilities at more ized locations, but in 
fact have generally made a trip of a few minutes. The 
historical concept that every town and community had to have its 
own court is no longer valid, and structural judicial reforms 
?Legislative changes enacted 
the era of lay justice court 
end of their present terms. 
1974 will result in ending 
judges in California at the 
See Stats. of 1974, ch. 1493. 
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structure and 
structure be 
Standards Relating 
Assoc1at1on, 1974, 
Consensus Statement 
Jud1c1ary, chaired 
Va., March, 1971. 
and an 
and 
a 
Conference on the 
lTI amsnurg, 
(3) 1 
The ss that each state 
estab sh a s and unified court 
system, consisting of a court, an 
intermediate court of appeals if necessary, 
a al court and 1 subdivisions 
of the general trial court performing the 10 duties of courts of limited jurisdiction .... 
(4) The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and 
Administration of Justice 
The problems of the lower courts can best 
be met by unification of the criminal 
courts and abolition of the lower courts 
as presently cons •..• All criminal 
prosecutions should be conducted in a 
single court manned judges who are 
authorized to try all offenses. All 
judges should be of equal status ...• 11 
(5) Project: Safer California 
All 1 courts should be unified into a 
single trial court with 
as well as c 1 j 
juri now in courts 
jurisdiction should be these 
unified tri courts of general jurisdiction .•.• l2 
lOstate-Local Relations in the Criminal Justice System, U.S. 
1 
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 
Recommendation 16, Washington, D.C. 1 1971. 
D.C., 1967, p.33. 
Commission 
of Justice, 
12Recommendations for Standards and Goals for California 
Criminal Justice System (First Draft), Project: Safer 
California, December 4, 1974, Standard 9.7. 
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(6) 
( 7) Allen & Hamilton 
be un a 
general criminal 
ction ..•• 13 
A s level trial court with one type of 
judge is ultimately the mostdesirable form 
of al court organization .••. 14 
(8) Select Committee on Trial Court Delay 
Based upon the extensive information and 
recommendations furnished by Booz, Allen 
& lton [ report of that firm 
• entitled "Californ Unified Trial Court 
• 
• 
Feasibility Study"] Committee has 
concluded that a unified al court system 
is necessary and so recommends ...• 15 
The arguments most often propounded (in the above reports 
and favor of unification are that such a system 
would result greatly increased efficiency in the 
adminis of jus , economic savings in the long 
run increased service to the public- immediately. Key to 
the efficiency of a unified trial court system is 
13 courts, National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice 
Standards Goals, Washington, D.C., January 23, 1973, 
Standard 8.1, p. 164. 
14 
California Unified Trial Court Feasibility Studx, Booz, Allen 
& Hamilton, Inc., December 3, 1971, p. v. 
15select Committee on Trial Court Delay, Report 6, June 1, 1972, 
San Francisco, p. 73. 
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the e 1 f un ts, 6 
e of the courts, results in f 1 
the use of j and nonjudi personnel to meet 
the of the court. s , , a of 
the of e and forms ch unnecess 
exists be el And finally, 
ion would allow better lization to be of 
es, those in existence today and those to be 
built the 
to cases, and versa. 
The r courts arger cts1 
el of some 221 s j courts, 
ase the of the tri court 
to dis work more Each 
pres the to ass cases to 
a r of j s the s ct 
16For 58 s under 
the s to the 337 
existing and, assuming that the of judges in each district 
after uni would be the same as the total number of 
j ss , after 
would be 15 districts, as opposed to 11 at 
or more judges; 32 (or 55.2%) as opposed to 
5 or more judges (this ludes those with 15 
or more shown above--the reduction the number of districts 
results from consolidation of court s cts in this 
"range"} ; 
as 
12 
most importantly, only 10 single-j districts 
231 sent operating 2 
197 j courts) 
-10-
, gre r 
to be an 
• 
es 
al r than g. 
Booz Allen 
• 
far bette 
after be ass 
the f as Ch rman of the 
sit ct ich is ove 
l ef ss 0 s tha 
l 
8 
. , at pp 6 -61. 
l 
no matter how the load of a s le-j court 
none less res the judge's and cannot 
neglected. With the bulk of the courts having more than one 
judge, however, wherever the workload of a district is such that 
a judge can temporarily be assigned to assist another court the 
other judges of the district could assume that judge's work for 
the period of assignment and more efficient use of the inter-
dis ct assignment system would be made. Furthermore, compre-
hensive scheduling of judicial time in mul judge courts could 
take into consideration planned vacations and travel as well as 
variations in workload, thus making more effective use of both 
the existing judicial complement and judges sitting on assignment. 
With so many single-judge courts in the present tern, such 
planning is diff 
Provide greater opportunity for judges to specialize in 
certain types of cases. 
The trend today is to reject "specialized courts" but 
to provide for some degree of specialization of judges so as to 
develop a higher degree of expertise. And just as multi-judge 
courts lead to the better utilization of judi al time through 
assignment flexibi ty, so does their creation lead to more 
poss lities of dividing the workload of a court into departments 
specializing in certain types of cases, with the advantages 
therein entailed. The American Bar Association, in its 
-12-
its 
s 
19see note 
20 
·, p 8 
2 
s 
z 
a s court." It 
e 
size, 
t true th re to 
personne of the courts. Due to the vast 
among 
f 
i izat such 
's 337 judicial dis cts 
to 
entities 
of 21 trial courts, 
some tances 
l.ll(b), p.9. 
1 s s are paid the 
, with respect to municipal courts, the 
the number compensation of such 
5, of the Ca a 
-1 
s court 
size or case I 
j for California's 
58 s 0 s the costly and unnecessary duplication 
having separate court clerks, process servers, jury com-
miss and others. On the other larger districts 
and a system with proper administrative management, this 
duplication can be avoided by the temporary assignment of 
where and as needed within a district or by transfers, 
on a voluntary basis, to other locations there formal, 
ized training programs are more easily and economically 
implemented in the larger districts that would result, and the 
manhours lost through duplication of training effort otherwise 
necessitated by turnovers would be reduced; greater possibilities 
st ing personnel in some instances, e.g., inter-
preters, baili and court reporters; and with a larger complement 
support personnel statewide, but in each district), the 
lity of the district to function adequately in the face of 
planned vacations and unplanned absences, as illness: and 
to ft personnel to work on back and occasional gaps in 
cal availabil or experience, is greatly enhanced. 
-14-
• 
s 
I 
cts, 
structure 
of clear and 
that 
a 
rect 
system. 23 
Larger di cts could prope make use of automated 
t and electronic data processing to absorb a number of 
clerical functions and keep and retrieve tantaneous 
ate court records, e.g., prior traffic viol 
or state, ff and de ters, 
warrant indices, and like. Information systems could be 
s lished countywide conce the status of f s, bonds, 
and parking , and all court calendars 
s of scale central be 
so would be more o possible a system. 
E unnecess 
no need for 
terns, record systems, sts 
calendars. A 1 would 
even als be held s 
re the f s venue would be coun A 
note 11, ___:!:.., at p. 83. 
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ons. 
created 
des 
be the rule, 
Better 
zed 
with greater 
courts 
for 
who appear several fferent 
must usually learn a different set of rules 
and procedure for each court. And attorneys 
a rare appearance in a court with unusual rules 
may it full of traps for the unwary. The reduction 
of the number of dis cts to one per county would greatly 
ease this problem and eliminate the advantage of local 
s over others. In addition, it would aid the 
fficulties of attorneys, law enforcement of cers 
and others who regularly appear in the courts. 
Make all trial courts "of record". 
With the advances that have been made in recent years, 
the imp of e c -at least 
cases where a transcript is unlike to be required--is 
now feasible. proper utilization of human and 
electronic reporting, chronic shortage of court reporters 
disappear. 
court of general j sdi , all 
spute could be resolved ln one 1 
than f because of juri ctional 
ons. Confusion as to is the proper court 
-18-
I 
most 
fendant, s 
where or 
, and the 
the 
present sys 
li t 
the avo 
a 
county 
especially be 
corridors span a 
el 
but also 
be made 
for the 
ct 
to the 
and commut 
and is the norm. 
current law 1 
, whether in 
, result s de novo 
of all 1 cases on s of 
or on que of law jus ce 
s are anew the superior court 5 In the 
tern, however, small cl cases 
not be appe and appe s of al other 
a of 1 §904.4. 
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be taken to courts of (see 50-56 
als de novo would occur on where appe late 
r a new on al" would no r 
s le and the waste of time, not only the 
courts for lved such als, caused 
tern of dupli 1 ld b 1 . . d 26 a s wou e e lmlnate . 
communication between 
and the Judicial Council the number of dis 
from over 300 to 58. 
In a s made for the Supreme Court, 
rm of Ernst & Ernst appropriately pointed out the following: 
.g 
than the 
agency. 
2. In 
recognize.. a court 
standpoint, 
that is more manage 
ss enterprise or 
several reasons 
the courts are level 
and lawyers - who are accustomed 
ls, and do not to 
s, even 
example, 
is the admini 
courts, he has no authority to appo 
1973-74 there were the supe 
1 
~20-
cts 
le 
r 
c 
have the same 
confli 
f course, true but nonetheless e 
1 obje 
are also es Courts 
cannot be run a s reasons 
above s les can be to 
r order to e 
f greate 1 
reasonable t" cost. There s 
level system, 
each h its own es and s 
load among 
• 
vate or any le gove 
governmental s the 
of ces 
zed as the s ct 
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officer all of whose o ces are 
on a vas is mds on 
se does not involve subs the 
structure of the forum to assure that argument gene can 
be ard on the merits rather than becoming bogged down 
j sdictional disputes--the administrative improvements 
possible under a unified system to improve the s 
operations" of the courts can be accomplished without les 
the quality of justice in any regard. 
The Washington Experience 
The experience of the only jurisdiction the country to 
to a truly unified system (as defined for purposes of s 
s see footnote 4, supra, and accompanying text), 
D C , tructive. 
f 1970, 
to the District of Columbia Court 
courts of the nation's capitol were j 
ded somewhat like California's. There were 
z on Act 
al courts 
at that time: Court of General Sessions (with subject matter 
j s roughly equivalent to of Cali a 
courts); Juveni Court; Tax Court; and the u.s. s Court 
heard not on federal matters as any other ted States 
-22-
that of Cali 
the l 7 Court of General Sess le 
Tax Courts v1ere 
a 3-year span, l matters were transferred 
ct Court to Court, became a 
l j sdict fact, trial 
28 matters, 1 and , for 
s uni 
s and 17 new judges were over 
the exi comp 7 to 
of ate ed 
s as 
3,354 1970 469 con teste 
as ed to 1,295 1 7 ; 
5 00 
• 
on the re 
,6 5 1973, 
al as oppos 7 l 0 
a1s s 6 weeks than s 
a laws are, of course a1 
used to de 
be the ect of state 
-23-
a • 8 81.3 de 
to al. And 1 s at a as 
courts, the total caseload was dramatical as 
Yet the Superior Court did, subsequent to the time of 
zation, obtain the services of 17 additional fulltime 
s. The query naturally is how much of the reduction of 
is attributable to these additional j s and how much 
to the restructuring of the court into a full-service, unified 
The Advisory Commission, in an attempt to determine 
effect the addition of 17 new judges had on the Washington 
court's increased operating capacity, applied the California 
caseload system29 to their caseload for the years 
8-73, in order to ascertain how many judi al pos 
a would have pres 
the years to the 
results were as follows: 
Year 
1968 
1969 
1970 
19 71 30 
1972 
1973 
Weighted Units 
1,854,695 
1,836,288 
2,133,477 
4,037,518 
3,505,499 
3,537,760 
a 
z 
le case 
after. 
28.19 
27.91 
32.42 
61.36 
53.27 
53.77 
29see 1972 Annual Report of the Administrative Office of 
california Courts, Judicial Council of California, pp 
30 Fil greatly increased as a result of May 
the period April 28-May 7, 1971. 
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I 
s terns al ia 
f 
sari of 
However, s bear out 
2 was 
caseload pr 
after 
of 17 new j 
in 
al manpower 
to reduce 
systems 
results c 
In course of 
been asked: 
tern? answer to 
ques 
' 
for we 
and 
of s 
the dramat ence 
assure us 
the number of j for 
of 
s 
more 
The we 
, and 
justi 
case load 
only a 63% e in 
of 
as 
Court 
above. 
low an exact 
i ant 
of court 
s have often 
we and an 
quest real must turn 
what we and we know 
its s c 
In we 
D.C 
can and will F we 
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we are fac a lem our own courts 
espec areas. The 
therefore becomes: Why the sent ffi 
tern? 
A of the literature and conversations with 
fication will show that general the response to this 
is one or more of the following: ( 1) There is a 
fference quality between superior and lower court judges; 
2 lower courts are needed as a training ground for future 
to the superior court; (3) it will not be as easy to 
attract capable attorneys to a bench where 11 have to 
ar 1 claims, traffic infractions, and the like; (4) 
court judges should not be on se lesser 
(5) lower court judges are more re s to the 
are court j S I to the ler 
and consequently greater like of defeat an 
at these assertions , the f t is 
to prove or sprove as there is no s sfactory 
test can be appl Mun 1 court j s, 
, sit quite frequently on assi to the 
courts s practice recognizes lence j al 
lity. The only difference in eligibility rements 
between superior and ipal court j s is 10 as against 5 
ference 
as a 
existed on s 
and 1966, el 
court j 
of the State Bar, 
1966. 31 Yet most muni 
s f-
• 
court j have been the State Bar 10 
or more years when rece 
itial election, so the 
or their 
meaningless. It 
has been argued, however, that some Governors have occasionally 
used the municipal court bench to attorneys who have 
politically "earned" their appointment who, although eligible 
for appointment, are not truly qualified for the position. But no 
system should be designed on the basis of existing personalities, 
or improvements could never be made. Under a unified system, 
there is a broad range of cases could be heard by 
each trial judge, the Governor and the advisory bar committees 
would undoubtedly exercise great care in screening prospective 
appointees, and to the extent any such practice has ever sted 
i would be ended by trial court unification. And finally, if 
ass 
underqualified incumbent judges are elevated to the 
fied superior court, the presiding j 
them to the lesser matters 
may be expected to 
these judges were 
ing in the municipal court anyway) and in the course of a few 
, with equal eligibi requirements all new judges, 
would be uniformly qualified judges throughout the entire 
court system The jection, there , is at most 
e, if at , only on a one- (at the time 
initial reorganization), is clearly 
nature and may be simply resolved by proper 
a transitory 
strative 
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i 
on the 
to 
of presiding judges who are the best 
the ilities of the judges of their 
courts. 
The second objection would appear to be totally lacking 
substance, for many superior court judges are appointed or 
e to that bench directly from private practice and, 
without the benefit of the lower court "training ground", 
become well-respected judges. "On-the-job" training is 
lable at the superior court level as well and, in fact, 
unification new judges could be assigned to matters 
sently within the jurisdiction of the lower courts for 
purposes of training. Most importantly, under unification a 
judge can leave the training ground for the more difficult 
cases whenever, in the opinion of the presiding judge, the 
j is ready, and does not have to await election to a 
court or gubernatorial elevation. This makes for a 
much more flexible system, with better immediate utilization 
1 judges. 
As with the t allegation, there is really no way to 
or disprove the thi . This Commission acknowledges that 
there ably are some individuals who would refuse a 
j ial appointment if they might be assigned to hear 
small claims, or traf infractions, but how large this 
-28-
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number be is 
tern the 
reject a judgeship the case 
On 
nature and yet, that fact 
number of highly quali judges now 
court bench. Given the fact that as 
system will be based on abil 
other , under 
to or 
is exclusively of 
, a large 
on the municipal 
an administered 
and experience, the 
Commission feels that this issue is essentially a "straw man", 
that no significant reduction who 
be willing to j cial will occur. 
In the opposite is likely to because a 
prospective appointee will know that, lowing ini al 
rotational training assignments, ass to cases will 
commensurate with ability and experience and that generally, 
fore, any assignment to so-called 
temporary and comparatively brief. 
With respect to the fourth argument 
matters will be 
-level system, it must be remembered 
maintaining a 
these "minor" 
, however matters are not ignificant to the 
ting they may be to particular j 
of "waste of j time 
of tigant. And if 
the basis of s 
the salaries the fference 
j is not great. Commiss 
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court . As previously 
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, and se 
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at least 
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matters 
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refore, will be 
to 
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The f obj 
a 
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number is so 
can 
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not 
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the e 
s 
, on the 
r 
often ater than that of those now 
would appear to be overstated 
proportion of munic court judges are 
superior court judges, in both cases 
1 that the e feat of judges 
, if not rare. The objection 
assumes the threat of 
s a i factor the j cial 
, of course, a at was 
that judges, once in off did 
on the one hand, or negligent 
The (and best) way to handle 
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the state. 
s 
out to 
11 be oppos 
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been 
, and that 
improvement 
s 
to 
s 
voters 
The reasons 
propos 
the . S. 
.32 
expended in 
study corn-
of the courts .... 
32 "non-unified" 
or studies slative 
ttees or official groups 
revision. In ten 
, however, reform 
down by legislatures, 
commissions or the 
ate reform 
achieve approval, 
s that affect 
s for ins tutional change, 
factors affecting 
proposed improvements. 
tacles of 
large. As one 
50 years a state 
courts, and justice of 
courts, citizens seem 
s court structure hard 
state determined 
on and , which, 
a and resistance to 
persist .... 
perennial 
of ce 
- judges, 
s -
s. 
194-195; quoted in Marsden, "The 
Court zation, 1970-1972", 
72, pp. 205-206. 
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I 
e 
j 
handled by 
prefer the 
insulated 
offenses. 
But notwiths 
in our courts 
caseload demands on 
of c 
talent 
s 
ss 
oppos I need for 
ever-
necess the 
the waste of 
man 
ized sion both al 
court personnel, 11 tremendous improvement. 
As seen the se s the s 
state budgetary assistance, profes iz 
utilization nonj s, better 
capabi1 sion 
educational form 
ading, 
feasible. did at the 
outset, that the term " " as meanings 
as have ect. Thus s1ature 
sed i 
to be sure is an 
not to state's or other 
1 or no re to ar 
re 
" 
3 
1 
your Commission. As one s 
In essence, court uni cation is an evolutionary 
concept can never be defined in absolute 
terms. At most, it is a concept whose general 
can be of enormous aid in any attempts 
state court systems.33 
It been the attempt of this Commission to adapt 
p s" to fornia's specific needs in an 
t to achieve a truly meaningful reform at the trial 
34 
those 
court 
24 DeP 
and Parness, "The Concept of a Unified Court System", 
Law Review 1, 41(1974). 
be noted that the Advisory Commission considered 
several structural alternatives, from continuing the exis 
thout change to full unification, and all gradations 
Although full unification is the ultimate recom-
of this rather exhaustive study, the Commission 
if it did not list another direction that could be 
structural improvement of the existing system. 
ss therefore recommends that, in the event that the 
Committee and Legislature do not concur in the basic 
recommendation for a unified single trial court system, and 
event, the existing lower courts should be con-
on a countywide basis, so that California would 
of lower courts having coterminous boundaries wi the 
s would eliminate many single-judge courts 
extent as would full unification, and many 
sted in support of unification are 
well. However, it must be stressed that 
not t in the great degree of flexlblllty 
unification, nor would problems of 
and jurisdictional anomalies that st 
s alternative is simply the least 
feels should be done to change s 
court tern so as to improve judicial service to 
The Joint Committee should be aware, however, that 
was specifically rejected in favor of the 
to fully unify our trial courts, and 
preferable to our exis three-
tern separate districts. 
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2. 
1 of both 
But 1 
s s 
court to court. 
state 
• court j s 
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j s 1 
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SYSTEM 
counties. 
to 
is) of this 
sa 
to 
court 
of superior 
s and of 
s 
1 
assets. 
s 1 
court revenues 
court 
than 
to be 
the 
court 
1 
the counties. All future court construction would be the 
responsibility of the state, as would the maintenance of both 
existing facilities (to the extent actually used by the court) 
and all new facilities. This recommendation would give the 
state, therefore, full use of all presently existing court 
lities (including existing furnishings and office machinery 
and equipment} at the outset of a unified trial court system, 
without cost other than for maintenance, yet the counties 
would still realize a net gain of approximately $105 million 
from the state assumption of other costs. 
With respect to nonjudicial employees of the trial courts, 
the Commission recommends that the Judicial Council adopt rules 
court administration to establish a statewide system for all 
such officers and employees, providing for classified positions, 
pay rate schedules, promotion, discipline, dismissal and 
retirement. To ease the transition to a unified system, however, 
the Commission recommends that, upon unification, the salaries 
of all transferring nonjudicial employees be frozen for the 
first year, following which the Judicial Council schedules would 
take effect. Normal attrition should result in a decrease in 
the number of such employees to the proper level for each 
court, with a resultant decrease in costs, as fewer nonjudicial 
employees should be required to provide the appropriate level 
of services in a unified system. 
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• 
The principal state of a 
court are 
drawbacks of the current 
the converse the major 
as a result of the courts' dependence on 
expenditures for the courts and thus the 
current system, 
funding, 
stration of 
justice can vary greatly throughout state. Nor is there 
any overall administrative view of the dispensing of justice 
throughout the state (i.e., no systematic and systemic analysis 
of information to assist assigning s) , nor under 
the existing "mixed system" is there any procedure for 
making actual cost data available use in management control 
and planning. Additionally the present system is plagued by a 
of uniformity sifying costs budgeting. 
On the other hand, state financing and budget will allow 
for overall, long-range planning and development of the courts 
Judicial Council. Local court planning, though, would be 
by each court and its strator. Under a state-financed 
, the distinction between the state court administrator 
local court administrator becomes even more pronounced. As 
, the local is on the on a day-
basis, to consider the overall 
and the 1 of The 
state administrator, however, has re ty for the entire 
state court system and can budget, plan and allocate resources 
1 such information at hand the distracting 
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importance, because 
and how they 
was limited to 
the most 
state to local funds 
yet, 
on increased 
what courts are 
When fiscal debate 
increments to 
clerical personnel or the of more or less 
expensive chairs or a judge's chambers, 
it might easily be res sfaction of 
both judicial and 
seal issues 
and raise s 
courts and the 
supervision given 
administration of 
of the judiciary 
the participation 
stages of 
appropriating 
court expenditures 
nature and extent 
and doing just 
35This conclusion 
pre-publication 
financing and 
to be published 
Courts, Denver, 
A copy 
Committee on 
Cali a. 
36 rbid. , p. ii. 
When 
issues, 
between the 
quality of 
, effective 
udgments, the role 
areas civil litigation, 
courts the beginning 
process the decisions of 
s reach further. The level of 
s of the 
cipation in defining 
s included in a 
study on court 
Professor Carl Baar, 
Center for State 
pp. 194-195. 
ce of the Joint 
ary, Sacramento, 
I 
• 
extent f r, 
The states whi 
r ques 
gone to state 
tes that state financing of their court 
does not necessarily mean funding at a higher level; other 
factors seem to control. In general, see Baar, £E· cit. 
(footnote 35), at pp. 205-213. 
The argument most often heard against state financing 
of the trial courts is that it leads to loss of local control. 
Even though state financing makes no changes in the local 
election of judges, it must be acknowledges that the loss 
of the potential control othe se that fiscal control can 
1. But pressure of any kind, whatever its nature, on 
judges to decide tigation other than on the merits is 
to all concepts of equality before the law. After 
all, the courts of any particular county do not enforce only 
laws nor resolve disputes only between local residents. 
al courts exist to enforce state and local laws 
to adjudicate claims created by state law, and often one or 
parties may reside another locale when venue is 
on factors other than residence. Contrary to expressed 
ars in this 
under state 
Council, the 
, will be 
these is less opportunity for 11 Control" 
than under local, the Judicial 
slature and the Governor, or at least one of 
a position to have the necessary overview of 
-39-
the state judiciary and can properly allocate and administer 
funds and resources to an independent judiciary, thereby 
assisting in the even dispensation of justice throughout the 
state. 
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3. ADMINISTRATION 
One the the ss 
in of any true 
management responsibi 
of the system. A 
is 
direction 
system 
the overall operation 
flow of cases does 
by 
j 
st but management of a trial court 
ficient. 
self too often is 
The Commission believes that s lem can be solved 
a professional trained court administrator (who in 
courts could also be court clerk) , and a presiding 
in each trial court selected on the basis of I 
and experience court management with sufficient 
tenure to accomplish management objectives. The presiding 
j should e 1 the management s (subject to the 
recommendation, on executive committees) and give 
to the strator whose is to insure that 
s are implemented. S administrative abi ty is 
ly not a factor considered in the appointment or election 
of judges and s most rs, judges generally have 
managerial need 
strators to assist 
court administrator 
the day-to-day operation 
management of 
the court, the 
trial court 
pres j However, current methods 
-4 
professionally-
carrying out court 
responsible for 
responsibility 
the 
presiding judges (e.g., seniori or other rotation systems, 
or direct not insure that the best quali 
judicial administrators wi occupy that important office. In 
order to remedy this problem, the Commission recommends the 
election by secret ballot of presiding judges, subject to 
approval of the selection by the Chief Justice, although the 
power of removal should remain with the majority of judges of 
the court. The Commission also recommends that presiding 
judges serve in that capacity for two-year terms since a period 
of time is necessary for them to become effective in that 
position. An exception could be made for courts which have 15 
or more judges, as it is recommended that such courts be allowed 
to have assistant presiding judges who, under most existing 
systems having such an office, would ordinarily succeed to the 
position of presiding judge. This presiding officer would 
gain the necessary experience while serving as assistant 
presiding judge. 
Another administrative problem that has been stressed by 
those familiar with court operations is the occasional judge 
who refuses to accept assignment to less desirable cases or 
departments, or to carry a fair share of the workload of the 
court. The Commiss therefore recommends that any refusal, 
without good cause, of a case or department assignment be 
reported by presiding judge to the Commission on Judicial 
Qualifications. A record of any refusal to accept any such 
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• 
• 
ass , whether or not good cause for, and of 
1 sel f . t' f b' . d' 37 1ca 1ons or 1as or preJU 1ce 
be maintained in the 1 the court so 
, if a pattern develops, it may be reported to the 
Commission on Judici Qualifications with proper documentation. 
Commission believes that an executive committee of 
j s is a beneficial tool in the management of large trial 
courts. It is therefore the recommendation of the Commission 
3 
each superior court having 15 or more judges elect an 
committee with local policy-making power, under 
s adopted by the Judicial Council. 
Proper management of a state court system requires an 
balance between central control and local court 
To place the overall respons lity for the system 
an individual, therefore, so as to insure accountability, 
~~ .. u··~ssion recommends that the Chief Justice, as Chairman 
Judi al Council, bear the responsibility for 
proper administration of the state court system, with policy 
to paragraph (5) of Section 170 the California 
1 
"170 No 
any action or 
5. When 
judge shall sit or act as such in 
to appear probable that, by reason 
such justice or judge a fair and 
cannot be had before him .•.• " 
-4 
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ce courts 
courts--be 
t is f course, 
of the s 
occur the cons 
of the courts, but 
f 
j 
r. 
recommended 
court 
to 
if 
may 
s--
of the 
usual 
ons 
of powers can-
al 
s 
the 
does not 
the Governor 
same 
l 
·the 
f court 
assi 
al 
stration 
I 
s 
rate s 
s These 
be admini 
responsible 
each court. Each court administrator 
s 
se and s 
al 
appropriate under 
j 
rules to lement state at the court 
The Commission, on the same basis of reasoning and to 
any possible conflicts interest has concluded 
branch officers at the 1 should have no 
in the rsonnel s court, 
sions be solely within the of the court. 
, the Commission recommends that judicial 
lities and bailiffing 
, respective , and be 
from county c 
exclusive 
branch at the trial court level. 
1 
greater flexibi and ef the use 1 
ial 1 a uni 
already been alluded 
ct court s 
court personne is 
s of uni 
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to on 1, 
obtain 
\ 
one of the 
the be 
1 
SUBORDINATE JUDICIAL OFFICERS 
current 
used 
• II 
j 
se amount of j 
a j As one 
re s 
ann 
• 
s to the 
s 
referee 
use j 
1974 , 
Rese 
feel 
s 
ss 
se 
cannot 
answer 
s 
s 
On is of the above, there sory 
the sions use of 
be repealed, and that j s perform all 
s the trial courts. It is recommended 
tab 
ever-decreasing use 
in Los Angeles 
FISCAL YEARS 
of 
Assistance 
as 
758.5 5466 
721.5 6 6 
826.5 422 
742.5 409 
675.5 3853 
755 267 
921 2061 
821 193 
822 1484 
893 147 
a of 1 
p. 21 of the Report 
ssioners qua 
courts 
224.5 13.9% 
9 1 2% 
50 19.6% 
37 15 0 
4528.5 17.5% 
26 28.3% 
982 44.7% 
751 42.5% 
306 55. % 
70 60 5% 
259 25 a. 
• 
all full-time commissioners and re s who have been 
members of the State Bar for at least years and who are 
recommended for a judgeship by both their court of service 
and the Judicial Council become judges of the superior court 
upon unification • 
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5. APPELLATE PROCEDURES 
One the more controvers st in 
court is s cases which formerly 
arose in the lower courts and which, fication, would 
in the unified superior court. 
a) The Commission recommends that there be no appellate 
Appellate departments st in many of California's courts 
to hear appeals emanating from justice and municipal 
courts But the gene philosophy of appeals, that appeals are 
cally to an "upper" court, appears to raise strong 
obj to the creation of an appellate department in the 
superior court to "horizontally" review matters pre-
termined by other superior court judges. 
The Commission recommends that appeals from misdemeanors 
and all civil appeals, regardless of the amount in controversy, 
1 
1 
most logical alternative to superior court 
le appeals from 
a j 
is to take all 
court to the courts of In a unified 
tern, there is no justi whatever to 
sdictional st , for purposes of appeal, 
on the amount in controversy. Such a 
r placed, is arbitrary and issues involved 
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6. ELECTRONIC REPORTING 
State should re e cons 
lude appropriate faci s ele 
tionally, the Legislature should enact a statute 
a transcript prepared from a tape, a tern of 
reporting, is the of 
Electronic reporting is now 
implemented in an orderly fashion. 
that accurate logs be kept in progress 
should 
r procedure 
s 
no problems. There are many 
not the least of which is that it is 
installation. There 
time before all trial courts in state could 1 
now equipment and, in any event, 
court should be "grandfathered 
work for the court in a full-time 
extent that 
. It is 
ectronic reporting will be necessary 
1 trial courts will be courts of record and 
number of court 
11 be required. 
While 11 breaking " the system 
the state 
could ially be case 
unl ly that transcripts 11 be 
not a 
the 
as 
the 
of 
to more complex cases as experience is 
as caseloads increase. The cost of not 
of 
equ 
at 
s considerably to the 
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1 
system Under s recommendation, 
can be ed and led as needed all at once, 
as it comes into use the cost , instal 
monitoring of the equipment will be more than offset by the 
generated by that use. If used to record material 
not be recorded, of course, the operating costs (tapes 
) would be excessive and the potential gains could be 
t. But properly used, the system would more than pay for 
self a short time. 
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7 DISTRICTS DIVISION INTO ADHINISTRATIVE 
current Government 69640- 965 ) 
on S II not less than 4,00 
may be s for 
s on the court of the s 
, adopted 1959, the 
of sors to divide the to not more 9 
le also to 
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ct ty to 
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Lo les ts this 
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r be ves 
f sors but would the court. The 
s is two- t the court is 
effect such a s , since it is 
ar th all relevant (e.g., 
, personnel , j case 
s); and second, upon the state financing, 
r have the seal governments would no 
t in the administration the courts as they do under 
the sent 
Consistent th st law, the proposed 11 
sets Los Angeles County as the only superior court 
s empowered to establish administrative areas. Rather 
nev1 Government Code sections to empower other 
s cts to s , however, the propos 
a general authorization section which may be amended by the 
s to authorize such a subdivision in other counties 
the need may arise. on , of course, mean 
the various superior courts would generally have more 
j s 1 ties at sent and refore it is 
poss 
for s 
al on 
s 
other 
the Los 
become advisable 
les. It is expected 
i 
s 
areas. Under uni 
s court 
Los 
establish 
les court would over 
350 j s, and a court of s size may be unmanageable 
s s areas. 
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8. TRANSITION RECOMMENDATIONS 
As in any major structural reorganization, whether of a 
governmental organization or in private industry, some con-
fusion and some employee slocation undoubtedly will result. 
These consequences should be minimized, not only for the 
obvious reason that a major disruption of the courts is not 
in the public interest but also because of the human 
considerations involved. Therefore, the Commission recommends 
that the Legislature direct the Judicial Council to prepare 
a plan for the orderly transition to a unified trial court 
system (including its recommendations on the need for area 
administration, as recommended by Booz, Allen & Hamilton-- see 
discussion, supra, in part 3 hereof). The Commission further 
recommends that the following constitutional and statutory 
provisions to govern the interim period be enacted to provide 
for judicial succession and to give certain protections to 
all employees of the superseded courts: 
(1) All incumbent superior and municipal court judges, 
justice court judges who have been members of the State Bar 
for at least five years, and all full-time commissioners 
and referees who have been members of the State Bar for at 
five years and who have been recommended for a judgeship 
by both their court of service and the Judicial Council, 
become judges of the new superior court. Thereafter, 
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the eligibility requirements for an office should be the 
same as presently st for a superior court judge. E le 
judges and elevated subordinate judicial officers from the 
superseded courts would s in the superior court which is 
established in the county wherein the previous courts 
were located. 
(2) All other permanent employees would be carried over 
into the new superior court, and be considered to have met 
all requirements for employment. They could still be removed 
for cause but, for a period of five years, could not be 
discharged for other than cause. After five years, each court 
administrator would be empowered to eliminate supernumerary 
positions, if any still exist, pursuant to a plan to be adopted 
by the Judicial Council. Probationary employees would be 
carried over as probationary employees. 
(3) For the first year, all employees who transfer from the 
superseded courts would continue to receive the same compens 
they received in the superseded court. Although this would 
temporarily result in an uneven salary structure, it protects 
all employees from any possible pay cut for that year and 
no one. At the end of the first year, the classification and 
pay rate schedules of the Judicial Council would become 
effective for all employees. Until such schedules are adopted, 
of course, is impossible to even speculate whether employees 
would rally rece an increase or suffer a decrease, and 
to what extent. The s should, however, be adopted 
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( 6) s 
I as make 
II. FISCAL ANALYSIS 
A unified trial court would introduce a rational fiscal 
structure to replace the bifurcated fiscal support for Cali-
fornia's existing three-level trial court system. Money 
appropriated will be expended more efficiently, thereby enhancing 
the performance of the courts immediately and, in the future, 
resulting in a less costly system than would otherwise be the case. 
It should be pointed out that the estimated overall cost 
of unifying California's trial courts is on the order of $6 
million (see Table 3, infra). However, the information and 
tables within this section indicate a marked shift in the 
collection and disbursement of court funds from the present mode 
of allocation among governmental entities. 
In keeping with the basic recommendation for state 
financing of the trial court system, all of the revenues of 
the trial courts are to be collected and retained by the state 
and most of the court expenditures52 are to be borne by the state. 
As the following tables indicate, this shift in financial 
responsibility will result in an overall increased cost to the 
state of $30 million. 
52The only exception would be the provision by the counties of 
facilities presently used as court buildings. 
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Receipts 
Expenditures 
"' "' 
Table 1 
CALIFORNIA TRIAL COURTS RECEIPTS & EXPENDITURES 
Count:{ 
$ 9914911 926.!/ 
2o4,739,938Y 
(FY 1973-74) 
City 
$ 81,397,064 
-0-
State 
$25,485,552 
• 
Total 
$206,374,542 
220,822,029 
Difference ($_105,248,012) $ 81,397,064 
16,082,091 
$ 9,403,461 $ (14,447,487) 
!!Includes estimate of marshal, sheriff and constable revenues derived from 
service of process ($6,664,151). 
Yincludes maintenance of court facilities in the amount of $16,686,573. 
TABLE 2 
Page l of 2 
SDr1MARY OF STATEWIDE TRIAL COURT EXPENDITURES 
(FY 1973-74) 
STATE COUNTY 
FINANCED FINANCED_!/ TOTAL 
--
Superior Court~/ 
Judicial Salaries $ 13,596,855 $ 4,078,945 $ 17,675,800 
Contribution to Judicial 
Retirement Fund 1,429,000 1,429,000 
Nonjudicial Salaries ~~d Benefits!! 53,823,779 53,823,779 
Services and Supplies_ 20,931,469 20,931,469 
Fixed Assets 283,405 283,405 
TOTAL 15,025,855 79,117,598 94,143,453 
Municipal Court~/ 
I 
Judicial Salaries 13,876,605 13,876,605 
"' 
Contribution to Judicial Retirement Fund 1,056,236 1,056,236 
"' Nonjudicial Salaries and Benefits 41,414,584 41,414,584 I 
Services and Supplies 12,969,538 12,969,538 
Fixed Assets 238,941 238,941 
Justice Court~/ TOTAL 1,056,236 68,499,668 69,555,904 
Judicial Salaries2/ 4 2,525,858 2,525,858 Nonjudicial Salaries ~~d Benefits-/ 4,852,935 4,852,935 
Services and Supplies_, 1,844,698 1,844,698 
Fixed Assets 85,793 85,793 
TOTAL 9,309,284 9,309,284 
SUB-TOTAL: 16,082,091 156,926,550 173,008,641 
Statewide Court Security (Bailiffing) : 22,336,916 
Maintenance of Facilities: 16,686,5731/ 
City and County of San Francisco: 8,789,899-
GRAND TOTAL $ 16,082/091 $ 204,739,938 $ 220,822,029 
(Footnotes for Table 2 on page following.) 
Footnotes 
• • 
TABLE 2 
SUM11ARY OF TRIAL COURT EXPENDITURES 
( FY 19 7 3- 7 4) 
" 
Page 2 of 2 
l/No breakdown for the City and County of San Francisco is available; only total 
expenditures are in these figures. 
~/unless otherwise noted, this information was computed from individual county budget 
line items contained in the State Controller's Annual Report of Financial 
Transactions Concerning Counties of California, Fiscal Year 1973-74. 
l/This data not shown separately in Controller's Report (footnote 2), but was computed 
from the actual judicial staffing level in each of the three categories of counties 
which have different rates of contribution. 
l ~ !/Nonjudicial Salaries and Benefits and Services and Supplies were not reported in the 
' Controller's Report (footnote 2). The total for both categories is taken from 
such Report, but the separate figure reported for each category above was estimated. 
~/Information computed from Judicial Council records. 
Additional costs (statewide) due solely to trial court 
unification. 
Under the Commission's recommendations, the sole overall 
immediate increase in cost to the court system would be (1) the 
upgrading of municipal and attorney justice court judges' 
salaries and benefits to the present levels for superior court 
judges ($4,390,405) and (2) the upgrading of full-time commissioners 
and attorney referees to superior court judfes ($1,617,973), for 
a total of $6,008,378, based on 1975 salaries. See Table 3, 
following. 
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Table 3 
ANNUAl• COST OF ELEVATJ,NG LOWER COUR'I JUDGES AND FULLTIM.E COMMISSIONERS 
AND ATTORNEY REFEREES TO StPERIOR COURT JUDGESHIPS 
Total Y TotalY 
Current Current Projected 
·No. Salary Salaries Salaries 
Superior Court-
nY Conunissioners y 2,607,064 3,216,229 
Referees 22Y y 663,149 99.6,578 
Municipal Court- 405~/ Judges 411617 16,879,185 18,346,095 
Commissioners 41Y 4/ 1,536,022 1,857,259 
·Referees 1oY !I 218,697 452,990 
Justice Court-
76y 12,ooo.?/· Judges 912,0()0 3,442,724 
TOTAL 
NET INCREASES 
!IFulltime attorney positions statewide as of October, 1975. 
~/Authorized positions, statewide, as of October, 1975. 
l/Includes only attorney judges. 
Net Total Net Total.:V 
§alary Increas~ Benefits Increase 
609,165 48,733 
333,429 26,674 
1,466,910 117,353 
321,237 25,699 
234,293 18,743 
2,530,724 275,418 
5,495,.758 512,620 
!/current salary of each commissioner or referee is on file with the Joint Committee on the Structure of 
the Judiciary, Sacramento, California; the individual sala~ies vary considerably. The "Total Current 
Salaries" figure is the total of all such actual salaries. 
~/Estimated average of justice court judges' salaries, which vary greatly from county to county. 
Total Net 
Increase 
657,898 
360,103 
1,584,263 
346,936 
253,036 
2,806,142 
6,008,378 
~/Derived by multiplying the number of current positions by the current salary of a superior court judge ($45,299). 
2/Benefits Increase computed at 8% of the net salary increase except with respect to justice court judges 
where the 8% was computed from the Total Projected Salaries as many of such judges are not already a 
part of a county retirement system. 
Shift of revenue distribution/expenditure allocation 
between local and state entities upon unification. 
On the basis of the Commission's recommendations, the costs 
to the state to unify California's trial courts will be: (1) the 
$14,447,487 overall deficit presently by the court system 
(see Table 1, supra); (2) the cost to increase municipal and 
justice court judges' salaries and benefits to superior court 
levels in the amount of $4,390,405 (see Table 3, supra); and (3) 
the increased cost to carry over all full-time attorney referees 
and commissioners as superior court judges, at $1,617,973 (see 
Table 3, supra). This amounts to a total state cost of $20,455,865 
for operation of the trial courts. Since, however, the state 
presently enjoys a net gain of $9,403,461 from trial court 
revenues, this proposal for unification, with the state having most 
the financial responsibility for the system, would result in a 
net deficit to the state of $29,859,326: 
Cities 
Counties 
State 
Table 4 
Net Statewide Revenues and Losses of Trial 
Court System to all Governmental Entities 
1 21 Following Fiscal '73-74(adj.)--F-Unification (est.)!/ 
$81,397,064 
(105,248,012) 
9,403,461 
-o-
-o-
($20,455,865) 
Total Deficit ($14 ,447 ,487) ($ 20,455 ,865) 
!/Net losses are set forth in parentheses. 
Net 
Difference 
($81, 397 ,064) 
105,248,012 
(29,859,326) 
($6,008,378) 
~/Includes the cost of maintenance and bailiff/service of process 
ch are not ordinarily carried as court expenditures but which 
must be considered part of the total tri court expenses for 
purposes of state financing so that a realistic comparison can 
be 
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I 
• 
The net increase of $6,008,378 in trial court costs 
following unification is a transition figure on 
the Commission's recommendations. It is based on 
recommendation for continued employment of all persons 
by the courts i~ediateiv_ prior to unification, each carried 
over into the unified system at the same salary such person was 
previously. Thus, there would be no net change in non-
judicial salaries for the transition. There is no question, 
, that the more efficient operation of unified trial 
courts, and the elimination of a great deal of dupli 
ly result in substantial savings, though the extent 
was not estimated by the Commission. 
On the basis of the experience of the Washington, D.C., 
Court (see Section I, supr~, it is expected that 
reasonably near future the total cost of a unified trial court 
system in California would be less than that to continue the 
sent multi-level system. It is also expected that, in the 
slative progress of unification legislation, an acceptable 
ll 
cost-sharing will be found; such decisions more 
to the political arena, this Commission merely 
forth what it feels should be the timate (proportional) 
of costs and revenues, and makes no recommendation 
implementation. 
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Respectfully submitted, 
JAMES A. COBEY 
S. WYANNE BUNYAN 
DONALD B. BLACK 
HARLAND W. BRAUN 
SAM CIANCHETTI 
EDWARD L. DAVENPORT 
LOUIS A. DE MERS 
ROBERT FAINER 
ALBERT C. GARBER 
DAVID M. GOLDSTEIN 
ROBERT N. HOVARD 
DAVID W. KWAN 
WILBUR F. LITTLEFIELD 
LOREN MILLER 
BETTY MORRIS 
DAVID PEREZ 
ANDREW SCHULTZ 
ROBERT M. TAKASUGI 
ROBERT S. THOMPSON 
{NOTE: Commissioners Nobriga and Smock wished it stated for the 
record that because their ex officio membersh~p in the Commission 
was principally to obtain their personal expertise on the subject 
and to provide liaison with two organizations vitally interested 
in the structure of the trial courts, they felt it inappropriate 
to cast either an affirmative or negative vote on the work of 
the Commission and therefore abstain.] 
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APPENDIX A 
Proposed Constitutional Amendment 
I 
I 
Senate Cons Amendment No. 
A resolution to propose to the people of the State 
of California am to Cons tution of the State 
by amending Sections 1, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 
19, and 20 of, by adding Sections 4 and 23 to, and by 
repealing Sections 4, 5, 5.5 and 22 of Article VI thereof, 
and by adding XXXV to, relating to courts. 
Resolved by the Senate, ly concurring, that 
the Legislature of State of fornia at its 1975-76 
Regular Session commencing on the second day of December, 
1974, two-thirds of the members elected to each of the two 
houses of the Legislature voting therefor, hereby proposes 
to the people of the State of fornia that the Consti-
tution of the State be amended as lows: 
First - 1 of Article VI is amended to read: 
SEC. 1. The j al power 
the Supreme Court, courts of 
m~fi~e~~a± ee~~~s7 afie j~s~~ee 
ee~~~s a~e eo~~~s Of ~eeo~e. 
for the administration of the 
s State is vested in 
superior courts, 
ee~f~S7~±± e~ee~~ j~s~~ee 
The f Justice is responsible 
courts. 
Second - That Section 4 of Artie VI is repealed. 
BE€7 47 ~n eaefi eo~n~y ~fiere ~s a s~~er~or eo~r~ o£ o~e 
or mo~e j~e~es7 ~fie ne~~s±a~~re sfia±± ~rese~~oe ~fie ~~mber 
Of j~e~es a~d p~ov~ee £o~ ~fie o££~ee~s a~d emp±oyees Of eaefi 
s~per~or eo~r~7 ~£ ~fie ~ove~~±~~ body of eaefi a££ee~ed 
eo~n~y eofie~rs7 ~fie ne~~s±a~~re may pfov~de ~fia~ ofie er more 
j~e~es serve mo~e ~fian one s~per~e~ eo~f~7 
~fie eo~n~y e±er~ ~s e~ o££±eio e±er~ of ~fie s~perior 
eotlr~ ~n ~fie ee~~~Y7 
Third - That 4 is added to Article VI, to read: 
SEC. 4 The lature 
system of al courts 
each comprised f at least 
superior court. s 
of judges and 
superior court. 
Fourth - That 
SE€7 57 
aftd ;~s~~ee eo~r~ 
may no~ be 
eU'iet 
a statewide 
state into districts, 
and containing a 
shall cribe the number 
officers and employees of each 
le VI is repealed. 
be d~vided in~o m~n±e±pa± eotlr~ 
as pre~±ded by s~a~tl~e, btl~ a 
me~e ~fiafi one d~s~rie~7 Eaefi 
fiave one or mere jtld~es7 
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.!I.'.k.e.,r.e ..sk-a.J.-l lole -a m:l:l.a,i-e:,if'-el.-l .GQ.Q-E.:t 4.-a .e.s.e.k .Q,i.,s.:t.,r.i-€-t. .Q.f m.Q.,r.e 
than -4-e.,-e-e-e-·'!:'es'ident'5 ufl:Ei -a -:jtt-sk.4:ee -eett'f-t 4:R e-e.-ef:l. -El.-:i-s-t'f-i-e-t: 
~ -4-e.,-e-e-e ~'ident'5 ~ ~e'5-s~ ~e n~~ e£ ~'5-ident-s -sft~~~ 
be ~'5ee~~±ned ~-s p~'ided ~ -st~t~te~ 
~e f.-e¢'5~~t~~ '5h~~~ p-r'O"\f'ide -£~ the "O'r'9~n±~~t±e:n -an-d 
p~-s~-r±~-e the -:]~ri-sd±ci±e:n '0-f ~n-:ie:i~~ ~nd -:j't'.l.-st-:iee -ee't'.l.'!:'t-s~ 
-it -sft~~~ p-re-s-er±~e -£~ e~~ ~1'1.-:ie:i~~ -ee't'J.'rt -afl.-el ~-:i-de -.€'6-f' 
e-aefi -:jtt-st-:iee eott'ft the fl.tt~-!:'7 ~tt~~-:i-f-:ieat-:ieR-s7 -an-d ~­
-s.ftt-:ieR e-£ -:jtt-d9e-s7 e-f-f'ieef-s7 --ane e~e;rees~ 
Fifth - That Section 5.5 of Article VI is repealed • 
££€~ ~~~~ Hotw±th-st~nd-:ifl.'9 the Pf~'i-s±efl.-s e-f £-eet-:iefl. ~~ 
~ny ~±ty ±fl. £~n ~e9o €o~nty may ~e -d±~ded -:ifl.to ~ th~fl. 
one mttfl.±e:ip~~ eott'rt ~ -:]~-st±ee ~-rt d-:i'5tf±ci ±-£ the f.e9±-s-
~~t't'J.~ deteTm±ne'5 th~t ~n~'5't'.l.~~ 9-e~~ph±~ ~nd±t±on-s w~~nt 
"S't'J.'Ch 'd± vi-s± -on-; 
Sixth - That Section 6 of Article VI is amended to read: 
SEC. 6. The Judicial Council consists of the Chief Justice 
and one other judge of the Supreme Court, 3 judges of courts 
of appeal; 5 and 10 judges of superior courts; 3 j~e~es ef 
m~n~e~~a~ ee~rts7-afte ~ j~a~es ef j~st~ee ee~rts, each appointed 
by the Chief Justice for a 2-year term; 4 members of the State 
Bar appointed by its governing body for 2-year terms; and one 
member of each house of the Legislature appointed as provided 
by the house. 
Council membership terminates if a member ceases to hold 
the position that qualified the member for appointment. A 
vacancy shall be filled by the appointing power for the 
remainder of the term. 
The council may appoint an Administrative Director of the 
Courts, who serves at its pleasure and performs functions 
delegated by the council or the Chief Justice, other than 
adopting rules of court administration, practice and pro-
cedure. 
To improve the administration of justice the council shall 
survey judicial business and make recommendations to the 
courts, make recommendations annually to the Governor and 
Legislature, adopt rules for court administration, practice 
and procedure, not inconsistent with statute, and perform 
other functions prescribed by statute. 
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The Chief Jus to expedite judicial business 
and to judges. The Chief Justice may 
of any judge to another court but 
consent if the court is of lower jur-
j who consents may be assigned to 
only with the 
isdiction. A 
any court. 
Judges shall report to the 
Jus directs concerning 
Council as the Chief 
condition of judicial business 
in r courts. They shall cooperate the council and 
ld court as assigned. 
Seventh - That Section 8 of Article VI is amended to read: 
SEC. 8. The Commission on Judicial Qualifications consists 
of 2 judges of courts of appeal7 ~ and 3 judges of superior 
courts, a~a e~e j~d~e ef a m~~ie~pa! ee~~~~ each appointed 
Supreme Court; 2 members of the State Bar who have 
law in this State for 10 years, appointed by its 
body; and 2 zens who are not judges, retired 
judges, or members of the State Bar, appointed by the Governor 
approved the Senate, a majority of the membership 
concurring. All terms are 4 years. 
Commission membership terminates if a member ceases to 
hold the position that quali the member for appointment. 
A vacancy shall filled by the appointing power for the 
of the term. 
Eighth - That Section 9 of Article VI is amended to read: 
SEC. 9. The State Bar of California is a public corpora-
Every person admitted and licensed to practice law 
s State is and shall be a member of the State Bar 
le holding o ce as a judge ef a ee~~~ ef ~eee~a. 
Ninth - That 10 of VI is amended to read: 
SEC. The Supreme Court, courts of appeal, superior 
courts, and the judges original jurisdiction in habeas 
corpus proceedings. Those courts also have original juris-
di re f in the natuie 
mandamus, and prohibition, except that superior 
courts not compel or prohibitaction by 
a 
jurisdiction in all causes 
s~a~~~e ~e e~fie~ ~~ia! ee~~~~. 
comment on the evidence and the 
of any witness as in its opinion 
of the cause. 
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Tenth - That Section 11 of Article VI amended to read: 
SEC. 11. The Supreme Court has appellate jurisdiction when 
judgment of death has been pronounced. With that exception 
courts of appeal have appellate jurisdiction wnen s~~e~~e~ 
ee~~~s na~e er~g~na~ ;~r~soie~~en and ~n e~ne~ ea~ses ~re­
seri~ed ~y s~a~~~e in all causes other than small claims and 
infractions. 
s~~e~~e~ ee~r~s nave ap~e~~a~e ;~r~sd~e~±en ±n ea~ses ~~e­
se~±~ed ~y s~a~tl~e ~na~ a~~se ~n m~n±e±~a~ and ;tls~~ee eetl~~s 
~n ~ne~r eetln~±es, 
The Legislature may permit appellate courts to take evidence 
and make findings of fact when jury trial is waived or not a 
matter of right. 
Eleventh - That Section 14 of Article VI is amended to read: 
SEC. 14. The Legislature shall provide for the prompt pub-
lication of such opinions of the Supreme Court and courts of 
appeal as the Supreme Court deems appropriate, and those 
opinions shall be available for publication by any person. 
Decisions of the Supreme Court and eetlr~s e~ a~~ea~ that 
determine causes shall be in writing with reasons stated. 
Twelfth - That Section 15 of Article VI is amended to read: 
SEC. 15. A person is ineligible to be a judge e£ a eetlr~ 
~ ~~~4 unless £er 5 years ~mmed~a~e~y ~~eeed~ng se~ee~±en 
~e a Mtln~e~~ai eetlr~ er iS years ~mmed±a~eiy ~reeed~ng 
seiee~~en ~e e~ner eetlr~s7 the person has been a member of 
the State Bar for 10 years immediately preceding selection 
er served as a ;tldge e~ a eetl~~ e~ reeerd ~n ~n~s S~a~e. 
A ;tldge ei~g~~ie ~e~ Mtln~e~~ai eetl~~ se~v±ee may ~e ass±9ned 
~Y ~ne en~e~ Jtls~~ee ~e serve en any eetlr~ . 
Thirteenth - That Section 16 of Article VI is amended to read: 
SEC. 16. (a) Judges of the Supreme Court shall be elected 
at large and judges of courts of appeal shall be elected in 
their districts at general elections at the same time and 
places as the Governor. Their terms are 12 years beginning 
the Monday after January l following their election, except 
that a judge elected to an unexpired term serves the remain-
der of the term. In creating a new court of appeal district 
or division the Legislature shall provide that the first 
elective terms are 4, 8, and 12 years. 
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(b) Judges of superior courts shall be elected 
tricts at general elections. The 
that an unopposed incumbent's name 
their ee~n~~es e~ 
Legislature may provide 
not appear on the 
(c) Terms of judges of superior courts are 6 years 
beginning the Monday after January l following their 
election. A vacancy shall be filled by election to a full 
term at the next general election after the January l follow-
ing the vacancy, but the Governor shall appoint a person to 
11 the vacancy temporarily until the elected judge's term 
begins. 
thin 30 days before August 16 preceding the expira-
tion of judge 1 s term, a judge of the Supreme Court or 
a court of appeal may file a declaration of candidacy to 
succeed to the office presently held by the judge. If the 
declaration is not filed, the Governor before September 16 
shall nominate a candidate. At the next general election, 
only the candidate so declared or nominated may appear on 
the ballot, which shall present the question whether the 
candidate shall be elected. The candidate shall be elected 
upon receiving a majority of the votes on the question. A 
candidate not elected may not be appointed to that court 
but later may be nominated and elected. 
The Governor shall fill vacancies in those courts by 
appointment. An appointee holds office until the Monday 
after January 1 following the first general election at 
which the appointee had the right to become a candidate 
or until an elected judge qualifies. A nomination or appoint-
ment by the Governor effective when confirmed by the Com-
miss on Judicial Appointments. 
Electors of a ee~n~y superior court district, by majority 
of those voting and a manner the Leg1slature shall pro-
vide, may make this system of selection applicable to judges 
superior courts. 
Fourteenth - That 
read: 
17 of Article VI is amended to 
SEC. a eetl~~ ef ~eee~e may not practice 
term for which the judge was selected 
public employment or public office other 
emp or judicial office. A judge of 
mtln~e~~a~ court may, however, become eligible 
public office by taking a leave of 
to ling a declaration of candi-
the public office is a resignation from 
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A judicial officer may not receive fines or fees for 
personal use. 
Fifteenth 
read: 
That Section 19 of Article VI is amended to 
SEC. 19. The Legislature shall prescribe compensation 
for judges e£ ee~~es e£ ~eee~d. 
A judge e£ a ee~~~ e£ ~eee~d may not receive the salary 
for the judicial office held by the judge while any cause 
before the judge remains pending and undetermined for 90 
days after it has been submitted for decision. 
Sixteenth - That Section 20 of Article VI is amended to 
read: 
SEC. 20. The Legislature shall provide for retirement, 
with reasonable allowance, of judges e£ ee~~es e£ ~eee~d 
for age or disability. 
Seventeenth - That Section 22 of Article VI is repealed. 
SEe~ ~~~ ~fie ~e~~siae~~e may p~ev~de £e~ efie appe~nemene 
ey e~~ai ee~~ts e£ ~eeo~a o£ e££~ee~s s~efi as eemm~ss~o~e~s 
eo pe~£e~m s~he~d~nate j~a~e~ai d~t~es~ 
Eighteenth - That Section 23 is added to Article VI, to 
read: 
SEC. 23. The Legislature shall provide sufficient and 
adequate funds for a statewide court system. 
Nineteenth - That Article XXXV is added, to read: 
Article XXXV 
Temporary Provisions 
SEC. 1. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 15 
of Article VI, on January 1, 1978, each person holding office 
on December 31, 1977, as a judge of the superior or municipal 
court, and each person holding office on December 31, 1977, as 
a judge of the justice court who has been a member of the 
State Bar for at least 5 years, shall become a judge of the 
superior court in the district that includes the county in 
which the judge's court was previously established, for the 
remainder of the term for which the judge was selected. If 
a vacancy should occur before the expiration of such term the 
provisions of subdivision (c) of Section 16 of Article VI 
shall apply to fill such vacancy. 
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(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 15 of 
Article VI, on January 1, 1978, each person serving as a 
full-time commissioner or referee of a trial court on 
December 31, 1977, whose particular office was created on 
or before January 1, 1975, and who has been a member of the 
State Bar for at least 5 years and is recommended for ele-
vation by both the court such person has been serving and 
the Judicial Council, shall become a judge of the superior 
court in the district that includes the 90unty in which the 
court in which such person served was previously established, 
for a term which expires on January 5, 1981. 
SEC. 2. On January 1, 1978, the number of superior court 
judgeships in each district shall at least equal the number 
of superior, municipal and justice court judges who are 
entitled on that date to become superior court judges, and 
the number of judgeships shall not thereafter be reduced 
if the effect of the reduction would be to deprive any person 
who becomes a judge pursuant to this article of a judicial 
position. 
Twentieth - The amendments of, additions to, and repeal of, 
sections of Article VI, and the addition of Article XXXV, 
made by Senate Constitutional Amendment No. of the 
1975-76 Regular Session of the Legislature shall become 
operative on January 1, 1978. 
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APPENDIX B 
Proposed Legislative Bill Drafts* 
*It is recognized that there are innumerable "housekeeping" 
changes which would have to be made to the California codes 
reflecting the recommended changes. The first proposed 
draft does not attempt to make any such changes; the second 
draft is essentially a technical bill which makes no policy 
changes in and of itself but merely implements those made 
by the first, and is limited to sections contained in Title 
8 of the Government Code, relating to the organization and 
Government of courts, and to provisions of the Code of 
Civil Procedure and the Penal Code, relating to small 
claims actions and appeals from the lower courts. 
SENATE BILL NO. 
----------
An act to amend Section 68070 of, to add Section 68073 
and Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 69500) to Title 8 of, 
and to repeal Section 68073 and Chapters 5 (commencing with 
Section 69502), 6 (commencing with Section 71001), 7 (com-
mencing with Section 71600), 8 (commencing with Section 72000), 
9 (commencing with Section 72600, 9.1 (commencing with 
Section 73100), 10 (commencing with Section (73300) and 12 
(commencing with Section 76000) of Title 8 of, the Government 
Code, relating to courts. 
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a 
proceed 
(b) 
0 
e any tax, 
for fi 
allowance to 
. 2. Se 68073 of 
r:f the ~ea!.'-Elt efi 
reams fier 
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0 
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WE' t~e 
CS.Y.E't..S 
of 
Such 
legal 
law. 
es. 
SEC. 3. S 
read: 
68073 is added to the Government Code, to 
68073. Appropriations for the support of the Judicial Branch 
shall be annually made from the General Fund to the Judicial 
Council to be allocated by it to the Supreme Court, the courts 
of appeal, the superior courts, the Judicial Council and the 
ssion on Judicial Quali cat s. 
SEC. 4. Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 69502) of Title 
8 of the Government Code is repealed. 
SEC. 5. Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 71001) of 
8 of the Government Code is repealed. 
SEC. 6. Chapter 7 (commencing with Sect 
8 of the Government Code is repealed. 
71600) of le 
SEC. 7. Chapter 8 (commencing with Section 72000) of Title 
8 of the Government Code is repealed. 
SEC. 8. Cha r 9 (commenc 
B of the Government is r 
SEC. 9. Chapter 9.1 (commenc 
8 of the Government Code is 
SEC. 10. r 9.2 
8 of the Government 
ng 
is repealed. 
Se 72600 of le 
Sect 73075) of 
s 73100) of 
le 
SEC. 11. Chapter 10 (commencing th S 
8 of the Government Code is repealed. 
73300) of Title 
SEC. 12. r 12 (commencing th Se 
8 of Government Code is repeal 
SEC. 13. r 5 (commenc Sect 
to le 8 of the Government Code, to read: 
ss 
are trans 
the super 
Chapter 5. 
c 1 
The Superior Courts 
General P s 
is a 
of each supers 
-B4-
court distr 
court 
bus ess 
76000) of le 
69500) is 
All causes, 
the 
s of 
69501. Except as otherwise provided 
provision of law relating to super 
to the superseding superior courts. 
this chapter, every 
courts applicable 
69502. Unless the context otherwise requires, each statutory 
reference in this or any other code to "superior court," 
"inferior court," "municipal court" or "justice court," or 
to a judge thereof, refers to the superseding superior court 
or to a judge thereof. 
69503. Unless the context otherwise requires, each statutory 
reference in this or any other code to an officer or employee 
of a superseded court refers to an officer or employee of the 
superseding superior court who performs substantially equivalent 
duties to those performed by the officer or employee of the 
superseded court. 
69504. The superior court and each judge, officer or employee 
thereof has all the powers and shall perform all of the acts 
which were by law conferred upon or required of any superseded 
court and of any judge, officer or employee thereof, to the 
extent that such powers and duties are continued in this 
chapter. 
69505. The election for the term of office following the 
expiration of the term of each judge succeeding to a superior 
court judgeship on January 1, 1978, pursuant to Section 1 of 
Article XXXV of the Constitution shall be held in the district 
of such judge's service described in Article 6 (commencing with 
Section 70000) . 
69506. If the Legislature diminishes the number of judges 
of the superior court in any district, the offices which first 
become vacant, to the number of judges diminished, shall be 
deemed to be abolished. 
69507. Each superior court shall hold sessions at such times 
and places, as may be necessary, as prescribed by the court. 
There may be as many sessions, at the same time, as there are 
judges elected, appointed or assigned to a court. The judgments, 
orders and proceedings of any session of a superior court, held 
by any one or more of the judges sitting therein, are equally 
effectual as though all the judges of the court presided at 
the session. The type of judicial proceedings which may 
be heard at any location, other than a county seat, may be 
limited by order of the presiding judge. 
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payment or 1 shall 
ller to a warrant for it and 
it. 
to all moneys 
court in the s 
Fund. 
superior court is responsible and 
the Controller shall account for and 
full amount of all collected, or 
pursuant to Section 70511 up to the 
moneys shall as soon as 
thereof, be deposited in a bank 
53679 and at end of every 
the full amount into the State 
render to the Controller, such 
detail, under 
le and accruing 
of the State Treasurer for each 
shall be filed with State Controller. 
Controller that a duplicate receipt 
before the marshal is entitled 
ion to make deposit. 
shall keep a record of the imposition, 
all fines or forfeitures and shall 
to the State Controller at the time 
the Controller pursuant to Section 
isonment has been impos and, 
sentence, the fendant is 
the sentence of imprisonment and 
or forfeiture 1 thereof, such 
recorded and accounted for in the 
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in Sections 69801 and 69802, 
each superior court shall be 
court administrator. 
and employees of each superior 
court administrator to any 
location of court in the same district. Each officer or 
refuse any such assignment emp has author 
and shall 
as ass 
expenses 
the assignment and perform duties 
of the superior court who is 
other than that to which 
allowed all actual and necessary 
le 5. Facili s 
6990~. 1 es for holding court and for 
business of the courts, together with 
s for such facilities, that are 
of supervisors and used by any superior, 
court immediately prior to the operative 
shall continue to be provided, together 
a and 1 therefor, by the appropriate 
board of superv s for use by the superior court superseding 
such other courts on and after such date until such time as 
the 1 Council an existing facility is 
to meet the needs of the people of 
shall not be construed as requiring 
, Stenotype or other shorthand 
rna s, or 1 transcribing equipment, supplies 
or other personal to the of cial reporters of the 
court for use in the preparation of transcripts, or to replace 
the furnish us such facilities at 
any r. 
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Controller shall pay 
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e appropriate 
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Court s cts, Number of Judges 
Super 
Alameda, 
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Court s ct is 
shall have 
t is comprised 
t is 
have judges. 
ct is comprised 
Court District 1s 
1 have judges. 
70006. The Colusa Superior Court District is comprised 
of the Coun shall have judges. 
70007. Contra Costa County Superior Court District is 
comprised of the of Contra Costa, and shall have 
judges. 
70008. The Del Norte County Superior Court District is 
comprised of the County of Del Norte, and shall have 
judges. 
70009. The El Dorado County Superior Court District is 
comprised of the County of El Dorado, and shall have 
judges. 
70010. The Fresno County Superior Court District is comprised 
of the County of Fresno, and shall have judges. 
70011. The Glenn County Superior Court District is comprised 
of the County of Glenn, and shall have judges. 
70012. The Humboldt County Superior Court District 
comprised of the County of Humboldt, and shall have 
is 
judges. 
70013. The Imperial County Superior Court District is 
comprised of the County of Imperial, and shall have judges. 
70014. The Inyo County Superior Court District is comprised 
of the County of Inyo, and shall have judges. 
70015. The Kern County Superior Court District is comprised 
of the County of Kern, and shall have judges. 
70016. The Kings County Superior Court District is comprised 
of the County of Kings, and shall have judges. 
70017. The Lake County Superior Court District is comprised 
of the County of Lake, and shall have judges. 
70018. The Lassen County Superior Court District is comprised 
of the County of Lassen, and shall have judges. 
70019. The Los Angeles County Superior Court District is 
comprised of the County of Los Angeles, and shall have 
judges. 
70020. The Madera County Superior Court District is comprised 
of the County of Madera, and shall have judges. 
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of 
of 
70025. 
of the 
70026. 
of the 
70027 . 
compr 
70028. 
of the 
70029 
of the 
70030. 
of the 
Superior Court 
ll 
is comprised 
ct is 
judges. 
County Superior Court District is 
of Mendocino, and shall have judges. 
Me County Superior Court District is comprised 
of Merced, and shall have judges. 
Modoc County Superior Court District is comprised 
of , and shall have judges. 
The Mono County Superior Court District is comprised 
of Mono, and shall have judges. 
Monterey County Superior Court District is 
of Monterey, and shall have judges. 
County Superior Court District is comprised 
, and shall have judges. 
County Superior Court District is comprised 
, and shall have judges. 
Superior Court District is comprised 
, and shall have judges. 
70031. The Placer County Superior Court District is comprised 
of of Placer, and shall have judges. 
70032. 
of the 
70033 . 
70034. 
compr 
judges. 
70035. 
compri 
judges. 
P s County Superior Court District is comprised 
of Plumas, and shall have judges. 
rs County Superior Court District is 
of County of Riverside, and shall have judges. 
The Sacramento County Superior Court District is 
of the of Sacramento, and shall have 
San County Superior Court District is 
of County of San Benito, and shall have 
70036. The San Bernardino County Superior Court District 
s of County of San Bernardino, and shall have 
j 
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Francisco and shall 
Court District is 
shall have 
spo Court Dis ct 
of San Luis Obispo, and shall have 
Super Court strict is 
of San Mateo, and shall have judges. 
Barbara County Super Court District is 
of Santa Barbara, and shall have 
ra Superior Court District is 
of Santa Clara and shall have judges. 
Court ct is 
f Santa shall have judges. 
District is comprised 
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Court is comprised 
s. 
is comprised 
Court ict is 
shall have judges. 
ct is comprised 
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70052. Super Court compris 
of Coun shall have 
70053. The Superior Court Dis is comprised 
of the , and shall judges 
70054. The Tulare County Superior Court District is comprised 
of of Tulare, and shall have judges. 
70055. The Tuolumne County Superior Court District is comprised 
of the County of Tuolumne, and shall have judges. 
70056. The Ventura County Superior Court District is comprised 
of the County of Ventura, and shall have judges. 
70057. The Yolo County Superior Court District is comprised 
of the County of Yolo, and shall have judges. 
70058. Yuba County Superior Court District is comprised 
of the County of Yuba, and shall have judges. 
Article 7. 
70100. As 
a subdivis 
in this ar 
Superior Court Administrative Areas 
in this a cle, "administrative area" means 
Superior Court of any district as provided 
70101. 
70103 
super court district designated in Section 
be divided into as many administrative areas as 
set forth for such district in such section within 
each of which one or more sessions of the court shall be held. 
The boundaries of the administrative areas shall be drawn by 
the af court by order and approved by the Judicial Council. 
70102. If the court finds it necessary or advisable to 
change the boundaries of any administrative area or to create 
new administrative areas or to merge existing areas, it may 
make such changes the manner provided in Section 70101. 
70103. The following Superior Court Districts shall establish 
the designated number of administrative areas within their 
boundaries: 
(a) Los Angeles County I administrative areas]. 
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(a) Ho 
8. al Emergencies 
lence or other public 
truction of or 
the court, renders 
lux criminal cases resulting 
of arrests within a short period of time 
on of a court within a specified 
s ict, the presiding or sole judge of the 
and the Ch f Just may, notwithstanding 
of law, by order authorize the court to 
the following: 
within the district. 
(b) Trans il cases pending trial in the court to a 
super r court an adjacent district. No such transfer 
shall be made except with the consent of all parties to the 
case or upon a showing by a party that extreme or undue hardship 
would result unless case is transferred for trial. Any 
civil case so transferred shall be integrated into the 
exis caseload of court to which it is transferred 
pursuant to ru s adopted by the Judicial Council. 
(c) Sus (d) , (e) and (f) of Section 199 of 
the Code of Procedure relating to competency to act as 
a juror when such suspension is necessary to obtain a sufficient 
number of j ror . 
(d) iod provided in Section 859b of the 
Penal e of a preliminary examination from 
10 days to not more than 15 days. 
period provided in Section 1382 of the 
ch trial must be held by not more than 
trial of a defendant in custody whose time 
shall be given precedence over all other cases. 
70201. Chief Justice pursuant to this 
ef immediately upon its issuance and 
as soon thereafter as possible in the office 
of State. The Chief Justice may at any 
revoke or te te such order or any part thereof. 
r of revocat or termination shall be filed with 
of State but shall not affect the status or 
transfer thereto or of trials in 
progress, judges presiding in such trials shall continue 
so s have cone 
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70203. 
to curta 
fair 
by 
of 
in th 
a fendant 
1 or authorize the 
from a jury panel of a 
1 case to a 
of such a de 
court outside the county 
cle 9. Duties of the Clerk 
70300, The clerk of the superior court shall attend each 
session of the court in the district and upon the judge of 
judges of the court chambers when required. 
70301. The clerk shall keep such indexes as will insure 
ready reference to any action or proceeding filed in the court. 
There shall be separate indexes of plaintiffs and defendants 
in civil actions and of defendants in criminal actions. The 
name of each plaintiff and defendant shall be indexed and there 
shall appear opposite each name indexed the number of the 
action or proceeding and the name or names of the adverse 
litigant or litigants, if any, and the date of filing. This 
section does not apply to criminal actions filed by notice in 
lieu of a veri complaint pursuant to Section 40513 of the 
Vehicle Code. 
70302. The clerk shall issue all process and notices required 
to be is 
70303. The clerk shall keep the minutes and other records 
of the court, entering at length within the time specif 
by law, or forthwith if no time is specified, any order, 
judgment and decree of the court which is required to be 
entered and showing the date when each entry is made. Failure 
so to enter the date or failure to enter the order, judgment 
or decree within the time specified in this section shall not 
affect the validity or effectiveness of the entry. 
70304. Notwithstanding any provisions of law to the contrary, 
in districts where it is required by court order or rule that 
the clerk place individual minute orders in the court's file 
of actions in chronological order, and if it is otherwise 
required by law that as a prerequisite to destruction of such 
records a microfilm copy thereof be made, the clerk shall not 
be required to keep a minute book but shall be required to 
keep minutes. Nothing contained herein shall eliminate the 
requirement for a judgment book where judgments and decrees 
are required to be entered. 
70305. (a) The clerk may, in lieu of minute books, judgment 
books and orders and decrees, photograph, microphotograph or 
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constitute 
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raph, 
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name 
subject, the 
s co 
en 
court, and 
ite each 
r of court conta 
person was be 
and the page 
the order 
e a citizen or 
of the book of the 
ing such person 
as such 
70309. The c of s at the times 
and in manner cle 12 (commencing with 
Section 7060 
70310. 
each superior 
prescribed by 
Article 10( ... 
as otherwise provided by law, the clerk of 
court shall charge and collect the fees 
70311. 
payment of 
obligation 
clerk by mail, 
hold the c 
an 
shall 
pursuant to 
70312. 
shall 
luding travel 
of their duties . 
shall be on for 
is establ 
neces 
cle 12 (commencing with Section 70600) 
70400) for all serv es to be performed. 
any other provision of law, where 
, deposit in lieu of bail or other 
owing to the court is remitted to the 
rk may either mail to the remitter or 
ce for six months for the remitter 
payment, except that the clerk 
to the a receipt is 
by e remitter, se return address 
remittance consists of l tender 
the amount of dollars or more. 
cial receipt held by the clerk 
period of six months. 
rk deputy clerks of each superior court 
ir actual and necessary incidental expenses, 
expenses, incurred in the actual performance 
Travel expenses allowed under this section 
travel within the district in which the court 
super court shall be allowed 
luding but not to travel 
fees and other charges necessarily 
convention, school, conference 
of the clerk authorized 
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le 10. Fees 
70400. The for the filing of the first paper in a 
civil or proceeding, except for an adoption proceeding, 
is 
-----
Article 11. Marshal of the Superior Court 
70500. Whenever requ ed by the court, the marshal shall 
attend the super court of the district in which such 
officer is appointed and shall execute, serve and return all 
writs, processes and notices directed or delivered to such 
officer by the court or other competent authority. 
70501. The marshal shall preserve the peace within the 
court and as directed by the presiding judge on the business 
of the court. 
70502. As used in this article: 
(i) "Process" includes all writs, warrants, summons and 
orders of courts of justice or judicial officers. 
(ii) "No " includes all papers and orders required to 
be served proceedings before any court, board or 
officer, or when required by law to be served independently 
of such proceeding. 
70503. The marshal shall release on the record all 
attachments of real property and shall give the required 
written release of attachments or garnishments of personal 
property when the attachment or garnishment placed in such 
officer's hand has been released or discharged either in 
full or in part. 
70504. The marshal shall endorse upon all process and 
notices the year, month, day, hour and minute of reception 
and on payment of fees issue to the person delivering it 
a certificate showing the names of the parties, title of 
paper and time when received. 
70505. The marshal shall serve all process and notices in 
the manner prescribed by law. 
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70507. The 
process or not 
court 
part s 
at the court 
adjournment 
dir 
(b) The r 
establ 
the return. 
proof. 
(d) marsha 
who neglects 
the par cha 
upon and so 
creditor's 
paid or tende 
damages susta 
execute 
ficate as 
forth the facts 
process or notices 
or, if s of fails to 
such failure, and return the 
lay. 
deputy marshal 
r thereof, 
all other 
tion 
and of any 
attendance upon 
shall call the 
s bound to appear 
and 
r matter its 
returnable to 
notice 
tage. 
ss or ces 
facts stated in 
g the burden of 
does not return a ss or notice in 
necessary endorsement thereon, 
le to the person aggrieved for all actual 
such person . 
to whom a writ of exe is delivered 
upon or sell any property of 
ch is l le to be 
ired by the creditor or the 
marshal's fees have been 
c for all actual 
70510. If on marshal neg or refuses to pay 
is received by over to 
the off r 
legal fees 
person entitled 
of all 
and 
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70511. 
dol 
rest at the rate of 10 percent a month 
marshal shall charge and collect a fee of eight 
fty cents ($8.50) for all services rendered except: 
The fee for serving or executing a writ of attachment, 
exe or order on real estate, beyond the initial service or 
of a continuous unbroken parcel or tract, is three dollars 
(b) When a keeper used in the levy of a motor vehicle, the 
fee for , inventorying, and driving such vehicle to storage, 
may not exceed fteen dollars ($15). In all other cases, the 
fee for keeping and caring for property under attachment, execution 
or claim and delivery may not exceed twenty-five dollars ($25) 
when necess ly employed for any eight (8) hour period or any 
part reof. Should an additional keeper or keepers be required 
such eight (8) hour period or fraction thereof, the fee for 
such additional keeper or keepers shall be the same as herein 
fixed, but no event may any one keeper receive more than 
fifth dollars ($50) during any twenty-four (24) hour period when 
so employed. 
(c) The fee for a copy of any writ, process, paper, order or 
actual made by the marshal when required or demanded is 
cents ($0.25) a page, except that when correct copies 
shed to the marshal for use no charge may be made for 
(d) The fee for preparing and posting notice of personal 
under attachment, execution or order of court, 
l notice, is three dollars ($3) each. 
) The fee for furnishing a notice for publication is three 
dollars ($3). 
(f) The fee publication of a notice in a newspaper is 
the reasonable cost of the publication. 
for executing and delivering a deed or certificate 
or ace ficate of sale is three dollars ($3). 
(h) The fee for summoning a trial jury of 12 or less is two 
1 ($2), and for each additional juror, ten cents ($0.10.). 
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ness of the 
requires 
lowest sa 
such 
is 
selected in the same 
express ision is made, and shall 
same source and in the same 
for the position of 
such appointees may hold 
not longer than 90 days. 
is el ib for reappointment 
increase in business of the 
the appointment has been 
court to still exist, in which case 
receive one reappointment, to be 
an or l intment. 
Des true of Records 
in any civil action or 
court may order any vouchers 
ing delivered to the person 
If such person or 
after reasonab notice 
order them destroyed 
other law re to the 
of superior court 
, records, instruments, 
in any action or 
ise filed with the 
to the clerk 
, if all of the 
to the 
in the action 
do not show that the 
court~ except 
destroyed 
the office 
ing which they 
court; transcripts 
written 
, transcripts 
years 
the court 
were filed 
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• 
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to the 
(c) 
ssal 
to the person or 
d s 
except 
petit 
provided, 
action 
has 
has 
there 
Sect 
a 
, record, 
so destroyed 
Sections 1531 
stores at 
rephotograph such 
assure ervation 
defacement or destruction • 
clerk of 
proposed dispos ion 
county clerk, who shall 
transfer of the records. If 
State nor the clerk requests 
, the c superior court 
sect 
dismissed 
seven years after 
for tort injury 
not been 
1 judgment, 
filing of a 
C of Civil Procedure; 
destroyed if the 
the action 
the judgment 
of law, or 
to 
are 
• 
I 
four or more 
and in ses 
the court 
preservation 
destruct 
ion 
of microfilm 
sa and 
itely against 
3. scellaneous 
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counties, one 
court wherein 
11 rema open 
such hours as 
conducting 
sett of cases 
of court shall 
to 
is open 
for 
holiday as 
courts and 
civil Procedure; 
11 remain in 
, that the deliberations 
, and court shall 
connection therewith, 
orders, entries, 
any such trial; and a 
judie 1 act 
his 
in 
prosecution of appeals 
aris out of 
court or courts to 
in iated. 
629, 657 or 663 may, with 
, be heard at any 
at the trial. 
court or one or 
at the department 
1 jurisdict at all hours of 
Sundays and lidays, and, unless 
strate for a higher or lower 
1269c of the Penal Code, shall fix 
before the court of any 
schedule of bail previously fixed and 
of court. The bail shall be cash, 
bonds, or a surety bond 
surety as provided 
arres upon a warrant 
under like conditions, 
in the warrant. 
il prov for in this 
it, to sue and sign 
fendant, and to set a time 
de and give the 
a grand j shall be allowed 
the county rd of supervisors 
($25), for each day's 
for each day's 
grand jury, 
and mileage, 
of the county, 
traveled attending 
of a grand jury 
or chairman. 
a against the 
l jurors shall 
pa from the 
courts, when approved 
juror was in attendance. 
lve dollars ($12) for each 
to be allowed but once in any 
cents ($0.20) a mi for each 
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time 
where 
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addition to such 
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and such 
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to 
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is continued 
scheduled, 
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quickest 
circumstances. 
required by 
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ision (a) of 
lure to give 
contract ente between a person and 
requiring such person to testify, 
, shall be enforceab shall 
of this sect 
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attendance 
law, 
legal 
twelve do 
witness' fees 
required to 
lars ($12) a 
, twenty cents 
mileage 
a showing 
for expenses of the 
may disal fees to a 
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at 
an 
of 
so 
allowances 
prov of the 
sheriffs, sheriffs, marshals, 
c policemen. 
Sections 70707 through 
Highway Patrol" shall 
inspection specialists 
r of the Californ Highway Patrol, 
marshal, deputy marshal, fireman or 
as a witness before any court or 
civil action or proceeding in connection 
an event or transaction which such 
t in the course of his or 
officer's attendance may 
to such officer personally 
rior. The attendance of a 
Patrol, sheriff, deputy 
1, fireman or c policeman 
is section only in accordance 
1989 of the code of Civil 
on and in Sections 70708 and 70711 
or body before whom or which 
required by subpoena, including 
proceedings. 
Highway Patrol, sheriff, 
marshal, fireman or city 
subpoena issued pursuant to 
3 
shall receive the 
or she is normally 
officer 
travels to and from 
11 also 
such subpoena. 
shall 
the public 
ided for 
required 
The 
ited with 
ior to the 
• 
pursuant to this section 
is required to remain in at to 
If actual expenses should later to be less than 
amount deposited, the excess of the amount depos shall 
re 
If the actual expenses should later prove to be more than 
amount deposited, the difference shall be paid to the 
lie entity by the party at whose request the subpoena is 
If a court continues a proceeding on its own motion, no 
additional deposit may be required prior to the issuance of 
a subpoena or the making of an order directing such officer 
to appear on the date to which the proceeding is continued. 
70709. Whenever a member of the california Highway Patrol 
is not subject to a subpoena pursuant to Section 1989 of the 
Code of Civil Procedure he or she may nevertheless be required 
to appear as a witness before any court located in this State, 
in any civil action or proceeding in connection with a matter 
regarding an event or transaction which such member has 
perceived or investigated in the course of his or her duties 
a subpoena requiring his or her attendance. Such s 
be served by delivering a copy either to such 
personally or to his or her immediate super 
70710. Any member of the Californ Highway Patrol who is 
obliged to appear pursuant to a subpoena issued under the 
provisions of Section 70709 as a witness shall rece from 
State the salary or other compensation to which he or she 
is normally entitled as a member of the rol during the 
t that he or she travels to and from the place where the 
court is located and while required to remain at such place 
pursuant to such subpoena. Such member shall also receive 
from the State the actual necessary and reasonable traveling 
expenses he or she incurred in complying with such subpoena. 
party at whose request a subpoena is issued pursuant 
70709 shall reimburse the State for the amount of 
sa ry or other compensation to which the member of the 
California Highway Patrol involved is normally entitled from 
the State during the time that he or she travels to and from 
place where the court is located and while required to 
remain at such place pursuant to such subpoena; and in addition 
such shall reimburse the State for the actual, necessary 
and reasonable traveling expenses incurred by the member of 
california Highway Patrol in comp ing with such subpoena. 
An amount equal to the estimated amount 6f salary or 
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Patrol, sher 
reman or c 
return for subse-
I 
who asks or receives any such payment except as 
S 70708 and 70710 is likewise of a 
70715. All deposits made pursuant to Se 
70710 except such depos as the par may 
have refunded, shall be taxable as costs by 
party. 
70708 or 
be entitled to 
the prevailing 
70716. A member of the California Highway Patrol, sheriff, 
deputy sheriff, marshal, deputy marshal, fireman or city 
policeman who has been subpoenaed pursuant to the provisions 
of Sections 70707, 70709 or 70713 may, in lieu of attendance 
at the time specified in the subpoena, agree with the party 
at whose request such subpoena was issued to appear at another 
time or pursuant to such notice as may be agreed upon. 
70717. Whenever a member of the California Highway Patrol, 
sheriff, deputy sheriff, marshal, deputy marshal, fireman or 
city policeman appears as a witness pursuant to Section 70707 
and reimbursement is not made as provided for in Section 
70708, then the California Highway Patrol, or the publ 
entity employing the sheriff, deputy sheriff, marshal, deputy 
marshal, fireman or city policeman shall have standing to 
bring an action in order to recover such funds. 
70718. All actual and necessary expenses, including travel 
expenses, incurred on the business of the court shall be 
allowed to judges, officers and employees of the superior 
court when authorized by the presiding judge pursuant to 
standards promulgated by the Judicial Council. In addition, 
judges shall be allowed necessary expenses, including but 
not limited to registration fees or dues for any convention, 
school, conference or meeting, incurred in connection with 
work done as members of organizations of which they are mem-
bers in their official capacity as judges, by the presiding 
judge pursuant to standards promulgated by the Judicial Coun-
cil. 
Article 14. Transition Sections 
70800. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, 
provisions of this article shall prevail over any con£1 ng 
provisions of any other article in this act. 
70801. (a) On and after the operative date of this sec-
tion, each officer and employee of a superior, municipal or 
j ce court established and operating immediately pr to 
the operative date of this section shall hold the same or 
s lar position in the superior court as such officer or 
-B33-
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erative date of this act are appointed upon the 
of the superseding superior court ll be 
to have met all of the requirements for appo 
positions as provided in this act, and, except 
in subdivision (b), shall be removed only for the 
causes and in the manner provided for the removal of permanent 
cers and employees. Probationa super-
court shall continue as probat s of the 
superior court. 
Notwithstanding the provisions of subd 
after January l, 1983, adjustments may be 
a adopted by the Judie l Council, by 
strator of each superior court in the r 
ision (a) , on 
made, pursuant 
the court 
classi 
of officers and employees of court, lud the 
of supernumerary posit s if any 
the staffing level appropriate to that 
tanding the provis s of subd 
if it appears that two or 
trators, clerks or marshals are equally 
office held any superseded court 
eding superior court, the j 
shall determine which person 
ch the conflict exists and the 
h the other person or sons shall be 
The seniority of each person 
employee of a super , 
operating immed 
section shall 
permanent appointment to emp 
1 or justice court, or 
, and as to their respe 
shall preference over all other 
The employment rights of such emp 
t 
court. 
such 
at the time of the transfer authori 
rights and bene 
tionary or permanent status 
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• 
of emp 
mental 
effect; 
es' positions on exist and depart-
1 and eligible 1 are 
overtime shift premium pay whenever and whereve 
1 le; callback and standby pay whenever and 
le; pa sick , pa , pa 
ement; retention of vacation and sick leave 
which such employees have when they become emp 
state; and waiver of residence requirements. 
employee desiring to transfer to another county 
be placed on a county layoff list may do so w 
of the operative date of this section and shall 
county civil service rights and benefits. 
ave 
balances 
s of the 
officer or 
agency or to 
six months 
retain all 
70805. Each of the persons specified in Section 70804 who 
is a member of a county retirement system other than one 
provided by contract with the Public Employees' Retirement 
System on the operative date of this section shall become 
eligible for membership in the Publ Employees' Retirement 
System in accordance with the Public Employees 1 rement 
Law with respect to his or her employment r, and 
shall be subject to the reciprocal bene ts prov by such 
system. However, any such employee may elect to continue 
membership of the county retirement s respect to 
employment thereafter, in which event same appropr 
and transfer of funds shall be made to the fund of 
the county system for the employee as those of 
county under the county retirement law, such amounts 
shall be legal charges against the General The elec-
authorized by this Section shall be made no later than 
the date preceding the date upon which emp 's status 
is changed in accordance with this a cle, which shall allow 
at least 30 days to make the election. once 
made may not be rescinded. An employee who s not elect 
to continue membership in the county system shall be cons 
to have discontinued county employment for purposes of the 
county system at the close of the day date upon 
which the employee's status changes . 
70806. Every person who was regular 
liff division of a sheriff's department pr 
to the operative date of this section, and who had been so 
employed for the six months immediate 
may elect at least 30 days prior to 
ment to the marshal's office, and upon such date shall 
transferred to the office of the marshal of the super court 
to which previously regular assigned by the sheriff. 
(a) The Judie 1 Council shall 
rly transition of the exist 1 
ed trial court system as prov act, 
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plan for 
tern to 
adoption, prior to May l, 1977, of rules of court admin-
' to become effective on January l, 1978, establish-
a statewide system to provide for classif pos s, 
qualifications, selection, compensation, pay rate schedules, 
, d cipline, dismissal and ret ement of all officers 
and employees of the superior courts. 
(b) The Judicial Council shall report to the Legislature 
and to the Governor on or before May l, 1977, its recommenda-
on: 
(l) The establishment of regional judicial administrative 
areas to facilitate the planning and coordination of tr l 
court operations as they relate to statewide requirements. 
(2) The establishment of a uniform bail schedule for use 
in the superior courts throughout the state. 
(3) The manner by which filing fees in the super 
should be adjusted. 
courts 
(4) The possibility of reassigning judges on and after 
January l, 1983, or on some other plan whereby adjustment can 
be made thereafter in the number of judges sitting in super 
court districts wherein the number of judges holding office 
rtue of Article XXXV of the Constitution of the state ex-
s the number of judgeships authorized for such tr 
Article 6 (commencing with Section 70000) of Chapter 5 of 
le 8 of the Government Code, so that such extra judges 
be lized in lieu of new appointments in other districts 
where a need exists. 
(5) The fees 
e court or to 
tempore for 
the parties and 
which should be paid by litigants either to 
official court reporters or official reporters 
the preparation of transcripts ordered by 
not by the court. 
SEC. 15. No appropriation is made by this act or is any 
ob created thereby under Section 2231 of the Revenue 
and Taxation Code for the reimbursement of any local agency 
costs that may be incurred by it in carrying on any program 
or performing any service required to be carried on or per-
formed by it by this act. 
SEC. 16. This act shall become operative only if Senate 
Constitutional Amendment No. of the 1975-76 Regular Sess 
of the Legislature is adopted by the people, which event 
Section 14 of this act shall become operative at the same 
time as Senate Constitutional Amendment No. , and S 
l through 13, inclusive, of this act shall become operative 
on January l, 1978. 
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SEC. 17. In the event any other act or acts of the 1975-76 
Regular Session of the Legislature have any effect on any 
section of any code or statute affected by this act, the 
v ions of such act or acts shall prevail over the conflicting 
provisions of this act until this act becomes operative with 
respect to such conflicting provisions, at which time the 
conflicting provisions of such other act or acts shall no 
longer be operative. 
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BILL NO. * 
------
An act to amend Section 117, ll7a, ll7b, ll7c, ll7e, 
, 117m, ll7p, ll7r, 262, 262.1, 262.3, 262.4, 262.5, 
.7, 262.9, 262.10, 262.11, 904.1, 906 and 912 of, to 
al Sections 77, 1171, 11711 117o, 259, 259a, 262.6, 
904.2, 904.3, 904.4, 904.5, 905, 910 and 911 of, and 
Sections 117da, ll7db and ll7dc to, the Code of 
Procedure; to amend Sections 68071, 68072, 68074.1, 
68082, 68092, 68110, 68202, 68210, 68505, 68507, 68542, 
5, 68544, 68551, 68726 and 69141, and the headings of 
1.3 (commencing with Section 68121) and 1.5 (commencing 
Section 68200) of Title 8 of, and to amend and renumber 
11 (commencing with Section 75000) of Title 8 of, 
to 1 Sections 20021.6, 26603, 26606, 26607, 26608, 
6608.1, 26609, 26611, 26617, 26680, 68077, 68078, 68079, 
68083 68084, 68085, 68086, 68087, 68089, 68092.5, 68093, 
68 96, 68097, 68097.1, 68097.2, 68097.3, 68097.4, 68097.5, 
68097.55, 68097.6, 68097.7, 68097.8, 68097.9, 68097.10, 68098, 
68100, 68101, 68102, 68103, 68104, 69105, 68206, 68206.5, 68207, 
68513 (as added by Chapter 1126 of the Statutes of 1974), 68513 
by Chapter 1544 of the Statutes of 1974), 68514 (as 
Chapter 733 of the Statutes of 1974) , 68514 (as 
Chapter 1192 of the Statutes of 1974), 68515, 68540, 
68541, 68542.5, 68543, 68545, 68546 and 68807 of 
3 (commencing with Section 26660) and 7 (commencing 
26720) of Chapter 2 of Part 3 of Division 2 of 
and Chapter 1.1 (commencing with Section 68115) of 
of, and to add Section 20017.79 to and Article 7 
commenc with Section 68115) of 8 of, and to add 
20017.79 to and Article 7 (commencing with Section 
to Chapter 2 of Part 3 of Division 2 ofT le 3 of, 
Government Code; and to amend Sections 1018, 1191, 1237 
1238 of, and to repeal Title 11 (commencing with Section 
5 Part 2 of, the Penal Code, relating to courts. 
The le of State of California do enact as follows: 
SECTION 1. Section 77 of the Code of 
repe 
1 Procedure is 
~ ~he~e ±~ an a~~e~~a~e depa~~men~ ef ~he ~tlpe~±e~ 
eetl~~ ~n e~e~y eetln~y ane e±~y and eetln~y wh±eh ha~ ene e~ 
mefe eetl~~~. 
*To lement "housekeeping" changes on wh are necessitated 
the c policy changes recommended by the Commission. 
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a 
een~~ sfia±± 
~~es~d~n~ jnd~e and 
sha±± be ~he 
Eaeh add~~~ena± jnd~e sha±± a 
ane~he~ eenn~y e~ a jnd~e -f~em ~fie 
e~ een~~ ef h~~fie~ jn~~sd~e~~en ~n ~fi~s S~a~e~ 
~fie a~~e±±a~e de~a~~men~ ~n a eenn~y w~~h 
een~~ sfia±± eens~s~ ef snefi jnd~es 7 
as ~~es~e~n~ jnd~e by ~fie 
and ene aed~~~ena± jnd~e 
dnd~e~a± €enne~±~ Bnefi 
ef ~fie sn~e~~e~ eenr~ e£ ane~fie~ eenn~y e~ 
£~em ~fie snpe~~e~ eenre e~ een~~ e£ h~~fie~ 
s Seaee~ 
~fie a~~e±±a~e de~ar~men~ ~n a eetin~y 
ef ~fie Sti~er~e~ eeti~e sfia±± 
Wfien ~fiere are 59 er me~e 
and ~fie efia~rman e£ 
jtid~es. 
snefi jnd~es tinder 
£rem amen~ ~fie jtid~es 
€etine~±~ ~he €fia~rman 
a±se des~~na~e ene e£ StieR jtid~es as ~fie 
ee~ar~mene• Ne mere ~han ~firee e£ ~fie 
sfia±± ~a~~~e±pa~e ~n ~he hearin~ er de 
Stiefi Where ~fie~e a~e fenr 
~he pres~d±n~ jnd~e sfia±± des ~he ~hree 
sfia±± se ~ar~~e±~a~e. 
±n add±~±en ~e ~fie±r e~her 
as members ef ~fie a~~e±±a~e de~ar~men~ ef 
sha±± ser¥e fer ~he per±ed spee±f±ed ~he erder 
Whene¥er a jnd~e ±s des±~na~ed ~e ser¥e ±n 
e£ ~he snper±er eetlr~ e£ a e~her 
~n Stleh jnd~e was e±ee~ed er 
eetlr~ jtld~e7 er i£ he is re~ired, 
in wh±eh he res±des, he sha±± 
wh±eh he ±s des±~na~ed h±s e~penses fer 
±f ~he jnd~e ±s en~ 
er by reasen ef ~he 
a per diem a±±ewanee ±±en 
ehe same amennes as are 
ef ~fie Supreme €enr~ nnder ~he rn±es ef ~fie S~a~e 
~9R~re±. ±R aaaieieR7 a j SRa±± 
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6~a~e nfid ~fie e6tln~~ ~6 fie 
am6tln~s e~tla~ e6 efia~ 
~~ fie fiad beeft ~6 
~fie e6ftetl~~enee ef ewe jtld9es e£ efie ft~~e~~ftee de~ft~t­
Stl~e~~6f eetlft sfia±± be neeessafy te fende~ the 
evefy ease ~n7 and te e~ansaet an~ etfie~ btls~ness 
euefi as ma~ be dene at efiamee~s by the ~fes~d~n9 jtld9e 
de~aftment. ~fie ~fes~d~n9 jud9e sfia±± eenvene stlefi 
at Stlefi e~mes as may be neeessafY• He sfia±± alee 
~ts btls~ness and tfansaee Stlefi tfiefee£ as ma~ be 
e.ftameefS• 
a~~e±±ftte depaftment tlndef t.ft~s seet±en sfia±± have 
en appeal ffem efie mtln±e~~a± ftnd jtlst±ee eetlfts 
n ~fie eetlney ef e~e~ and eetlnty ~n ~±± ea~e~ ±n 
an a~~ea± ma~ be taken t6 e.fte Sti~ef±ef eetift as ±s new 
fiefeafeef be ~fev±ded b~ ±aw7 exee~t Stie.ft a~~ea~s as 
fet~±a± ±n the Sti~e~±ef eetlft• ~fie ~ewefs e£ eae.ft 
eepaftment sha±± be the same as ftfe new ef ma~ 
fiefeft£tef be ~fev±ded b~ ±aw ef ftl±e e£ the ~tid±e±a± Eetine±l 
te a~~ea±s te the Stlpef±ef eetlf~s. 
e±a± Eetine±± may ~femti±9ate ~tiles, ne~ 
±aw, 9evefn±n~ ~fie pfftet±ee and 
ef the btis±ness e£ Btiefi 
elass ~fiefeef as p~ev±ded ±n 
~fi~s seet±en7 ~es~eet±ve±y• 
7 
7 
Section 117 of the Code of Civil Procedure is amended 
All judges of jtlst±ee superior exeept as 
~~ev±eed ±n tfi±s seet~en7 and jtld~es t.fte mtln±e±pa± 
eetl~t shall exercise the jurisdiction conferred by this chapter, 
le in the exercise of said juris ction shall be 
the small cl court; provided, that 
court, when sitting as a small claims 
ned to cases for the recovery of money on 
the amount claimed does not exceed f dollars 
that a ffitln±e±pa± e6ti~t jtld~e s as a sma±± 
eetl~t sfial± a±se .ftave jtlf±sd±e~±en and to procee ngs 
ful de r after default rent for-- al 
where the term of tenancy is not greater than month 
and where the whole amount cl is five hundred 
$500 or less. 
shall have jurisdiction ons to enforce pay-
delinquent unsecured personal property taxes if 
of the tax is not contes by de 
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• 
• 
Venue such actions shall be the same as for c 
~±ee o~ mtln±e±~6~ eetl~~ generally. 
l 
Section ll7a of the Code of Civil Procedure is amended 
to read: 
ll7a. Actions shall be commenced7 fiea~e and de~e~m±ned in 
the small claims court under the provisions of this chapter 
whenever any person executes a claim under oath substantial 
the form set forth in Section ll7b e£ ~h±s eeee, and les 
the same with the jtld~e e~ ~he e~e~~ e~ ee~ti~Y e~e~~ e£ sa±e 
ee e~ mtln±e±~a~ court • 
SEC. 4. Section ll7b of the Code of Civil Procedure is amended 
to read: 
ll7b. The claim described in Section 117a shall be on a blank 
substantially in the following form: 
In the Small Claims Court/////////, f2I th£ Coun of 
tate of California 
vs . 
tate California, 
ss. Claim of Plaintiff 
of 
~--~~--~~--~-
, being duly sworn, deposes and says: That the 
fendant is indebted to the plaintiff in the sum of 
that this claimant has demanded payment of said sumi 
de refused to pay the same and no part thereof has been 
; that the defendant resides at , in the above 
county, or city and county (or, "that the obligation 
on was contracted to be performed at in the above named 
county, or city and county"); that this claimant resides at 
~--~--~~~--' county7 (or city and county) of 
California; that this claimant understands that 
the judgment on his claim will be conclusive without ght of 
appeal by h±m. 
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Subscribed and sworn to before me this 
' 19 
----------
day of 
Judge (clerk or notary public). 
In cases of unlawful detainer within the jurisdiction of 
this court, the claim described in Section 117a shall be on 
a blank substantially in the following form: 
In the Small Claims Court //////// 7 for the County of 
, State of California 
---------
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Defendant. 
State of California, ~ 
of . _) 
ss. Claim of Plaintiff 
being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
That prior to defendants were tenants of plaintiff 
premises described as , California, at a 
rental of $ per payable ; that on 
defendants were indebted to plaintiff in the sum of $------~--
as rent for said premises; that on plaintiff served 
the attached notice on defendants; that defendants have not 
p any part of the rent demanded and are still in possession 
of the premises without plaintiff's consent; that the rental 
value of said premises is $ per month; that this claimant 
rstands that the judgment on his claim will be conclusive 
without right of appeal by h±ffl. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 
' 19 
------------
day of 
Judge (clerk or notary public). 
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the c shall be printed: 
Order 
The people of the State of California, to the within named 
de , greeting: 
You are hereby directed to appear and answer the within and 
foregoing claim~~~~~~~~~ ////////////7 /////////// inaree 
e£ e~±±d±n~ e~ ~es±deneet ±n ///////////7 ee~n~y e£ ///////////7 
S~a~e e£ ea±±£e~n±a ie~ a~ efie ee~~~~eere e£ Be~a~~reen~ ////////7 
e£ ~fie re~n±e±~a± ee~~~ ±n, ete.t on the day of 
, 19 , at the hour of o'clock 1n the 
---------n--o-on e£ sa±d day in (Department or of 
s court, located at (street address) , 
California; and to have with you, then and there, all 
papers, and witnesses needed by you to establish your 
books, 
defense 
to said claim. 
And you are further notified that in case you do not so 
appear, judgment will be given against you in accordance with 
s d claim as it is stated in said affidavit, and in addition 
costs of the action including costs of se~v±ees service of the 
order. 
Dated this day of ' 19 
-----
Judge (or clerk of court). 
SEC. 5. Section ll7c of the Code of Civil Procedure is 
amended to read: 
ll7c. (a) The claimant shall prepare the claim as is set 
in Section ll7b, or, at fi±s on request, the clerk or 
clerk of said court7 e~ tfie~~d~e ±£ tfie~e be ne e±e~k7 
shall draft the same for fi±re the claimant. Such claim may be 
presented by the claimant, at his or her option, in person or 
sent to the j~d~e e~ clerk by mail. Upon the receipt of such 
cl , properly sworn to, the clerk or deputy clerk of said 
e~ tfie j~d~e ±£ ~fie~e be ne e±e~k7 shall file the same 
and make a true and correct copy thereof. 
At the same time the judge, or clerk or deputy clerk~ shall 
11 the blanks in the order printed on said copy, sign 
the order, and immediately thereafter enclose said copy and 
order an envelope, address the said envelope to the said 
defendant at the address so stated in such claim, prepay the 
postage, and mail said envelope to said defendant by registered 
1 or certified mail and request a return receipt from 
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ssee only, or said judge, clerk, or deputy clerk may 
r personally, or cause to be delivered, said copy and 
order to the defendant in person. The judge, clerk or 
clerk, shall then attach to the original claim the 
receipt for the registered letter or certified letter and the 
return card thereon or other evidence of service of such claim 
and order. 
SEC. 5.3. Section ll7da is added to the Code of Civil 
Procedure, to read: 
ll7da. The defendant may remove the action from the small 
claims court to the regular calendar of the same superior 
court by filing a written request for removal stating that 
he desires to be represented by counsel or that he desires 
a trial by jury. The request shall be granted only if it is 
accompanied by a written appearance of a member of the State 
Bar who agrees therein to represent the defendant in subsequent 
proceedings in the action, or by the deposit of a sum of money 
equal to one day's jury fees. The request and supporting 
appearance or deposit shall be filed, and the request served, 
at least 5 days before the hearing date specified in the order 
to the defendant to appear, unless otherwise ordered by the 
court for good cause. 
SEC. 5.5. Section ll7db is added to the Code of Civil 
Procedure, to read: 
ll7db. If the action is removed from the small claims court, 
the trial thereof, and right to appeal, shall be the same as 
though the action had been commenced on the superior court's 
regular calendar. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, 
the Judicial Council may prescribe by rule simplified pro-
cedure in removed actions, including limitations on discovery 
proceedings. 
SEC. 5.7. Section ll7dc is added to the Code of Civil 
Procedure, to read: 
ll7dc. By defaulting in appearance, or by failing to remove 
the action from the small claims court, a defendant waives 
s right to jury trial and his right to representation by 
counsel. 
SEC. 6. Section ll7e of the Code of Civil Procedure is 
amended to read: 
ll7e. The j~e~e clerk shall enter in ~±s eoekee7 e~ e~e 
e±e~k ±ft ~±s the register of actions: 
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I 
• 
every 
money c 
of the order p for Section 117b and 
al as stated 
ling of 
~herefor.-- ---
s d order; 
defendant's t removal 
~~~-- parties appear, or their nonappearance 
made; 
Every adjournment, stating on whose app cation and to 
judgment of the court and when returned; 
statement of any money paid to the court, judge7 or 
when, and by whom; and the date of the issuance of any 
f the judgment; 
ea~e e£ ~fie feee±~e e£ a nee±ee e£ a~~eai7 ±£ any be 
e£ ~fie a~~eai bena7 ±£ any be £±±ee. 
Section 117j of the Code of Civil Procedure is 
read: 
judgment of said court shall be conclus upon the 
±£ eke ae£eneen~ ±s a±ssee±s£±ee, fie fflay 
s~pef±ef ee~fe e£ eke ee~n~y ±n wfi±efi sa±a ee~fe 
He sfia±i ~ay7 £ef £±i±n~ efie ~apefs ±n ~fie s~~ef±ef 
Saffle £ee as ±s efiaf~ea ana eei±ee~ea en ~fie a~~ea± 
£feffl a j~s~±ee ee~f~7 ana ±£ £±nai j 
a~a±ns~ fi±ffl ±n s~efi s~pef±ef ee~~~~ ~fien fie sfia±i 
~e sa±a j~a~fflen~7 an a~~efney~s £ee ~e ~fie 
efie S~ffl e£ £±£~een aei±nfS ~$±5t• Ne sfiai± 
efie s~~ef±ef ee~~~ ~~en efie £±±±n~ any aee~fflene 
efie p±e±n~±££ ±n a Sffla±± e±e±ffls ae~±en. 
~fie ae~±en sfia±± be ~f±ea anew. ~fie pfaet±ee ana 
a~pea± ana the t±ffle ana fflanne~ ±n wfi±efi ~eeefas 
be fflaae ~p ana £±±ea sfia±± be ~feSef±bea 
by ~fie J~a±e±a± ee~ne±± • 
tln±aw£~± aeta±nef p~eeeea±n~ ±n a Sffla±± e±a±ms 
~e See~±en ±±~7 j~a~fflent ±s £ef ~±a±n~±££7 
en ~fie j~a~fflent afe a~~effla~±ea±±y s~ayee, w± 
e£ a bene by ae£eneane7 ~nt±± the e~~±fat±en e£ 
fef a~~ea±7 ane7 ±£ an a~pea± ±s ~ef£eetee7 ~nt±± 
eee±eee. 
Section 1171 of the Code of Civil Procedure 
ee e£ a~~ea± sfia±± be aeeempan±ea by a bene 
~fie £e±±ew±n~ fefm~ 
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~n the ~ma±± e±a~~ eetl~t e£ 
-----------• • • • • • • • • • I 
tate ef 
-~~--------~----------$ ® 9 ® $ $ G e 6 0 e 0 0 e 0 e e e e & e 0 
~-----------------------. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
WHEREAS 7 the abe~e-entit±ee eetl~t in the abe~e-entit±ee aetien 
en the •••••• day e£ ••••••••••7 ±9 ••• 7 ente~ jtld~ment in 
fa~e~ ef the ~±aintiff and a~ainst the defendant in the Stlm ef 
~••••••••• 6e±iafS i••~~••oeoet; ftft6 
WHEREAS the defendant is abetlt te a~~ea± te the Stl~e~ie~ eetl~t 
ef the State ef €a±ife~nia in and fe~ the abe~e-namee eetlnty7 
thefefe~e7 the tlnee~si~nee de hefeby tlndefta~e and ~femise 
that if said jtld~ment is affifmed7 in whe±e e~ in ~aft7 ef the 
ffem stleh jtle~ment eismissee7 then and in that e~ent, 
the a~~e±±ant wi±± ~ay the ametlnt eifeetee ee be ~aid by said 
jtle~ment7 ef the ~aft ef Stleh ametlnt as ee whieh the jtld~ment 
affifmee7 if affifmee en±y in ~aft7 and a±± eest~ whieh may 
ee awafeee a~ainst a~~e±±ant en a~~ea±7 and that if the a~~e±­
±ant eeea net ma~e stleh ~ayment within ~e eays aftef the entfy 
the e±ef~ ef said Stl~efief eetlft ef the meeifieatien ef 
affifmatien ef said jtle~ment ef within stleh aeeitiena± ~efied 
as may be ~fe~idee by ftl±es ef the Jtldieia± €etlnei±7 that then 
jtle~ment may be entefee7 en metien ef fes~eneent7 in his fa~ef 
and a~ainst the tlndefsi~nee Stlfeties fef stleh ametlnt7 te~ethef 
the intefest that may be dtle thefeen7 eests whieh may be 
awafeee a~ainst the a~~e±±ant en a~~ea± and a±se the stlm ef 
fifteen ee±±afs ~~±;t as an attefney fee. 
-------------------------• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I 
-------------------------
•••••••••••••••••••••••• f 
the abe~e bene7 be±n~ fifst etl±y swefn7 eaeh fef 
and net ene fef the ethef7 ee~eses and says that he 
a ~••••••• he±def and fesieent within said and eetlnty 
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• 
w~th~n ~a~d State, and worth the ~tlm~ here~n-
e~er and abo~e a~~ e~ h~~ debt~ and 
property e~empt £rem e~eetlt~on. 
------------------------
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • s • • • • • • • • • 
------------------------
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
------------------------
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
e£ the £~~~n~ o£ the tlndertak~n~ en a~~ea~ mtl~t be ~~~en 
te res~endent w~th~n £~~e day~ a£ter £~~~n~ the ~ame• W~th~n 
days a£ter the ~er~~ee e£ ~tleh not~ee tl~en re~~ondent the 
ad~er~e ~arty may e~ee~t to the ~tl££~e~eney e£ the ~tlret~e~, 
and tln~e~~ they or ether ~tlret~e~ jtl~t~£y be£ore the jtld~e e£ 
~ma~~ e~a~m~ eotlrt w~th~n £~~e day~ therea£ter7 tl~on net~ee 
to the ad~er~e ~arty, te the ametlnt~ ~tated ~n the~r a££~da~±ts, 
the a~pea~ mtl~t be re~arded a~ ~£ ne ~tleh tlndertak~n~ had been 
SEC. 9, Section 11711 of the Code of Civil Procedure is 
±±~ ±n ±±etl e£ the tlndertak~n~ ~fe¥~ded £er 
a~~e~±ant may de~o~±t w~th the e±erk e£ the eetlrt 
a ~tlm money ±n ~aw£tl~ money e£ the Bn~ted State~ e~tla± te 
ametlnt e£ the jtld~ent7 ~±tl~ ee~t~, ~~tl~ twenty-£~¥e 
~~~5t; and ~tleh de~e~~t ~ha±~ be e~tl~~a±ent te ~tleh 
SEC. 10. Section 117m of the Code of Civil Procedure is 
, to read: 
17m. If no a~~ea~ be taken by the de£endant and the defen-
ls to pay the judgment according to the terms and 
thereof, the jtl~t~ee judge before whom such a 
had, or the clerk or deputy clerk of said jtl~t~ee~~ 
court, shall, on application of the plaintiff and 
of a fee of one dollar and fifty cents ($1.50), 
such judgment in substantially the following form: 
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In Small Claims Court o£///////7 for the County of 
, State of California. 
------
Plaintiff, Case No. 
Ab s t_r_a_c-=-t-o-f;::---
VS. Judgment 
Defendant. 
In the above-entitled court and action on the day of 
,19 , judgment was entered for plaintiff for 
~$~~~---~-,-~fia~ ftO appea~ ffOffl sa~d j~d9ffleft~ has beeft ~akeft. 
Dated this __ day of , 19 
J~s~~ee Judge of said court. 
Clerk of said court. 
SEC. 11. Section 117o of the Code of Civil Procedure is 
07 ~he board Of snpef~~sofs o£ e~efy eo~B~Y whefe~ft sa~fi 
Sffla~~ e~a~ffls eo~f~ sha~~ e~~s~7 sha~~ £~rn~sh ~o e~efy j~d9e 
s~efi eo~n~y a feasonab~e s~pp~y of ~ar~o~s b~aftk forffls se~ 
fOf~h ~n ~h~s ~~~~e7 a~so a~~ £orffls 7 doeke~ book aftrl s~a~~onefy 
neeessafy fOf ~he ~se of s~eh j~d9e s~~~~ft9 as a Sffla~~ e~a~ffls 
ee~f~7 
SEC. 12. Section 117p of the Code of Civil Procedure is 
amended to read: 
117p. A fee of two dollars ($2) shall be charged and collected 
the filing of the claim for the commencement of any action; 
each defendant to whom a copy of the claim is mailed by the 
clerk a fee of one dollar and fifty cents ($1.50) shall be 
charged and collected; and a fee of one dollar and fifty cents 
($1.50) shall be charged and collected for the issuance of a 
t of execution. Except as otherwise provided for in this 
chapter, no other fee or charge shall be collected by any 
officer for any service rendered under this chapter, or for 
the taking of claims for use in connection with any action 
commenced under this chapter. A~~ fees ee~~ee~ed hefe~nrler 
sha~~ be rlepos~~erl w~~h ~fie ~~eas~~e~ ef €fie e4~y aRe ee~R~¥ 
Of ee~n~y ~ftrler whose j~r~srl~e~~eft afty s~eh eo~f~ sfia~~ e~~s~. 
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• 
13. Se 
to read: 
ll7r of Code of Procedure is 
If a de a small claims action shall have 
a t the plaintiff in such claim 
an amount over the jurisdiction of the small claims 
court as set forth in Section 117, but of a nature which would 
be the subject of a cross-complaint in such action under the 
rules of pleading and practice governing superior court, 
then defendant may commence an action against said plaintiff 
superior court e~ eem~e~en~ jtlf~sd~e~~en and therewith 
the jtls~~ee e~ sa~d smai± e±a~ms eotlf~ whefe~n sa~a 
has eommeneea h~s ae~~on7 a~ Of be~ofe ~he ~~me se~ 
£of ehe ef~ai Of sa~a sma±± e±a~ms ae~~on7 court an affidavit 
forth the facts of the commencement of such action by 
defendant7 He shai± a~~aeh ~o stleh af~~aa~~~L attaching 
thereto a true copy of the complaint so led by said defendant 
plaintiff, ana ~ay ~o sa~a jtls~~ee ~he Stlffi of one 
ee±±af ~~±t fOf a ~fansm±~~a± ~ee7 and 11 deliver to said 
ff person a copy of said affidavit and complaint at 
re the time above stated. ~hefetl~on ~he jtls~~ee o~ 
sma±i e±a~ms eotlf~ sha±i Ofaef ~ha~ sa~d smai± eia~ms 
eotlfe ae~~on shaii be ~fans£errea ~o sa~a eotlr~ se~ £or~h ~n 
a££±aa~~~7 ana he shaii ~fansm~~ aii £~ies and ~a~efs 
eotlfe ~n Stleh ae~±on ~o Stleh o~hef eotlr~ 7 ana Thereafter 
s shall ~hen be tried together Stleh o~hef the 
the small claims action shall not be required 
clerk of court ~o wh~eh ~he ae~~on ~s so 
any further ~fansm~~~ai, a~~eafanee Of £~±~n~ fee 
, 1 be required to pay filing and 
fee required of a defendant, if he ars in the 
led against him. 
SEC. 14. Section 259 of the Code of Civil Procedure is 
repealed. 
~e heaf and deeefm~ne e~ ~afee £ef Ofaefs ana 
e~ee~~ ofdefs Of Wf~~s o£ ±njtlne~~on ~he Stl~ef±Of 
ehe eotln~y7 of e±~y-ana eotlney7 £of wh±eh he ±s 
~fo~~aed7 ~ha~ he sha±± ha~e ~owef ~o heaf and 
ae~efm±ne Stleh fflO~~OnS oniy ±n ~he absenee Of ~nab~±~~y ~0 
aee ~he dtla~e of dtla~es o£ ~he Stl~ef~Of €otlf~ o~ ~he 
of e~~Y ana eotln~y7 
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~e ~~ke pfee£ ~na fepef~ k±~ eeneitt~±on~ ~he~een ~~ ~e 
ma~~ef e£ fae~ e~hef ~han ~n i~~tle of fee~ ~a±~ed by ~he 
tlpon wh±eh infe~ma~ion i~ ~e~tl±~ed by ~he €ott~~; 
any paf~Y ~e ~he pfoeeedin9~ may e~eep~ ~o ~tteh ~epo~~ 
fi¥e day~ af~ef Wfi~~en no~iee ~ha~ ~he ~ame ha~ been 
and may af9tle hi~ e~eep~ion~ befofe ~he €otl~~ en 9ivin9 
of me~ien fe~ ~ha~ pttfpe~e; 
~e ~ake and a~pfeve bend~ and tlnde~~akin9~ whenevef ehe 
same may be fe~tl±fed in ae~ien~ Of pfeeeedin9~ in ~tteh Btlpe~ief 
and ~e e~amine ~he ~tlfe~ie~ ~hefeen when an e~eep~ion 
been ~aken ~o ~heif ~tlffieieney7 and ~e adm±n±~~ef eatk~ 
a£f±fffla~ien~7 and take a££±da¥±t~ and depo~±~±en~ in any 
Of pfoeeedin9 in any e£ ~he €otlf~~ o£ ~hi~ B~a~e7 o~ 
any ma~tef of pfeeeedin9 wha~eve~7 and ~e ~a~e ae~nowied9-
men~~ ~nd pfoo£ e£ deed~, me~~9a9e~7 and e~he~ in~~~tlmen~~ 
fe~tlifin9 pfoo£ of ae~newied9ffien~ £of any ptlfpo~e ttnde~ ~he 
e£ ~hi~ Sea~e; 
~o ehaf9e and eeiiee~ ~fie ~ame fee~ £e~ efie pe~£e~manee 
e£ e££ie±a± ae~~ a~ afe new of may hefea£ee~ be aiiewed by 
~aw ~e Ne~af±e~ Ptlb±±e in ehi~ S~a~e £of ±±~e ~efviee~; 
~fe¥idee7 ~hat ~h±~ ~tlbd±~±~±en ~ha±± no~ app±y ~e any ~e~v±ee~ 
€offiffi±~~ienef7 the eempen~a~±en £of wh±eh ±~ e~p~e~~±y 
by ±aw; 
6~ ~e ~fe~ide an 6£fie±a± ~ea±7 tlp6n whieh mtl~~ be en9faved 
W6fd~ ll€6tlf~ €6mmi~~i6nefn and ehe name 6£ the eetln~y, of 
e6tln~y7 in whieh ~aid €effiffi±~~±onef fe~ide~; 
Section 259a of the Code of Procedure is 
~59a~ Btlb~ee~ ~o ~he ~tlpefvi~±on of ~he eotlft7 e~efy eotlfe 
o£ a eotln~y of e±~y and eotln~y ha~±n9 a poptl±a-
n±ne htlnd~ed ~hotl~and ±nhab±~an~~ Of mofe ~ha±±, ±n 
eo ~he pewe~~ and dtl~±e~ eontained ±n 6ee~±on ~59 
eode7 ha~e pewef~ 
~6 heaf and de~e~m±ne e~ paf~e mo~±on~, fef ofdef~ and 
a±te~na~±ve w~±~~ and w~±~~ e£ habea~ eof~tl~ ±n the ~tlpef±of 
eotlft e£ ~he eotlney7 of e±ey and eotlney, £of wh±eh he ±~ 
appointed; 
~. ~e ~ake ~fee£ and make and fe~ef~ fi±s £±nd±n~s ~fiefeen 
as ~e any ma~~ef e£ fae~ tl~6n wfi±efi ±n£6fma~±6n ±s fe~tlifed 
~fie e6tlf~; btl~ any ~af~Y ~o any e6n~es~ed ~feeeedin~ may 
eMee~~ ~6 stlefi fe~ef~ and ~fie stlbse~tlen~ 6fdef e£ ~fie eetlf~ 
made efiefe6n w±thin £±ve days a£~ef wfi~ten n6~±ee ef ehe 
aeeion7 a ee~y ef said e~ee~t±ens t6 be fi±ed and 
sefved e~~e~±n~ ~afty of h±s eetln~e± wieh±n sa±d £±ve day~; 
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a as 
al.'l.y 
er 
ee aekl.'l.ew~ee~-
fl.'l.se~tu'ftel.'l.es 
tll.'l.eer ehe 
4~ ~e aee as se 
ee ae~ aHe wfiel.'l. 
262 of 1 is 
read: 
-B 
No or authority by a party or fi~s attorney 
to a she~~££ marshal in respect to the execution of 
return thereo , or to any act or ss re 
available to discharge or excuse the she~~f£ 
a liability for neglect or misconduct, unless 
in a writing, signed by the attorney of the 
the party, if fie fifis there is no attorney. 
SEC. 17. Section 262.1 of the Code of Civil Procedure is 
to read: 
262.1. A sheriff, marshal or other ministerial officer is 
in the execution of, and shall execute, all process 
regular on their face and issued by competent 
whatever may be the defect in the proceedings upon 
were issued. 
SEC. 18. Section 262.3 of the Code of Civil Procedure is 
to read: 
When any process remains with the she~~££ marshal 
, whole or in part, at the time of h~s the 
's death, resignation of office, or at the expiration 
~~~--~ term of office, such process shall be executed by 
-marshal's successor or successors in office. 
18. Section 262.4 of the Code of Civil Procedure is 
to read: 
262.4. When the she~~££ marshal sells real estate, under and 
of an execution or order of court, he the marshal or 
the marshal's successors in office shall execute and deliver 
to purchaser or purchasers all such deeds and conveyances 
as are required by law and necessary for the purpose, and such 
and conveyances shall be as valid in law as if they had 
been executed by the she~~££ marshal who made the sale. 
19. Section 262.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure is 
to read: 
Se of a paper, other than process, upon the 
£ marshal may be made by delivering it to h~m the marshal 
e~ ee e~e e£ h~s ee~~e±es, or to a person in charge of the office 
office hours, or, if no such person is there, by leaving 
a conspicuous place in the office. 
Section 262.6 of the Code of Civil Procedure is 
Whe~ ehe sher~££ ~s a ~a~~y ~e an ae~~en o~ ~~oeeee~n~7 
ane o~ee~s ~here~~~ wh~eh ±~ wo~~e o~herw±se ee ~he 
£ ~o e*eeH~e, sha~~ ee e*eeH~ee ey ~he ee~ene~ 
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21. Section 262.7 of the Code of Civil Procedure is 
to read: 
When the marshal is ~ party to any action £E there is 
in the office of marshal, i~ be~~n a~a±n~~ ~he ~he~±££, 
ss-and orders may be served by any person, residing in 
designated £y the court £E judge thereof, and denomi-
e isor, who shall be a citizen of the United States 
age of 18 years 7 ±n-~he manne~ p~e~±ded ±n ~h±~ eede. 
SEC. 22. Section 262.8 of the Code of Civil Procedure is 
r6r~s~ P~eee~~ o~ o~de~~ in an ae~ion o~ p~oeeed±n~ may he 
hy a per~on re~±d±n~ ±n ~he eo~n~y, de~±~na~ee by ~he 
e~ ~he ;~e~e ~hereo£7 and denom±na~ea an e~±~er, ±n ~fie 
£o~~ew±n~ ea~e~~ 
When e±~her o£ ~he~e o££±eer~ ±s a par~y, and ~he proees~ 
a9a±n~~ ~he o~he~~ 
~he~e o££±eer~ ±~ a pa~~Y7 and ~he~e ±s a 
~he e££±ee o£ ~he o~her7 or where ±~ appear~, by 
~o ~he ~a~±~£ae~±on o£ ~he eo~r~ ±n wh±eh ~he pre-
±~ pend±n~, or ~he ;~e~e ~hereo£, ~ha~ eo~h o£ ~fie~e 
are d±~q~ai±£±ed7 or by rea~on o£ any b±a~ 7 prej~d±ee 7 
eaHse wo~~d no~ ae~ promp~~y or ±mpar~±a~~y~ 
SEC. 23. Section 262.9 of the Code of Civil Procedure is 
to read: 
When process is delivered to an elisor, he or she 
execute and return it in the same manner as the-she~±££ 
is required to execute similar process . 
SEC. 24. Section 262.10 of the Code of Civil Procedure is 
to read: 
262 10 Whenever process is executed, or any act performed by 
or an elisor, he or she shall receive a reasonable 
,to be fixed bythe court, to be paid by the 
case of the summoning of jurors to complete the 
by the person or party requiring the service in all 
private action. If rendered at the instance of 
shall be a~d±~ed and pa±d as a eo~n~y ehar~e paid 
SEC. 25 Section 262.11 of the Code of Civil Procedure is 
to 
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262.11. In all cases where new eetin~~es fia¥e eeen e~ may 
districts are hereafter ee created, and executions, 
upon foreclosures of mortgages, or other process 
spe fie real estate have been or may hereafter be 
the final judgment or decree of a court of competent 
, to be executed by the sfie~~££ marshal of the eetin~y 
which such real estate was originally situated, such 
be executed by the sfie~~££ marshal of the new eetin~y 
which such real estate is found to be situated, with 
effect as if he or she were the sfie~~££ marshal of the 
trict designate~in the judgment, decree, or order of 
execute the same. 
SEC. 26. Section 904.1 of the Code of Civil Procedure is 
to read: 
904.1. An appeal may be taken from a superior court in the 
following cases: 
(a) From a judgment, except (1) an interlocutory judgment, 
than as provided in subdivisions (h), (i) and (j), (2) 
a judgment of contempt which is made final and conclusive by 
Section 1222, or (3) a judgment en appea~ £~em a mtin~e~pa~ 
eetir~ o~ a ~ti~~~ee eoti~~ or of the court sitting as a small 
c court. 
(b) From an order made after a judgment made appealable by 
sian (a) . 
c) From an order granting a motion to quash service of summons 
or granting a motion to stay or dismiss the action on the ground 
of inconvenient forum. 
From an order granting a new trial or denying a motion 
for judgment notwithstanding the verdict. 
an order discharging or refusing to discharge an 
(f From an order granting or dissolving an injunction, or 
refus to grant or dissolve an injunction. 
(g) From an order appointing a receiver. 
From an interlocutory judgment, order, or decree, hereafter 
made or entered in an action to redeem real or personal property 
a mortgage thereof, or a lien thereon, determining such 
to redeem and directing an accounting. 
(i) From an interlocutory judgment in an action for partition 
( j) 
the rights and interests of the respective parties 
parti on to be made. 
From an interlocutory judgment of disso of marriage. 
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From an order or decree made appe able by the s 
Probate Code. 
904.2 of the Code of Civil Procedure is 
An appea~ may ~e ~aken £rem a m~n±e±pa~ ee~r~ ±n ~fie 
ea~e~~ 
From a j~d~men~, e~eep~ f~t an ±n~er~ee~~ery j~d~men~7 er 
j~d~men~ o£ eon~emp~ wfi±en ±~ made £ina~ and eone~~~±ve ~Y 
~~~ 
an order made a£~er a j~d~men~ made appea~a~~e ey 
±on fat • 
t From an order ~rane±n~ a mo~±on ~e ~~asfi serv~ee e£ 
s~mmens er ~ran~±n~ a mo~±en ~e s~ay or e±sm±s~ efie ae~±en en 
~ro~na o£ ±neonvenien~ £or~m. 
Frem an ereer ~ran~in~ a new ~ria~ er aenyin~ a mo~ien £er 
no~wi~fi~~andin~ ~fie ~ereie~. 
an order ~ran~in~ or ei~~e~vin~ an inj~ne~ien7 er 
~ran~ or di~~o~~e an inj~ne~ion. 
Prom a j~d~men~ o£ ~fie ~ma~~ e~aim~ ee~r~ a~ previdea in 
5A feommenein~ wi~n See~ien ~~Gt e£ ~~~~e ± e£ Par~ ± 
s eeee. 
SEC. 28. Section 904.3 of the Code of Civil Procedure is 
An appea± may ee ~aken £rom a j~s~iee eo~r~ in ~fie 
eases~ 
Prom a j~d~men~, e~eep~ f~t an in~er±oe~~ory j~a~men~7 or 
a o£ eon~emp~ wniefi ±~ made £ina± ana eone±~si~e 
Seeeion ±22~. 
From an order made a£~er a ;~e~men~ made appea±a~±e ~y 
s fat• 
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an a ~e 
a me~±en ~o ~~ay or d±~m±~~ ~he 
£o~Mm~ 
o£ ~MMmOn~ 
~fie ~~oMne 
F~em an o~ae~ aeny±n~ a mo~±on £e~ jMd~men~ no~w±~fi~~and±n~ 
ehe ~e~a±e~~ 
F~om an o~ee~ a~~o±n~±n~ a ~eee±~e~. 
F~om a jMa~men~ o£ ~he ~ma~~ e~a±m~ eoM~~ a~ p~o~±aee 
ehap~e~ SA ~eommene±n~ wi~h See~±on ~~6t o£ ~±~±e ± o£ Pa~~ 
± of ~h±~ eode. 
SEC. 29. 904.4 of the Code of 1 Procedure is 
994~4~ An appea± may a~~o be ta~en £~om a jMd~ment othe~ ~han 
an ±n~e~~oeM~o~y jMe~men~ o£ a jM~~±ee eoM~~ on ~Me~~ion~ o£ 
£ae~ o~ on ~Me~~±on~ o£ bo~h ~aw and £ae~~ en ~Meh appea~ ~he 
ma~~e~ ~ha~~ be ~~±ea anew• 
SEC. 30. Section 904.5 Code of 1 is 
99 • Appea~~ f~om the ~ma±± e±a±m~ eotl~t of a mtln±e±pa~ 
eotlrt and o£ a ;M~~±ee eotl~t ~ha±~ be ~o~e~ned by the p~o~±~±on~ 
SA ~eommene±n~ with 7 ~±~~e Pa~~ ~ 
SEC. 31. Section 905 of Code of 1 Procedure is 
appea± from a ;tld~ment in a ;tl~tiee eoMrt ptlr~Man~ ~e 
.~ ±~ no~ effee~i~e fo~ any pMrpo~e Mn~e~~ an Mneer-
±~ f±±ed ±n the ~Mm of one htlnd~ed do±~ar~ ~$~eat 
eo~t~ on appea~7 ±ne±tld±n9 any dama9e~ awarded 
Seetion 997• ~he Mnder~a~±n~ ~ha±± be addition to any 
Mnde~ta*±n9 re9Mirea or perm±~tea ander pro~±~ion~ of 
r the ~±n9 
no~iee of the £±±±n9 of the ander-
~eetion• ~he 
to the e~er* 
of 
-BS -
e£ 
depo~±~ 
±£ there 
• 
I 
2 Sect 906 of the Code of 1 is amended 
an appeal pursuant to Section 904.1, 994~~ o~ 994~37 
court may review the verdict or decision and any 
, proceeding, order or decision which involves 
necessarily affects the judgment or order appealed 
or ch substantially affects the rights of a party, in-
, on any appeal from the judgment, any order on motion 
a new al, and may affirm, reverse or modify any judgment 
appealed from and may direct the proper judgment or 
entered, and may, if necessary or proper, direct 
al or further proceedings to be had. The respondent, 
whose favor the judgment was given, may, without 
from such judgment, request the reviewing court to 
may review any of the foregoing matters for the purpose 
determining whether or not the appellant was prejudiced by 
errors upon which he relies for reversal or 
of the judgment from which the appeal is taken . 
s of this section do not authorize the reviewing 
review any decision or order from which an appeal might 
taken. 
When a party appea~~ on ~~e~t±on~ o£ £aet o~ on ~ne~tiens 
~aw and £aet £rom a j~~t±ee eo~rt, pn~~~ant to Seetien 
the matter ~ha~~ he tr±ed anew in the ~npe~ier eon~t to 
the appea~ i~ taken~ When a party appea~~ on ~ne~tion~ 
£rom a jn~tiee eonrt pnr~nant to Seet±on 994~37 and 
o~dered by the re~iew±n~ eonrt7 ±t ~ha~~ he had 
eonrt to wh±eh the appea~ ±~ taken~ ~nd~ment 
the ~nper±or eonrt after tria~ anew on appea~ or 
a~ ~ha~~ ha~e the ~ame £oree and e££eet and may 
±n the ~ame manner a~ a jnd~ment in an aet±on 
the ~nper±or eonrt e~eept that no £n~ther re~±ew 
from ~neh a jnd~ent o£ the ~nper±or eonrt other 
Seet±on 9~~~ 
Section 911 of the Code of Civil Procedure is 
977~ A eonrt o£ a~~ea± may eFaeF aRy ease eH a~~ea± w~~H~R ~He 
jnr±5d±et±on o£ the m~n±e±pa~ and jn~t±ee eonrt~ in ±t~ 
tr~n5ferred to ±t for ReaF~R~ and dee±5±on a5 pro~±ded 
~ ef the and±e±af eonne±f when the ~nper±or eonrt eert±£±e57 
eonrt of ~ppea7 determ±ne57 that ~neh tran~fer appear~ 
to ~eenre nn±form±ty of dee±5±on or to 5ett7e ±mportant 
of faw~ 
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wfi~efi ~fie~e ~e a ~~~fi~ en appeai ~e a ~~~ai anew 
ee~~~ sfiaii be ~~ans~e~~ee p~~s~an~ ee tfi~s 
a eee~s~en ~n s~efi ease ~~nai tfie~e~n. 
wfi~efi any ease ~s e~ans£e~fee p~~s~ant te efi~e 
sfiai± fiave s~m~±a~ pewe~ te ~ev~ew any maetef ana 
e~aefs ana j~e~ments as tfie s~pef~e~ ee~~t we~±a fiave ~n 
s~efi ease7 e*eept tfia~ ~£ tfie ease was t~~ee anew ~n efie 
ee~~e7 efie ~ev~ew~n~ ee~ft sfiai± fiave s~m~±a~ pewe~ 
any maeee~ ana ma~e e~ee~s ana jtle~menes as ~e fias 
a ease w~efi~n efie e~~~~nei j~f~sa~ee~en e£ efie stlpe~~e~ 
eeti:f'l:.• 
35. Section 912 of the Code of Civil Procedure is 
to read: 
12 Upon final determination of an appeal by the reviewing 
clerk of the court shall remit to the trial court a 
copy of the judgment or order of the reviewing 
of its opinion, if any. The clerk of the trial 
efie jtla~e, ~£ efie~e be ne e±e~~~ shall file such 
copy of the judgment and opinion of the reviewing 
court, shall attach the same to the judgment roll if the 
was from a judgment, and shall enter a note of the 
read: 
of the reviewing court stating whether the judgment 
aled from has been affirmed, f 
of the original entry of such j or order, 
the register of actions or docket. 
Section 20017.79 is added to Government Code, 
"State safety member" shall also include the 
of each superior court and any deputy marshal regularly 
and paid as such, but excluding clerks, bookkeepers, 
, or persons who may be appointed deputy marshal 
not perform the duties of such office. Each such 
1 receive credit for service as a state safety 
"'~"'~·~r for any time served in a s capacity as an officer 
any superseded court, or for any time served as a state or 
member as defined in this chapter, if service 
• 37. Se 20021.6 of the Government Code is repealed . 
ll€etln~y e££~ee~ll a±se ~ne±tlae efie 
ana eaefi ~e~tl±a~±y emp±eyee aeptley eenseae±e7 mafsfia± 
ana eaefi fe~tl±af±y emp±eyea eeptley me~sfie± e£ any jtla~e~a± 
ana fie sfia±± ~eee~ve e~ea~'l:. £e~ sefv~ee as Stlefi peaee 
£ef any e~me fie se:fvee as eenseae±e ef eenseae±e 
~n eke same eetlney. 
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see~±on s~a±± no~ a~~±y ~o ~~e 
a9eney no~ ~o any Stleh a9eney 
~~e eon~~ae~in9 a9eney e±ee~s ~o be Stlbjee~ 
of see~±on by amenemen~ ~o ±~s eon~~ae~ 
as ~~o~±ded ±n See~±on ~946±.5 o~ by 
±es eone~aee w±e~ e~e boa~a. 
26603 of the Government Code is repealed. 
~~e s~e~i££ s~a±± aetend a±± Stlpe~±o~ eotl~es held 
s and obey a±± ±awftl± o~de~s and di~eetions 
held within h±s eotlney. 
Se 26606 of the Government Code repealed. 
~he s~e~i££ s~a±± ~e±ease on the feeofd a±± aetae~­
~ea± p~ope~ey and sha±± 9i~e the fe~tli~ed w~±~~en 
ae~aehmenes o~ 9afnishmen~s of pe~sona± p~ope~ey 
o~ 9a~nis~mene p±aeee in ~is ~and has 
disefiaf9ed eiefie~ in £til± Of in paft• 
26607 of the Government Code repealed. 
sfia±± ende~se apen a±± pfeeess and 
menefi7 day7 fiea~7 and mintlee e£ ~eeepeien 
fees isstle ee efie pe~sen deii¥e~fn9 ±e a 
efie names e£ ehe paft±es7 e±e±e papef7 
Section 26608 of the Government Code is repealed . 
sfia±± se~ve a±± p~eeess and nee±ees in 
by ±aw. 
~he she~±££7 when se~~fn9 any p~eeess e~ neeiee, 
±nse~tiet±ens ee ehe she~±££ ±ne±tide a ~e~tlese 
as p~esefibea by ehe Se±a±e~s ana Sai±e~s 
e£ ±949 as amenaea ~59 Bn±eea Seaees €eae Appene±x7 
ma~e ±n~ti±fy ef ehe pe~sen se~~ea ee aeeempe ee 
~he ±nfe~mae±en ~e~tl±~ea ee exeetite a eeft±f±eaee 
safe aee. He sfia±± eben exeetlee ana ae±±~e~ 
~e~tlesefn9 sef~±ee7 a ee~e±f±eaee as p~e¥±ded by 
a ee~e±f±eaee seeefn9 fefefi efie faees as asee~-
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43. Section 26609 of the Government Code repealed 
~he ~he~±££ 5h~±± ee~~±£y tlpen p~eeess o~ 
manne~ ana t±me e£ ~e~~±ee7 e~ ±£ he eo 
ehe fe~~on o£ h±~ £~±±tl~e, ana ~ettl~n the 
w±thetlt ae±ay. 
44. Section 26611 of the Government is repealed 
~he shef±££ ±n attendanee tlpon eotife sfia±± aet as 
efiefeo£. He sfia±± ea±± the paf~±es and w±enesses 
eefief pefsens eotlnd ~o appeaf at the eotlft and make 
e£ the epen±n~ and adjetlfnmene e£ the eetlft 
maetef tlndef ±~~ d±feet±en• 
• 45. Section 26617 of the Government Code 
eetln~y e£ ~he ±%~fi e±ass fia~±n~ a efia~~ef may 
efiaf~e~ pfe~±s±ens £ef ~fie eense±±da~±en e£ the 
e£ eenstab±e w±tfi ~fiat e£ the shef±££ ana pfo~±ee 
shef±££ sfia±± pef£efm a±± £tinet±ens ethefw±se 
eenstab±es • 
. 46. Article 3 (commencing with Section 26660) of 
ter 2 of Part 3 of Division 2 of Title 3 of Govern-
47. Section 26680 of the Government is repealed 
~£ en demand the she~±££ ne~±ee~s ef te pay 
pefson en~±t±ed any money wfi±efi eomes 
¥±~~tie e£ fi±s o££±ee7 a£te~ dedtlet±n~ ±e~a± 
the pe~sen may feee~e~ the amotlnt thefee£ ana 
ana at the fate ef ±9 a £~em 
e£ 
7 (commencing with Section 26720) of 
Part 3 of Division 2 of tle 3 of Govern-
7 (commencing with Se 26720 added 
2 of Part 3 of Division 2 of Title 3 of the Govern-
to re 
Article 7. Charges. 
6 20. For services performed by them sheri£fs shall 
1ect the amounts fixed in this article. 
2 For prisoners to the 
ff 11 charge the actual cost of such 
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26722. The sheriff shall receive expenses necessarily 
in conveying insane persons to and from the state 
tals and in conveying persons to and from the state 
sons or other state institutions, or to other destinations 
for the purpose of deportation to other states, or in advanc-
actual traveling expenses to any person committed to a 
state institution who is permitted to report to an institu-
without escort, which expenses shall be allowed by the 
State Board of Control and paid by the State. 
SEC. 50. 
to read: 
Section 68071 of the Government Code is amended 
68071. Copies of all rules 7 and amendments to rules7 adopted 
by the superior courts ana m~n~e~pa± eo~f~s shall be filed 
with the Judicial Council at least 30 days prior to the date 
when they take effect. Copies of such rules and amendments 
shall be f~±ee on file with the clerks of the respective 
courts and be available for public examination. 
SEC. 51. Section 68072 of the Government Code is amended 
to read: 
68072. Rules for courts o£ feeofd adopted by the Judicial 
1 or other authority shall take effect on a date to be 
in the order of adoption. If no effective date is 
, rules affecting the Supreme Court and courts of appeal 
1 take effect 60 days after their adoption, and rules 
the superior courts, ~fie m~n~e~pa± eo~f~S7 of 
eo~f~S shall take effect 30 days after their adoption. 
SEC. 52. Section 68074.1 of the Government Code is amended 
to read: 
68074.1. The seal of any superior7 m~n~e~pa± Of j~s~~ee 
court may be affixed by a seal press or stamp which will 
or emboss a seal which will reproduce legibly under 
photograph methods. 
SEC. 53. Section 68077 of the Government Code is repealed. 
~~7 ~fie m~n~e~pa± eo~f~ o£ e¥efy j~cl~e~a± cl~s~f~e~ of 
eense±~ea~ecl e~~y ana ee~n~y may ~se any sea± fia¥~n~ ~pen ~~ 
llM~n~e~pa± ee~f~77777777<7ll w~~fi ~fie name ef ~fie j~cl~e~a± 
cl~s~f~e~ ef eense±~cla~ecl e~~y ana ee~n~y ~nsef~ecl7 
SEC. 54. Section 68078 of the Government Code is repealed. 
689~97 ~fie j~s~~ee ee~f~ ef e¥efy j~cl~e~a± cl~s~f~e~ may ~se 
any sea± fiav~n~ ~pen ~~ ~fie ~nsef~P~~en~ llo~s~~ee ee~f~ 
w~~fi ~fie name ef ~fie ee~n~y and ef ~fie j~e~e~a± 
~n wfi~eh s~efi ee~f~ ~s es~ab±~sfiee ~nsef~ecl7 
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55. Se 68079 of the Government Code is repe 
A ee~~~ £o~ wfiiefi ~fie neeesse~y see~ fies ne~ been 
e~ ~fie j~e~e o~ j~a~es e£ stlefi eetl~~, sfie~~ ~e~tles~ 
o£ s~~e~¥isofs o£ ~fie eotln~y ~o ~~oviae ~fie sea~7 
£ei~s ~e eo so7 ffiey o~ae~ ~fie sfie~i££ e~ eons~eb~e 
~fie e~~ense sfie~~ be a efie~~e a~eins~ ~fie 
ana ~aie otl~ o£ ~fie ~enefa~ ftlne~ Bn~i~ stlefi sea~ ±s 
~fie e~efk of jtla~e of eeefi eotlf~ ffiey tlse fiis ~~i¥a~e 
sea~ wfienevef a sea~ is ~e~tl±~ea~ 
56. Section 68080 of the Government Code is amended to 
The clerk of the court, e~ i£ ~fie~e ±s no e~e~k ~fie 
shall keep the seal of the court. 
SEC 57. Section 68082 of the Government Code is amended to 
read: 
Btlr±n~ fi±s eon~±ntlanee ±n o£f±ee, a eotlr~ eomm±s 
eotl~~ o£ ~eeofe7 o~ eotln~y e~efk sfia~~ no~ While 
the court, no court clerk or court administrator 
any court of this state-or act as attorney, 
or s tor in the prosecution of any claim or appl 
for lands, pensions, patent rights 7 or other pro 
before any department of the state or gene government 
courts of United States. As used this section, 
of law includes being in partnership pr sharing fees 
or expenses in the practice of law th any 
as an attorney in this state. 
Se 68083 of the Government Code is repealed. 
j~a~e e£ a j~s~iee eotl~~ sfia~~ no~ ~fae~±ee ~aw 
j~s~±ee eotlf~ ±n ~fie eotln~y ±n wfiiefi fie fes±aes~ 
see~±on7 ~fie ~fae~iee of ~ew ine~tlees be±n~ 
Of sfia~in~ fees 7 eommissiens, o~ e~~enses 
~aw w±~fi any ~efson ae~±n~ as an a~~erney 
a j~s~±ee eo~r~ May, fiewe¥ef7 fiave as a ~er~ner7 
sfiare £ees7 eefflffliss±ens, e~ e~~enses any 
as a~~efney ±n any ee~f~ be£ofe wfi±efi Stlefi 
may ~fae~iee ~aw~ 
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I 
SEC. 59. Se 68084 of the Government Code is repealed. 
W~efi any money ~~ ae~e~~eed w~e~ e~e e±erk er j~d~e 
ee~re ~~f~~ane ee any aee~en Of ~feeeed~n~ ~n e~e 
ee any efdef, eeefee, Of ~~e~mene ef e~e ee~fe7 
w~efi any mefiey ~~ ee ee ~a~e ee ehe tfea~~rer ~~f~~ane 
afiy ~fe~~sien e£ e~~S e~e±e Of the €ode Of €i~±± Pfeeed~fe7 
s~a±± ee ee~e~~eee as seen as ~faee±eae±e after 
e~eree£ w~e~ s~e~ ereastlref and a dti~±±eaee reeeipe 
ef e~e tfeastlref fef ie sha±± be fi±ed w±eh e~e atidieef• 
e£ the atiditef e~ae a dti~±ieaee reeei~e ~as 
is fieeesSafy befefe the e±erk7 j~e~e7 Of pafey 
~e depesi~ ehe money is eneie±ee ~e a d±sehar~e ef 
im~esee ~~en h~m ~e make ~he deposit• 
When any money ~e 
~fie order d±reeein~ 
de~e~ieed i~ ee be wiefidrawn Of ~a±d Otit7 
ehe ~aymene or w±ehdrawa± sha±± re~ti±re ehe 
warrane fer ±e and the trea~tlrer to pay ~e draw 
~e~erned by a eharter7 ~tieh w±thdrawa±~ sha±± 
ee the eharter• 
Ne~withstandin~ any ether ~re~±s±en e£ ±aw, any mtln±e±pa± 
ee~ft er j~st±ee eetlrt, er marsha± or eenstab±e of Stieh eetirt, 
may with ~rier a~~re~a± e£ the eetlnty atid±ter, te 
a eank aeeetlnt ~tlfstlant te Beet±en 5~679 e£ the 
€ode a±± moneys de~es±ted w±th Stleh or with 
er reee±~ed ey a marsha± er eenstae±e• 
and d±sb~rsed threti~h Stieh bank aeeetlnt 
aeee~nted fer tinder Stleh the 
€enere±±er may deem neeessary7 and she±± ee 
seee±ement eh the eetlnty atlditer as ±aw. 
60. Section 68085 of the Government Code is repealed. 
the date when a j 
er7 ~he ease has nee been ~reseetleed 
~e years £rem the date e£ f±±±n~ the 
er e±erk ef any jtl~tiee eetlrt may de~trey 
and e~h±bit~ in any ea~e. Per the 
~eet±en llde~treyn means destroy er di~~e~e 
e£ de~trtletien. 
7 and jtid~ment deeket~ ~ha±± 
sha±± een~tittlte fer a±± the 
of the reeerd~7 ~a~er~, and 
Section 68086 of the Government Code is repealed. 
• ±n ea~es nee±ee sha±± ee ~tlb±ished ~tlr~tlane te 
6e~ernment €eee Seet±en 696± in a news~a~er e£ ~enera± eiretl-
t~e eetlnty in whieh the eetlrt ±s 
before the ~re~esed d±~~e~a±. ~he nee±ee 
a~ fe±±ews~ 
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±3 hereh~ 9±ven that on ~~~~~~~~~~~~ *~atet the jtld9e 
eierk o£ the jtl~tiee eotlrt o£ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ±ntend~ to a±~po~e 
the reeore~, paper~, and e~h±h±t~ o£ a±± ea~es o£ *~es±9nat±n9 
the eotlrtt ±n wh±eh jtld9ment heeame £±na± ~even ~ea~~ pr±o~ 
thereto, or wh±eh have not been pro~eetlted to jtle9ment w±th±n 
~ear~ pr±or thereto, tln±e~s a part~ to the ea~e or h±s 
attorne1 appear~ ±n eotlrt and moves that ~tleh ~eeo~es, pape~~~ 
e~h±h±t~ he not de~troyed~ 
SEC. 62. Section 68087 of the Government Code is repealed. 
6888~~ ~he eo3t o£ de~trtlet±on an~ o£ ptlh±±eat±on o£ the 
not±ee to ~e~t~oy jtl~t±ee eotlrt reeord~, paper~, and e~h±h±t~ 
±~ a eotlnty eha~9e~ ~he eo~t o£ de~troy±n9 e±ty or po±±ee eotl~t 
reeor~~~ pape~~~ and e~h±h±t~ and o£ ptlh±±eat±on o£ the not±ee 
to de~t~oy e±ty o~ po±±ee eotl~t reeord~ ±s a e±ty eha~9e~ 
SEC. 63. Section 68089 of the Government Code is repealed. 
~wo ~ear~ after jtld9ment ±n any e±v±± aet±on or pro-
he~ heeome £±na± the eotlrt may or~er any votleher~ on 
£or the aet±on or proeeed±n9 de±±vered to the pe~~on who 
them or to h±3 attorne~~ f£ stleh per~on or h±s atto~ney 
eannot he ±oeated or £a±±~ a£ter rea~onah±e not±ee to ohta±n 
votlehers, the eotl~t may orde~ them ee~troyed the e±erk 
the eotlrt~ 
SEC 64. Section 68092 of the Government Code is amended to 
92. Interpreters' and translators' fees shall be paid: 
e~±m±na± ea~e~ ane ±n coroners' cases, from the county 
upon warrants drawn by the county auditor, when so 
hy the eotlrt by the coroner, as the ease may he. 
In criminal cases, from the State General Fund upon 
warrants drawn £y the State Controller, when ~ordered £y the 
l cases, by the litigants, in such proportions as 
, to be taxed and collected as other costs. 
~he eotlntyL~ proportion o£ ~tleh £ee~ ~o or~ere~ to he pa±e ±n 
any ± stl±t to wh±eh the eotlnty ±~ a pa~ty ~ha±± he pa±d ±n 
the same manner a~ stleh £ee~ are pa±~ ±n er±m±na± eases~ 
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65. 
I 
68092.5 of the Government Code is repealed. 
~e~sefi wfie ~s fiee a ~e~ey ee efie eee~efi 
~e ~es~~~Y ee~efe efiy ee~fe er er~Btlfiax, 
e~ a ae~es~e~eH7 fn any er 
ee efiy e~~efe e~fH±efi wfi~efi fie fie±as 
s~eefex ~Hew±ea~e7 e~~erfeftee7 
ana wfie ±s ~~a±±~±ea as an e~~ere 
reaseftae±e eem~ensae~efi fi~s eftt±re 
tre~e± te efta £rem the ~±aee where the ee~rt 
the te~ffi~ e~ a the ~±aee 
~s ±eeetea ana wfif±e fie re~tl~ree 
ptlfStlent te Stlb~eena. ~fie eetlrt may 
~Of Stleft ap~ee~anee7 aaaftfen te Stleft 
a±±ewee by ±aw7 at s~efi ametlnt as 
te the tlpefi any te 
tfie persen re~tlfrea ana stlefi £ees 
tfie party re~tl~r±n~ Stlefi w±tness te attend, 
sfia±± net be a±±ewabxe eests er e~sbtlrsements• 
the ~reeeed±n~ at wniefi tne e~~e~t witness 
attendanee ±s ~e~tlifed eontintled Of 
aevanee e£ the time £er wfi±efi senedtl±ed, 
sna±± be net±~±ed e£ the er eanee±±a-
fi±s attendanee by tne ~tl~ekest 
not±ee tinder tne 
te ~±~e 
e~~ert w~tness 
s~ee±~±ed 
n±s 
entered into between 
fi~m te 
ana sna±± 
the Government Code is repealed. 
£ees 
te 
are twe±~e t a 
tra~e±ea7 one way 
eases Stlefi 
sfia±± efi±y be a±±ewed tlpen 
are neeessary £er the 
~fie eetlrt may 
stlb~eeftaee. 
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. 67. Section 68096 of the Government Code repealed. 
as eefie~w~se ~~e~~dee ey iaw7 w~~ness~ ~ees 
a~eendanee ~~en a ;~s~~ee ee~~e7 when ie~aiiy 
~e ae~ene, a~e ~we±~e ee±±a~s i$±~t a day and m~±e­
eaefi m~±e ae~~a±±y e~a~e±ed7 ~n ~e~n~ en±y7 eweney 
een~s ~$9~~9t~ ±n e~~m~na± eases s~efi ~e~ d~em and m~±ea~e 
ee~n~y efia~~e7 sfiai± be d~se~ee~ena~y w~efi ~fie 
sfia±± en±y be ai±ewee ~~en a sfiew~n~ efia~ ~fie 
a~e neeessa~y ~e~ ~fie ex~enses e~ ~fie w~~ness ~n 
~fie ee~f~ may d~sai±ew any ~ees ~e a w~~ness 
s~e~eenaed~ 
SEC. 68. Section 68097 of the Government Code is repealed. 
W~~nesses ~n e~~~± eases may demand ~he ~aymen~ e£ 
m~±ea~e and fees fe~ one day7 ~n ad~anee7 and when so 
demanded sfia±i nee be eem~ei±ed ~e a~~end ~n~~± ~he a±±ewanees 
afe ~a~d e~ee~~ as hefe~naf~ef ~fe~~ded fef memhefs ef ~he 
H~~hway Pa~foi, sfief~ffs, de~ti~Y sfief~ffs, mafsha±s, 
mafsha±s, f~femen, and e~~y ~o±~eemen~ 
Fe~ efie ~~f~oses of ~h~s see~~en and See~~ens 6€99~~± ~hfOti~h 
ehe eefm llmemhef o£ ~he €a±~fofn~a H~~hway Pa~fo±ll 
~ne±~de ~hose ~efsons em~±oyed as ~eh~e±e ~ns~ee~~en 
by ~fie €a±~fofn~a H~~hway Pa~fe±~ 
9. Section 68097.1 of the Government Code is repealed. 
Whene~ef a membef of ~fie €a±~fofn~a H~~hway Pa~fe±, 
de~~~y she~~££7 mafsha±7 de~~~y f~feman Of 
~s fe~~~fed as a w~~ness befefe any ee~f~ Of 
~n any e~~~± ae~~on o~ ~foeeed±n~ ~n eennee~~en 
ma~~ef fe~afd~n~ an e~en~ Of ~fansae~~on wh~eh he fias 
ef ±n~es~~~a~ed ~n ~he ee~fse of s dti~~es, a 
fe~tl~f~n~ h±s aeeendanee may be sef~ed by de±~~e~±n~ 
e~~hef ~o s~eh memhef ~efsena±±y Of te ~mmed~a~e 
~he attendanee of a memhef o£ ~he €a±~fofn~a H~~hway 
sfief~££, de~tl~Y sfief~££7 mafsha±, de~tl~Y mafsha±, 
e~ e~ey ~o±~eeman may be ~e~~~fed ptl~Stlant ~o ~fi~s 
aeeofdanee w~tfi ~fie pfo~~s~ons o£ Seee~on ±989 
€±~±± P~oeedtlfe~ 
eh~s seet±on and ~n Seee±ens 6£99 and 6899f~57 
means any pefson o~ bedy befofe whom o~ wfi~efi 
at~eneanee of w~~nesses may be ~e~~~~ed ~ne±tid~n~ 
an ~n a~b~~~a~~en pfoeeed~n~s~ 
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• 
0. Se 68097.2 ~f the Government Code is repealed 
~fie €a±i£e~nia Hi~fiway 
ma~sfia±, ee~~~y ma~sfia±7 £~~eman7 
ee±~~a~ee by a s~e~eena ±ss~ee 
6BB9~.± ~e a~~ene as a w±~ness7 sfia±± 
e~ e~fie~ eem~ensa~ien ~e whiefi fie ±s 
£~em ~fie ~~e±±e en~±~y by wfi~efi fie is 
~fie ~±me ~fie~ fie ~~a¥e±s ~e ana £fem ~he 
ee~~~ Of e~fief ~~±b~na± ±s ±eea~ed ana wh±±e 
~e ~ema±n a~ s~efi ~±aee ~tlfStlan~ ~e Stlefi 
He she±± a±se feee±~e £~em ~he ~~e±±e en~±~y by 
~he ae~tla± neeessafy ana feasenab±e 
e~~enses ±netlf~ee by fi±m ±n eem~±y±n~ wi~h stleh 
e ~e~tles~ Stleh Stib~eena ±sstied she±± 
en~±~y £ef ~he £ti±± ees~ ~e ~he ~tih±±e 
~e±mbti~s±n~ ~he e££±eef as ~fe~±eed £ef 
£ef eaeh eay ~he~ Stieh e££±eef ±s fe~ti±fee 
a~~eneanee ~tifStlan~ ~e Stieh Stib~eena. ~fie 
ee±±afs ~~~5t sha±± he de~es±~ee w±~h 
~he ee~f~ Of w±~h ~he ~f±htlna± ~f±ef ~e ~he 
Stib~eena ~tifStiane ee ~h±s see~±en £ef eaeh eay 
fe~tl±fee ~e femain in a~~eneanee ~tifStian~ 
shetl±e ±a~ef ~fe¥e ~e be ±ess ~han 
e~eess e£ ~he ametin~ 
e~~enses sheti±d ±a~ef ~fe~e ~o.he mofe ~han 
e~££efenee sha±± be ~a±e ~e ehe 
a~ ~ ~he 
a ~feeeed±n~ en ±es own moe±on7 
ee fe~ti±fee ~f±ef eo 
o£ an ofeef 
~e wh±eh ehe ~feeeee±n~ een~±ntiee. 
68097.3 of the Government Code is a led 
a memhef e£ ehe €a±±£efn±a H±~hway Paefe± 
Stib~oena ~tifStian~ eo Seee±en ±9B9 e£ ~he 
he may ne~efehe±ess he fe~ti±fee ~e 
he£ofe any eetife ±eeaeee ±n ~h±s S~a~e7 
Of ~foeeee±n~ ±n eonneee±on a ma~eef 
e~en~ Of ~fansaee±en wh±eh he has ~efee±~ee Of 
ehe eotifse e£ h±s etleies by a stih~oena 
Stieh Stib~eena may he sef~ee by 
e±ehef ~e Stieh memhef ~efsena±±y ef ~e 
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Se on 68097.4 of the Government Code is repealed. 
Afiy me~ef e! efie €a~~!efn~a Paefe~ wfie 
ee appeaf p~fstlane ee a Stle~eena tlnaef efie 
e! Seee~en 6~€9~~3 as a w~eness 7 sfia~~ feee~~e ffem 
efie sa~afy ef oefief eompensae~en ee wfi~efi fie ~s 
ene~e~ee as a memeef e{ efie paefe~ dtif~n~ efie e~me 
efa~e~s ee and !fem efie p~aee wfiefe efie eo~fe ~s 
±eeaeecl and wfi~~e fie ~s fe~tl~fecl ee fema~n ae Stlefi p~aee 
eo stlefi s~epeena~ He sfia~~ a~se feee~~e {fom efie 
eaee efie aee~a~ neeessafy ana feasenab~e efa~e~~n~ e~penses 
fi~m ~n eemp~y~n~ w~efi stlefi s~epeena~ 
ae wfie~e fe~~ese a s~epeena ~s ~s~~ed p~f~~ane eo 
6~€9~~~ sfia~~ fe~~~fse the State £of efie ame~ne o£ 
of oefief eempen~ae~en eo wfi~eh the membef o£ ehe 
H~~fiway Patfo~ ~n~o~~ed ~s nofma~~y ene~e~ed £fem 
efie Seaee d~f~n~ efie e~me that fie efa~e~s ee and £fem the 
whefe the eo~ft ~s ~eeaeed and wh~~e he ~s fe~~~fed ee 
ae Stlefi p~aee ptifStlane eo stlefi stlepeena, and ~n 
Stleh pafey sfia~± fe~mbtifSe ehe Seaee fOf the 
neeessafy and feasenae~e tfa~e~~n~ e~penses ~ne~ffea 
memeef o£ ehe €a~~£ofn~a H~~fiway Paefo± ~n eemp±y~n~ 
stlepoena~ ~n ametlne e~tla~ eo the ese~matecl amo~nt 
e~ Stieh sa±afy Of othef eompensae~on and e~~enses sfia~± ee 
with ehe e±efk e£ efie eotlft pf~ef te the iss~anee 
~! efie aeetla~ ametlnt stleh of 
eempensae~on and e~penses she~±d ~aeef pfe~e to ee mofe 
ametlne depesited7 the pafty sha±± a±se deposit the 
with the e~efk~ ~£ the aettla± amotlnt sheti±d ±atef 
ee ~ess than the amotlnt clepos~te67 efie e~eess o£ 
amotlnt deposited sfia±± ee fe£tlnaed~ ~±± amotlnts feee~~ed 
e±efk ee the State sha±± ee fem~tted 
Bepaftment e£ ehe €a±~£efnia Hi~hway £ef aepesit 
State ~fenStlfY~ 
3. Se on 68097.5 of the Government Code repealed. 
e£ the €a±~£efnia H~~hway Patfe±, 
shef~££7 mafsha~7 cleptity £~feman ef 
sha~~ ee efdefed te feetlfn the eetlft £ef 
pfeeeed~n~s eeyend tfie day Stated in the StiBpeena 
te ~n Seetiens G€€9~~~~ G€€9~~~~ 6€€9~~3 and Gee9~~ 
Stleh w~tness appeafed ptifStlant ee tfie 
e£ Seetion Gee9~~97 tln±ess the pafty at whose 
the w~tness ~s efdefed te fettifn 7 sha±~ £~fst deposit 
the e£ tfie eetift ef w~th the the same Stim 
the ~n 
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5 
• 
• 
Se 68097.55 of the Government Code is aled. 
ffi:El.Jf the 
ef t''B.y'fftefit7 ef 
6-899-71":'±7 6-899-71'":'~7 tifid 
etfief tftftfi :Eef efie :E-:i::Ese ti-t".tendt:J.nee":' 
Se 68097.6 of the Government Code is repealed. 
~he t'fe~±s-:i:ofts o£ Seee-:i:ofts 6-899-71'":'±7 
6-899-71.4 tind 6-8997'":'5 o:E ~fi-:i:s eode sfi.t:J.±± 
6.f3997":'i!7 
ee tipp±ie-ae±e 
e£ mem:befs iss~ed :Eef ~he ~t:J.kin~ e£ 
H-:i:~hway Paefe±7 shefi££s, 
mafsht:J.±s7 :E±femefi of e-:i:ey 
e£ the €ede o£ €±~±± Pfoeed~fe• 
shefi££s7 
ptifS't!tifit 
Section 68097.7 of the Government Code is repealed . 
who ptl.:fS Of 
eoftsideft'l.tion £of 
Hi~hway Patfo±, shefi 
:Eifem.an Of eity 
Of pfeeeedin~ eonnee-t:ien 
e~en-t: Of -t".ftl.nst'l.etion whieh he has 
ehe eetlfSe e:E his 
6 
t'l.He 69997'":'6 is 
the Hi~hwt'l.y 
eepttty ffitifSht'l.:l::7 
a:Hy s~eh paym.er~.e 
ar~.e 69997.4 ±±kew-:i:se 
68097.8 of the Government 
ar~.y money 
t:l.HY meffit:Jef 
sfiefi££, 
is repealed. 
made ptl~~t:~ane eo 68997.2 o~ 
st:~eh eeposi~s as ~fie may :be 
sha±± :be as ees~s :by ~he 
68 97.9 of the Government Code is repe 
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s 68097.10 the Government Code is 
Whene~er a member of the €a±~£orn±a H±~hway 
~her±££, mar~ha±, dep~ty mar~ha~7 £±reman or 
appear~ a~ a w~tne~~ p~r~~ant to Seet±on 6899~~~ 
re±mb~rsement ±s not made a~ provided for ±n Seet±on 6899~~~ 7 
the a H±~hway Petro~, or the p~~~±e ent±ty emp~oy±n~ 
dep~ty ~her±££, marsha~, dep~ty mar5ha~, £±reman or 
po~±eeman 5ha~~ have 5tand±n~ to ~r±n~ an aet±on ±n order to 
~ s~eh f~nds~ 
80 Section 68098 of the Government Code is repealed. 
W±enessk fees ±n er±m±na~ eases ±n m~n±e±pa~ and j~s ee 
eo~rts are ehar~es a~a±nst the same f~nds as j~rorsL fees ±n s~eh 
1 Section 68100 of the Government Code is repealed. 
When the eo~rt ±s he~d at a p~aee appo±nted7 p~rs~ant 
68999 7 69~4~7 and 69~44 every person he~d eo appear 
eo~~t sha~~ appear at the p~aee so appointed~ 
. 82. Section 68101 of the Government Code is repealed. 
Whenever p~rs~ant to ~aw the State ±s to 
any of any money, forfe± ~ 
a j~d~e of any eo~rt7 s~eh port±on as 
the reee±pt thereof, ~e de~o~ited 
ereas~rer ef the eo~nty ±n wh±en s~eh eo~rt sit~ated7 and 
warrant of the eo~nty a~ditor drawn ~pen a 
or jMd~e of s~eh eo~rt7 at ~ea~t onee a month to the 
~reas~re~ to ~e deposited ±n the State 
±mpos±n~ or eo~±eet±n~ s~eh f~nes or forfe±t~res ~ha±± 
of them and at ±east month±y transmit a reeord 
eo~nty a~d±tor~ ~he eo~nty a~ditor sha±± transmit 
the imposition, eo±±eee±on and payment of stleh fines 
to the State eontro±±er at the time of transm±tta± 
to the State ~reas~rer p~rsMant to tn±s seet±on~ 
Whenever an impr±sonment has been 
~efore the term±nat±on of the sentenee7 
vaeat±on the sentenee 
of stleh f±ne or forfe±t~re ±n 
~ha±± ~e reeorded and 
had 
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7 
• 
ha~ been ~mpo~ed £o~ 
o£ ~t7 a ~entenee 
the~eo£7 ~tleh ~mp~~~enment 
£o~ te the eotlnty atld~to~. 
84. Section 68103 of the Government Code is repe 
eont~o~~e~ ~ha~~ ehee* ~epo~t~ and 
by h~m w~th the t~an~m±tta~~ e£ ~tleh £±ne~ and 
Wheneve~ ±t ±~ appa~ent that ~tleh £±nes e~ £o~­
not been t~ansm±tted7 the eetlnty atld±to~ sha~± 
eont~e±~e~ may e~±n~ stl±t te en the ee±~e 
e~ beth• 
bend e£ any jtld~e ±s ~±ab~e £e~ h±s £a±±tl~e te 
£±nes e~ £e~£e±ttl~es ±mpesed ay h±m. 
85. Section 68104 of the Government Code is repealed 
~he ~eee~ds *ept by any jtld~e 
68±9~ sha±± he epen to ptlh±±e 
the State eont~e~~e~, the Atte~ney 
atte~ney o£ the pa~t±etl~a~ eetlnty• 
any ethe~ 
€otl~t 7 any eetl~t 
eetl~t may appoint as a~ 
e~ as an e££±e±a± phone~~aph±e 
~~en who has dee~a~ed h±~ 
±~ a ee~t±£±ed she~thand 
ha~ dee~afed h±s ±ntent±en te aeeeme a 
s seet±en7 means a pe~sen who has e±thef 
e£ ±ntent±on to aeeeme a e±t±~en e£ the Bn±ted 
pet±t±en £e~ nattl~a~±~at±on7 Of eompafae±e deetlment 
£edefa~ ±aw Of ~~t £±~ed an th the 
pfesef±aed ay the at 
at wh±eh the app± 
o£ ±ntent±on te aeeome a 
States7 pet±t±en £of nattlfa±±~at±en7 ef eempa~aa±e deetl-
eetlft dete~m±nes that an whe has 
~~t o£ the p~eeed±n~ 
£a±±ed at the £±fst eppe~ttln±ty p~ev±ded tlnde~ 
to £±~e ene e£ the spee±£±ed doetlments 
sha~± £e~thw±th ~evo*e the appe±ntment. 
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SEC. 87. Section 68110 of the Government Code is amended 
re 
8 10. Every judge of a eotlr~ of reeora o~ this State shall, 
open court during the presentation of causes before h~m, 
wear a judicial robe, which shall be furnished at such judge's 
he sha~~ ftlrn~sh ae h~s own expense. The Judicial Council 
1, by rule, prescribe the style of such robes. 
SEC. 88. Chapter 1.1 (commencing with Section 68115) of Title 8 
of the Government Code is repealed. 
SEC. 89. The heading of Chapter 1.3 (commencing with Section 
68 1) of Title 8 of the Government Code is amended to read: 
Chapter 1.3. Eieee~ons o£ a~se~ees ana atla~es o£ 
€otlres o£ Reeo~a Selection of Judges 
SEC. 90. The heading of Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 
68200) of Title 8 of the Government Code is amended to read: 
Chapter 1.5. Compensation of a~~~~ees ana Judges of 
eo~~e~ of Reee~e 
SEC. 91. Section 68202 of the Government Code is amended 
to read: 
68202. ~he For the purEose of aEplying the salary adjustment 
set forth in Section 68203, the annual salary of each 
fe~~ew~n~ j~a~e~ ±~ ehe ame~ne ±na~ea~ee e~~e~~~e ehe name 
off±ee~ 
atla~e judge of superior court, as of September !L 1964, 
was twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000)-.-
atla~e of a m~n±e~pa~ ee~re, eweney-ehree eho~~ana ae~~ar~ 
~ eeet. 
SEC. 92. Section 68206 of the Government Code is repealed. 
6e~e6. e£ ~he ann~a~ sa~a~y of eaeh ~tl~er~e~ ee~~e jtla~e ehe 
wh~eh he ~~ e~eeeea e~ a~pe~neea ~ha~i ~ay ~he amotln~ 
be~ew ana ~he ~ema~nae~ ~ha~~ be ~a~a by ehe Seaee~ 
~at N~ne ehotl3ana f~ve h~narea ao~~a~3 ~$9 7 seet fer a eotlnty 
of ~5 o~ mo~e. 
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Ill 
• 
~he boara o£ ~~per~~~or~ o£ 
to part~e~pate a 
pay ~~per~or eo~rt j~d~e~ 
proeed~re ~ha±± be p~e~er±bea 
ft ±ne±~de p~o~±~±on for 
eaeh pa~t±e±pat±n~ eo~nty 
sL ~a±a~~es and may ±ne±~de 
2ed ~nder app±±eab±e 
68207 of the Government 
Po~ the o£ ~ 
the State ±~ the pop~±at±en 
-far hereof or7 
to a eo~nty7 p~r~~ant 
e£ eaeh eo~nty ±s as 
taken 
from a state 
by the State 
~n ad~aftee 
~na~e e£ tfie 
fe~ 
ne~t tfie yea~ 
and -. 
after tfie effeet±~e 
State ~ha±± determine the 
to ~ote eaeh eo~nty 
±9547 and he ~ha±± 
e~en-n~mbered 
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~fie €ea~re±±er she±± 
e£ 
eontro±±er ±n ±955 and 
eaefi ~enera± state 
ehe pep~±at±en se eer~±f±ed 
SEC. 95. Section 682 
read: 
of 
68210. No judge ef a ee~re o£ 
salary ~n±ess he sha±± ma~e 
subscribing before an off 
affidavit stating that no cause 
pending and undetermined for 90 
decision. 
-eo -the board o£ 
-ehis ehap'ter eaeh 
the 
fo±±ow-
ee be ef 
Government Code is amended to 
reeerd shall receive h±s a 
without making and 
to administer oaths7 an 
such judge remains before 
days after been submitted 
SEC. 96. Section 68505 of the Government Code is amended to 
read: 
68505. The eo~ney e±er~s 7 court 
----~--~~~---all courts e£ reeerd7 and ee~res as ha~e 
e±er~s shall cooperate with the They shall 
such records and make such reports to the council, in such 
manner and at such times, as the council requires, 
respecting the condition and of j ial 
bus ss their respe 
SEC. 97. Section 68507 of 
read: 
68507. The Secre of the 
the tall 
the Bear Flag of California 
Court, and the courts of 
courtroom shall display 
of 
Government is to 
l shall purchase and 
the the States and 
l the courtrooms of the Supreme 
and the courts. Each 
SEC. 98. Section 68513 of the Government added by 
1126 of the Statutes 1974, is 
6B -tat lf'fie 
ma±Reenanee ef 
sfia±± be f:h±ed 
reJ?ereer J?fe 
w±efi a J?OJ?~±ae±en ef 
as deeerm±nee by efie 
±ns}?eeeed and 
-B 
re}?ereer and 
±n afty ee~nt;< 
~ee 7eee7 
reeerds sfia±± 
aftft~a± to efie 
ee ehe ne~±s±ae~~e 
• 
anntia~ ~epe~~ sha~~ 
~he eetl~~ 
~he £e~~ew~n9 ~n£e~ma­
e£ ~he eetln~yf 
and ~ypes e£ ~~anse~~p~s p~epa~ed by ~he 
~epe~~e~s and e££~e~a~ ~epe~~e~s p~e ~empe~e dti~~n9 ~he 
pe~~ed; 
E~penses ~neti~~ed by ~he ~epe~~e~s ~n eennee~~en w~~h ~he 
p~epa~a~~en e£ Stieh ~~anse~~p~s; 
~he ametin~ e£ ~~me ~he ~epe~~e~s ha~e spen~ ~n a~~endanee 
tipen eetl~~s £e~ ~he ptl~pose e£ ~epo~~~n9 p~eeeed~n9s7 and ~he 
eempensa~~en ~eee~~ed £e~ ~his pti~pese; and 
SEC. 99. Section 68513 of the Government Code, as added 
1266 of the Statutes of 1974, is repealed. 
6 ~a7 ~he otid~e~a~ €Otlfte~~ sha~~ p~O¥~de by ~tl~e £e~ ~he 
ma~n~enanee e£ ~eeo~ds as dese~~bed ~n Stlbd~~~s~en ~et, wh~eh 
sha~~ be £~~ed w~~h ~he eetlne~~ by eaeh e££~e~a~ ~epe~~e~ and 
a~ ~epe~~e~ p~e ~empo~e o£ any eetl~~ ~oea~ee ~n any 
a pepti~a~~on e£ mo~e ~han ~es7eee and ne~ o~e~ z~57eee as 
by ~he ~9~e £ede~a~ deeenn~a~ eenstls~ Stieh 
sha~± be ~nspee~ed and atld~~ed by ~he otldfe~a~.€etlnef~~ 
~he otid~e±a~ €etlne±~ sha~~ stlbm±~ an anntla~ ~epe~~ ~e ~he 
Stipe~¥~se~s o£ any Stleh eotln~y and ~o ~he he9is~a~tl~e 
~he ±n£e~ma~±en een~afned ±n ~he ~eee~ds~ 
s~eh an~tia~ fepe~~ s~a~~ ±ne~tide ene £e~~ow±n9 
~e~ae±~e +.e ~he o££±e±a± eotif~ ~epef~efs e£ ehe eetln~~~ 
~tian~±~y and ~ypes e£ ~~anse~±p~s p~epafed by ~he 
~epor~ers and eff±e±a~ fepe~eefs pfo ~empofe dtif±n9 
pe~±od; 
±netlffed by ehe feper~ers 
p~epafa~±en e£ Stieh ~fanser±p~s; 
ametine of ~±me ~he repor~ers ha~e spen~ ±n a~~endanee 
£er eke ptifpose o£ repor~±n9 pfoeeed±n9s7 and 
feee±~ed £or ~h±s ptirpose; and 
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100 Se 68513 the 
44 of the Statutes of 
!:£!fie 
~eee~a~ a~ 
t.fie eetlne±i :by 
pfe ~empefe e£ any eetlfoe ieea~ea ±n 
o£ mo~e ~fian ~ee7eee and :tess ~fian 
£eae~ai eenstls~ Stlefi feeofd~ 
t.fie Jtld±e±ai €etlne±i~ 
as 
ftlie 
wh±eh ~haii 
and o££±e±af 
eotln~y w±th a 
~5e7eee7 a~ de~e~m±ned 
:be ±n~peeted and 
!:£!fie Jtld±e±ai €otlne±i ~haii ~tl:bm±~ an anntlai ~epe~t. ~o ~he 
~tlpef~±so~s e£ any ~tleh eetln~y and eo ~he he~±~iaetl~e 
stlmma~±~±n~ efie ±n£e~ma~±on eonta±ned ±n ~he 
Eaefi Stlefi anntlai fepe~~ shaii the £eiiow±n~ ±n£efma-
~eia~±~e eo the e££±e±ai eotl~~ ~epoftefs ~he eotln~y~ 
!:£!he ~tlan~±~y and ~ypes e£ 
and o££±e±ai ~epo~~efs 
E~pen~e~ ±netl~fed :by ~he 
Stleh tfan~e~±pts; 
!:£!he ametlne o£ ~±me 
tlpon ~he eotlft~ fOf the 
SEC. 101. Se 68514 of the Government Code, as added 
733 of the Statutes of 74, is 
!:£!he Jtid±e±ai 
feeo~d~ fiS 
the eet'l.ne±i 
~'l:lie -fe~ efie 
-tet7 ~fifiii 
and of-f±e±fii 
eotl~t foeated any eotlnty w±eh a 
and fe~~ t:.fian 
feeofds sfiaff :be 
an anntlfii ~epo~e ee 
and to the ~fattlfe 
t:.fie 
SEC. 
SEC 
6 
14 of the Government Code, as added by 
1974 is aled. 
~epe~~e:E and 
ieea~ed ±n any ee~n~y 
and ±e~~ ~fian 55~7eee a~ 
B~efi :Eeee:Ed~ ~fiaii ~e 
t'il:'l fiftntl-a± 
aHd -ee -efie 
~fie ~eee:Ed~. 
-efie 
e£ ~fie ee~ft~Y-=-
f the Government Code repealed. 
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SEC. 
ffitln:i:e±pa± 
sa±afy e£ 
eotl:ttt .. 
and 
any eotmty 
:l-3e,eee, as 
feeofds sha±:l ee 
an ann~a:l fepoft eo ehe 
s~eh eo~nty and eo the ne~±s±at~~e 
±n eke feeofas .. 
sha:l± ±ne±~de ehe fo±±ow±n~ ±n£of-
eo~ft fepoftefs of efie eo~ney~ 
of tfaftSef±~tS pfe~afed BY the 
fepoftefS ~fO teffipOfe d~f±n~ 
fe~oftefs have spent ±n aeeendanee 
fepoft±n~ ~foeeed±n~s 7 and 
and 
f the Government Code repealed. 
s~pef±of eo~ft ±s ass±~ned 
eo ±n a s~~ef±ef ee~ft 
s~eh j~d~e ass±~ned 
wh±eh sneh jnd~e was se±eeeed as a 
amonne e~na± to ehe ±end±n~ eenney~s 
o£ snefi jnd~e pa±d £ef the t±ffie he 
ef jnse±ee eonfe ±s ass±~ned 
ee ±n a snpe~±e~ een~e 
sneh jnd~e ass±~ned 
Stleh jtld~e was se±eeeed as a 
an amotlnt e~na± eo the ~e~n±af 
t±ffie he was sefv±n~ ±n the eehef 
ehe e~e:t>a eeffipen-
ass±~ned ee a 
e£ ehe st\p-
ehe feffia±ndef e£ 
I 
• 
s~efi e~e~a eompensae~on sfiaii be pa~d by efie eo~ney ~n and £e~ 
wfi~efi s~pe~~o~ eo~~e eo wh~eh the ass~~nmene made~ 
SEC. 105. Section 68540.5 of the Government Code is repealed. 
66549~5~ Whene~e~ a jttd9e e£ a m~n~e~pai eett~e is assi9ned by 
the ehai~man o£ ehe dttdieia± eo~neii eo sit ~n a mttnieipai eett~e 
in aneehe~ eettney, the eottney eo whieh stteh jttd9e is assi9ned 
shai± ~eimbtt~se the eettney in whieh stteh jtld9e was se±eeeed as 
a mttnieipa± eott~e jttd~e in an ametlnt e~tla± eo the ~e9tt±a~ sa±a~y 
e£ stteh jttd9e paid £o~ the time he was se~~in9 in the eehe~ eett~t• 
SEC. 106. Section 68541 of the Government Code is repealed. 
6654±• ~at ~he addieiena± eempensa~ion e~ e~~~a eempensa~ion 
e£ a jtld~e e£ a jtts~iee eett~e si~~in~ in anoehe~ jttseiee eott~e 
e~ a mttnieipa± eott~e ttnde~ assi9nmene made by the ehai~man e£ ehe 
dttdieia± eotlnei± sha±i be paid by the eettney whieh by ±aw is 
eha~~ed with the payment o£ the eempensaeion e£ the jttd9e e£ ehe 
eett~e eo whieh ehe assi~nmene is made. 
ibt ~£ ehe jttseiee eott~e jttd~e is assi9ned eo a mttnieipa± eett~e 
in aneehe~ eottney, ehe eottney eo whieh stteh jtld9e is assi~ned 
sha±± ~eimbtt~se ehe eottney in whieh stteh jttd~e was se±eeeed as 
a jttseiee eett~e jttd9e in an amottnt e~tta± to that po~eion o£ ehe 
~e~tt±a~ sa±a~y o£ stteh jttd~e paid £o~ the time he was se~~in9 
in the ethe~ eott~e~ ~his ~eimbtt~sement sha±± be made £~em the 
same £ttnds £~em whieh ehe e~e~a eompensae±en is paid. 
iet ~£ the jttstiee eott~e jttd9e is assi9ned eo a jttstiee eetl~t 
in anothe~ eettney7 he sha±± be paid as addieiona± eompensaeien an 
amottnt e~tla± eo the eompensae±on o£ the jttd9e e£ the jttseiee eott~t 
eo whieh ehe assi9nmene is made ±ess any amettne by whieh ehe sttm 
o£ his ~e9tt±a~ eompensaeion as a jttseiee eott~e jttd9e and the eom-
pensatien e£ ehe jttd9e e£ ehe jttseiee eett~t eo whieh the assi9nmene 
is made e~eeeds ~he ~e9tt±a~ sa±a~y e£ a mttnieipa± eott~t jttd9e £o~ 
a eompa~ab±e pe~ied. ~he eettney ee whieh stteh jttd~e is assi~ned 
shai± ~eimbtt~se ehe eottney in whieh stteh jttd~e was seieeeed as a 
jttseiee eotl~t jttd~e in an amettne e~tta± to any amottnt by whieh ehe 
sttm e£ his ~e9tl±a~ eempensatien as a jttstiee eett~t jttd~e and ehe 
eempensatien e£ the jttd~e e£ ehe jttstiee eett~t ee wh±eh ehe ass±~n­
mene is made e~eeeds the ~e~tt±a~ sa±a~y e£ a mttnieipai eett~t jttd~e 
£e~ a eempa~ab±e pe~iea. ~he addit±ena± eempensatien and ~eimbtt~se­
ment sha±± be paid £~em the same £ttnds as a~e a~aiiabie £e~ payment 
e£ the eempensaeien e£ the jttd~e e£ the eott~t eo whieh ehe assi9n-
ment is made. 
SEC. 107. Section 68542 of the Government Code is amended to 
read: 
68542. The expenses for travel, board7 and lodging of each judge 
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eotl~t or eotlrt o£ ~owe~ jtl~~sd~et~on than 
court other than that which he or 
hofne hy the eotlnty to wh±eh the jtld9e 
appropriated to the Judicial Council 
Judicial Branch. If the judge is out of 
se ce overnight or longer, the judge is 
eotlnty ~fia~~ pay, a per diem allowance in 
and lodging in the same amounts as are 
s to justices of the Supreme Court under 
Board of Control. If the judge is not out 
such judge regularly sits, overnight, 
the eotlnty to wh±efi fie ±~ a~~±9ned 
reimbursement shall be for fi±~ board in the amount of fi±~ actual 
--and fie ~fia~i not he ent±t~ed to an with 
SEC. 10 8. Se 68542.5 of the Government Code is repealed. 
e£ e mtln±e±pai o~ jtlst±ee eotl~t ±n any 
eetlnty eotlft ±n the ~ame eotlnty tlnde~ as~±9n-
ment made hy ~men the Jtid±e±ai eottne±i ~haii ~eee±~e 
ffem ~tleh eottnty the amottnt o£ aettla~ and neee~~a~y tfa~eiin9 
e~pen~e~ ±nettffed wh±~e tfa~e~±n9 hetween h±s home and the 
eetlft~eom any ease ±n wh±eh the eottftfoom o£ fi±~ own 
eettft aftd the 
w±th±n 
eOttftroom o£ the eottft to wh±eh fie ±s ass±9ned afe 
±e~ eaeh 
SEC. 9 
SEC. 110. Se 
to 
68543.5. 
Retirement Law 
sated le so s 
assi 
a court shall 
sation of a j 
compensation 
Section 68547 
of a 
compens of 
assigned 
tion is 
priation 
of the 
543 of the Government Code repealed. 
end e~penses £of tra~e~, hoafd7 
±n the Sttpreme eottft and eotlft~ o£ 
made hy the ehe±rman o£ the Jtid±e±ai 
st-ate-. 
68543.5 of the Government Code is amended 
red as such under the Judges' 
in a court7 fie shall be compen-
a rate equal to 92 percent of the full 
court to which he such judge is 
of a justice court assigned to sit in 
le so sitting at the full compen-
to which he ±s assigned. Such 
the period specified in 
by law with respect to the 
court to he the judge is 
able to the state~uch compensa-
paid by the state out of any appro~ 
--of]udges asslgned by the Chairman 
-B8 -
If 
to s 
be 
SEC 
read: 
SEC. 
SEC 
rement Law assigned 
between the 
the 
shall be paid to 
other than that 
shall also be allowed 
and 
s, if any, shall 
araended to 
, the State Controller and 
Wfiffan~~ warrant for 
s 
Government Code is repealed. 
e~efe eom~en~e~~on 
made £fom efie money 
!j?fie ~ey­
e~~en~e~ 
e£ 
aled. 
« -3.."1,;1.-d.g~ 
-CQJ.l.J;;".:t. 
.COJ..1.J;;'± 
-CQJ.l.J;;'.;t 
eon~~ ae~ney eiefk and de~tlty marsha±; 
or ~he eonre wfiieh snefi jnd9e ±s 
ass aee as eottft de~nty eierk and de~ttty sfier±££7 
res~eet±veiy; £e~ the sn~er±er eonrt dnrin9 the ~er±ed £or wh±eh 
tfie jttd9e ±s ass±9ned~ Bnr±n9 the ~er±od £o~ wh±eh the eonrt 
re~orter7 de~nty eierk; or de~nty marsha± is ass±9ned; they shaii 
reee±ve the same sa±ary as a eottrt re~orter7 de~nty eierk; or 
de~nty res~eet±veiy; £or the sn~erior eottrt7 ~£ there 
he no ~res±d±n9 jnd9e7 ~he sen±or or so±e jttd9e may make or 
eonsent to the ass±9nment o£ the ateaehe~7 ~his seet±on shaii not 
a~piy ~o the ass±9nmen~ o£ the de~nty eierk or de~nty marsha± ±n 
any eonnty ttnt±i ~he ooa~d o£ sn~erv±sers oy ord±nanee has adopted 
±es provisions~ 
SEC. 114. Section 68551 of the Government Code is amended to 
read: 
68551. The Council is authorized to conduct institutes 
and seminars to time, either regionally or on a state-
wide bas , for purpose of orienting judges to new judicial 
assignments, keeping them informed concerning new developments in 
the law and promoting uniformity in judicial procedure. Such 
institutes and shall include, without being limited thereto, 
consideration of juvenile court proceedings, sentencing practices 
in criminal cases and the handling of traffic cases. Actual and 
necessary by snper±or, mttn±e±pai and jnst±ee 
eonrt judges at such institute or seminar shall be a ehar9e 
a9a±nst the eonnty to the e~tent that £nnds are ava±iah±e there£or 
paid Qy the state. 
SEC. 115. 
read: 
68726 of the Government Code is amended to 
68726. It shall be the duty the sher±££s 7 marshals, of the 
superior courts and eonstah±es ±n the severa± eonnt±es, upon---
request of the commission or its authorized representative, to 
serve process and execute all lawful orders of the commission. 
SEC. 116. Se 68807 of the Government Code is repealed. 
6€€9~7 A±± and e~~enses inenrred nnder the provisions 
o£ this ehapte~ hy the Sn~~eme eonrt sha±± he pa±d £rom the £nnds 
appropriated £o~ its nse, when approved hy the orde~ o£ the eonrt 
and and±ted hy the eont~o±±er7 
SEC. 117. Se 
read: 
69141. 
pleasure s 
ans, and other 
69141 of the Government Code is amended to 
82-
appoint and employ during its 
, assistants, secretaries, 
it deems necessary for the 
• 
• 
• 
performance 
law upon 
chapter, each 
Section 18004 
of all such of 
rs. as 
court may determine the duties 
~he 6o~e~nmen~ €ocle, fix and pay 
rs and employees. 
rs conferred by 
this 
and, subject to 
the compensation 
e~~enses ±netl~fecl tlnclef ~fiis seee±on sha~~ be 
a~~~o~f±aeecl £o~ efie tlBe e£ Stlefi eetlfts7 when 
efie eOtlfeS-;-
SEC. 118. te 11 (commencing with Section 75000) of Title 8 
of the Government Code is amended and renumbered to read: 
Chapter ±± 6. Judge's Retirement Law. 
SEC. 119. Se 1018 of the Penal Code is amended to read: 
1018. Unless rwise provided by law every plea must be 
put in defendant himself in open court. No plea of guilty 
of a felony for which the maximum punishment is death, or life 
imprisonment the possibility of parole, shall be received 
from a defendant who does not appear with counsel, nor shall any 
such plea be rece without the consent of the defendant's 
counsel. No plea of guilty to a capital offense which does not 
require the further proceedings provided for in Section 190.1 
shall be ved from a defendant. No plea of guilty of a felony 
for ch the punishment is not death or life imprisonment 
without the possibi of parole shall be accepted from any 
defendant who does not appear th counsel unless the court shall 
rst inform him of his right to counsel and unless the court 
shall that the de understands his right to counsel 
and free s it and then, only if the defendant has express-
ly stated open court, to the court, that he does not wish 
to be represented counsel. On application of the defendant 
at any be udament the court mav, and in case of a 
defendant who appeared without counsel at the time of the plea 
the court must, for a good cause shown, permit the plea of guilty 
and a plea of not guilty substituted. Upon in-
against a corporation a plea of guilty 
may be counsel. This section shall be liberally con-
strued to effect these jects and to promote justice. 
(b) In the prosecution of any misdemeanor the plea of the 
defendant be made by the defendant or by coun~ -rf the 
defendant p guiTtythe court, before entertaining such plea 
or pronouncing judgment, may examine sses to ascertain the 
gravlty of the offense coffiffiltted and, appears to the cO'U:rt 
tnat a higher offense has been committed 
C'Oiri:'Plaint, may order tne defenaant to be 
ball, to answer indictment whic~may 
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than that charcted in the 
'CCili'iffi"i rrecr 0 r a ffil twa ---;:rr 
be found against such 
of. 
1 1 f the Code is amended to read: 
Stl~e eetl~~, a£~e~ After a plea, finding 
or r a finding or ve t against the 
of a former conviction or acquittal, or once 
court mtls~ shall appoint a time for pronouncing 
t be following periods: 
21 days after the verdict, finding 
which time the court shall refer the 
officer for a report if eligible to pro-
uant to Section 1203 e£ ~fi~s eede; ~fe~~ded, 
the court may, however, extend the time fte'E me~e 
+:fie ~ti~~ese-e£ fiea~~ft~ e~ ae~e~~ft~ft~ aRy me~~eR 
a~~ese e£ ttid~meH~7 aRd may £ti~efie~ 
the riod specified in subdivision i£L 
s report is rece d and until any 
denying probation have been disposed 
not less than six hours but not 
verd~ flildin:g-or plea of guilty, 
s-Ehe postponement; the court-may, 
~---n-0- more than 21 days any case where 
s considered-and, upon request of the 
o cer s time may be further- ---
additional 90 daY8.---rn-case of post-
ld the defendant to bail~appear-for 
for pronouncing judgment not 
hearing or determining any 
of judgment. 
court there is a reasonable 0.round 
ane, the court may extend the time 
conu"'ai t the defendant to custody 
been ard and determined, as 
the court orders the defendant 
ity pursuant to Section 1203.03, the 
s section for pronouncing judgment 
to (l) the number of days which 
of such order and the date on which 
the r of advising 
of Corrections will receive the 
and (2) if the director notifies-the 
the defendant, the time which elapses 
from the ty. 
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e case 
rom service for mental dis~ 
s request the caseshall be referred 
..,...-;,..,.-------,--shall secure anull tary medical 
present lt to the court together 
---against probatiGn: 
SEC. 21. Se 1237 of the Penal Code is amended to read: 
1237. An appeal may be taken by the defendant: 
1. From a final judgment of convictionL other than for 
violation of an fraction, except as provided in Section 1237.5. 
A sentence-,-an-order granting probation, or the commitment of a 
defendant for insanity or a conviction in a case in which the 
defendant is so committed before final ]'Udgm~ or the ."c.ndeter-
minate commitment of a defendant as a mentally disordered sex 
offender or a conviction in a case in which the defendant is so 
committed-se final judgmen~hall be deemed to be a finar-
judgment meaning of this section. The commitment of 
a defendant for narcotic0 addiction, or the conviction of a 
defendant so committed shall be deemed to be a final judgment 
Wlthln the:ffie o s section 90 days after such commitment. 
Upon appeal from a final judgment the court may review any order 
denying a mo for a new trial. 
2. From any order made after judgment, affecting the substantial 
of the 
SEC. 122. Sec on 1238 of the Penal Code is amended to read: 
1238. 
the 
(a) An appeal may be taken by the people from any of 
(l) An order setting aside the indictment, information, or 
compl t. 
(2) A j t for the defendant on a demurrer to the indictment, 
accu~ation, or info on. 
(3) An order gran a new trial. 
(4) An order arres judgment. 
(5) An order made after judgment, affecting the substantial 
ghts of the people. 
(6) An order modi ing the verdict or finding by reducing the 
degree of the offense or the punishment imposed. 
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(7) An order smissing a case prior to trial made upon 
motion of the court pursuant to Section 1385 whenever such 
order is based upon an order granting defendant's motion to 
return or suppress property or evidence made at a special 
hearing as provided in this code. 
(8) An order or judgment dismissing or othenrise terminating 
the action before the defendant has been placed in jeopardy or 
where the defendant has waived jeopardy. 
(b) If, pursuant to paragraph (8) of subdivision (a), the 
people prosecute an appeal to decision, or any review of such 
decision, it shall be binding upon them and they shall be pro-
hibited from refiling the case which was appeal8d. 
(c) When an appeal is taken pursuant to paragraph (7) of 
subdivision (a), the court may review the order granting 
defendant's motion to return or suppress property or evidence 
made at a special hearing as provided in this code. 
(d) Notwithstanding anything in this section to the contrary, 
an-appeal may not be taken from any~gment or order-in respect 
to the prosecution of an infraction. 
SEC. 123. Title 11 (commencing with Section 1425) of Part 2 
of the Penal Code is repealed. 
SEC. 124. It is the intent of the Legislature, in enacting 
the amendments to Section 68202 of the Government Code, to make 
no change the salaries of superior court judges but rather 
to simply delete superfluous references to municipal court 
judges and continue unchanged the statutory base established 
by such section from which such salaries are computed. 
SEC. 125. This act shall become operative only if Senate 
Constitutional Amendment No. of the 1975-76 Regular 
Session of the Legislature is adopted by the people, in which 
event this act shall become operative on January 1, 1978. 
SEC. 126. In the event any other act or acts of the 1975-76 
Regular Session of the Legislature have any effect on any section 
of any code or statute affected by this act, the provisions of 
such act or acts shall prevail over the conflicting provisions of 
this act until this act becomes operative with respect to such 
conflicting provisions, at which time the conflicting provisions 
of such other act or acts shall no longer be operative. 
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APPENDIX C 
Miscellaneous Recommendations 
The basic charge of the Joint Committee on the Structure 
of the Judiciary to the Advisory Commission was to study and 
recommend on the "structure" of the trial court system. In 
the process of this study, a great number of problems of the 
trial courts were discussed, in part to see whether structural 
changes were necessary to resolve them and in part to explore 
the improvments in the administration of trial court justice 
that could be made without, or at least with minimal~ 
structural change. 
Several recommendations emanated from these discussions 
which, although not relating to the structure of the courts, 
were of sufficient importance and generated such support 
as to lead the Commission to go beyond its charge and to go 
on record in support thereof at the time of its Report to the 
Joint Committee. It was felt, however, that since such 
recommendations were not truly germane to the Commission's 
basic purpose they should be appended to the Report as an 
appendix rather than incorporated into the body of the Report 
proper. 
Such recommendations are thus set forth separately, in the 
pages following • 
(1) Mandatory Continuing Education 
Reconunendation: 
There should be continuing state-financed manda-
tory judicial education for all judges. Existing 
judicial education organizations are of high quality 
and should continue to be utilized. 
(2) Mandatory Retirement 
Recormnendation: 
Legislation should be enacted to mandatorily retire 
judges upon their attaining the age of 70; the judicial 
offices from which such judges retire would thereupon 
become vacant. So as to avoid inequities to incumbent 
judges, any judge who has attained or who will attain 
the age of 70 on or before January 1, 1980, should be 
allowed to continue in office until such date. 
Retired judges who are qualified and able to serve 
should be subject to be called, with their consent, to 
sit in active service under the usual provisions of 
assignment by the Chairman of the Judicial Council. 
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The Commentary to Standard 1.24 of the Standards 
Relating to Court Organization of the American Bar Associa-
tion articulates the reasons for mandatory judicial retire-
ment: 
It is now generally recognized that there should be an 
age for compulsory retirement for judges, as there is for 
most officials and professionals in government, business, 
and nonprofit private organizations. A compulsory retire-
ment system makes possible the orderly termination of 
service of people who, on the average, have reached an 
age when their physical and mental powers do not permit 
them to carry a full workload. Compulsory retirement 
inevitably works arbitrarily in many cases, unless the 
age of compulsory retirement is fixed so high as to defeat 
its purpose. The consequences of not having compulsory 
retirement, however, are unfortunate and sometimes 
unpleasant, both for the court system and for the judge 
himself. No spectacle is more tragic than that of the 
judge who hangs on in office beyond the point of his 
disability, wishing to believe he is still doing his job, 
but suffering the doubts of others and of himself that 
he is. 
A retired judge should be regarded as a public official 
with responsibilities and modest perquisites as such. The 
provision for recalling retired judges to active service 
has proved an effective way of extending the careers of 
judges who are still vigorous at the age of mandatory 
retirement, while minimizing the difficult or invidious 
distinctions made between people of advancing age.* 
*Standards Relating to Court Organization, The American Bar 
Association, 1974, p. 64. 
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(3) Promulgation and Enforcement of un.iform Statewide Rules 
Recommendation: 
The Judicial Council should adopt, wherever feasible, 
general uniform procedural and administrative rules for 
statewide application, and should adopt procedures designed 
to encourage compliance. 
There is a great inconsistency in court rules, due 
to local promulgation, which is a great and largely 
unnecessary inconvenience to attorneys and litigants. 
Rules of practice and procedure directly affect litigants 
and attorneys, and attorneys should be able to appear in 
a district outside of their usual practice area without 
being hindered by unusual local rules or idiosyncratic 
court practices. 
The best body to achieve such uniformity is the 
Judicial Council, which should do all that it can to 
insure local compliance with its adopted rules. These 
uniform rules should be differentiated from local rules 
on matters such as assignments and calendaring, which 
are wholly administrative in nature and for which there 
is no need for uniformity. The Commission also recog-
nizes that the Judicial Council should approve extra-
ordinary rules to accommodate peculiar local conditions. 
-C4-
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As Allen Ashman and Jeffrey Parness of the American 
Judicature Society state in their article, "The Concept of 
a Unified Court System": 
Centralized supervision of a state's courts 
under a unified system helps to promote equality in 
the administration of justice within the state. 
Such supervision includes uniform rules of pleading, 
practice, and procedure; [and] general rules on 
court administration; •.•. While complete uniformity 
and a~solute control is [sic] impossible and undesirable, 
a state's trial courts should function wherever 
possible under similar sets of guidelines, rules 
and working conditions. 
Rules of pleading, practice, and procedure 
are addressed primarily to parties appearing before 
a state's courts. They are designed to govern the 
presentation of individual cases. While procedural 
rules may vary to accommodate special local needs, 
a set of uniform rules of procedure that are applicable 
state-wide as far as practical is crucial to assure 
the even-handed administration of justice within the 
* state. 
It is the Commission's belief that under Article VI, 
Section 6, of the California Constitution and the amendments 
proposed to Government Code Section 68070 in the Commission's 
proposed bill draft, the Judicial Council would have all the 
authority necessary to implement this recommendation without 
further legislation. 
*24 DePaul Law Review 1, 30. 
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(4) Criminal Fines and Forfeitures 
A. Penalty Assessments 
Recommendation: 
Penalty assessments on fines, penalties and 
forfeitures should be eliminated; instead, a fixed 
percentage of all fines, penalties and forfeitures 
collected should be statutorily mandated to be 
appropriated for the purposes for which penalty 
assessments are now collected. 
Penalty assessments are administratively cum-
bersome and are misunderstood by those having to 
pay them, and should therefore be eliminated. It 
is recognized that this would necessitate a general 
increase in schedules of fines and forfeitures in 
order to replace the revenues currently generated 
by penalty assessments, but this should not neces-
sarily result in increasing the total that would 
be paid. 
B. Uniform Bail Schedule for Traffic Violations 
Recommendation: 
For those violations for which state law per-
mits the posting of a sum of money to be forfeited 
in lieu of any court appearance, the amount of bail 
required should be uniform statewide, thereby pre-
venting discriminatory enforcement practices. 
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(5) The Head of the Judicial Council 
Recommendation: 
The duties of the Chief Justice of California, 
acting as both the presiding member of the Supreme 
Court and Chairman of the Judicial Council, are 
presently over-demanding and will increase with state-
wide administration. The Commission therefore recommends 
that the Chief Justice be given the option to appoint 
a judicial member of the Judicial Council to serve as 
the Head thereof and assume the day-to-day responsibility 
for the operation of the courts of the state, although 
the ultimate responsibility would still be in the Chief 
Justice. To accomplish this, the Commission recommends 
the following amendment to the California Constitution: 
That Section 6 of Article VI is amended to read: 
SEC. 6. The Judicial Council consists of the Chief 
Justice and one other judge of the Supreme Court, 3 
judges of courts of appeal7 5 and 10 judges of superior 
courts, 3 j~d9e5 e£ m~~~e~~ai ~~~57 a~e ~ j~d9es e£ 
j~5~~ee ee~~~s, each appointed by the Chief Justice for 
a 2-year term; 4 members of the State Bar appointed by 
its governing body for 2-year terms; and one member of 
each house of the Legislature appointed as provided by 
the house. 
Council membership terminates if a member ceases to 
hold the position that qualified the member for appoint-
ment. A vacancy shall be filled by the appointing power 
for the remainder of the term. 
The Head of the council shall be the Chief Justice or 
a ]Udicrai memb-er of the council~eSignated to serve as 
such at the pleasure of the ChJ.ef JustJ.ce. 
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The council may appoint·an Administrative Director of 
the Courts, who serves at its pleasure and performs 
functions delegated by the Council or the efi~ef J~se~ee 
Head thereof, other than adopting rules of court admin-
~stration, practice, and procedure. 
To improve the administration of justice the council 
shall survey judicial business and make recommendations 
to the courts, make recommendations annually to the 
Governor and Legislature, adopt rules for court adminis-
tration, practice and procedure, not inconsistent with 
statute, and perform other functions prescribed by 
statute. 
The efi~ef J~se~ee Head of the council shall seek to 
expedite judicial buSiness-and to equalize the work of 
judges. ~fie efi~e£ o~se~ee, and may provide for the 
assignment of any judge to-another court but only with 
the judge's consent if the court is of lower jurisdiction. 
A retired judge who consents may be assigned to any court. 
Judges shall report to the Judicial Council as the 
efi~e£ J~se~ee Head of the council directs concerning 
the condition of judicial business in their courts. 
They shall cooperate with the council and hold court 
as assigned. 
(6) Summary Civil Proceedings 
Recommendation: 
In all civil actions for damages, regardless of the 
amount in controversy, any party should have the option 
to request that the action be tried as a summary pro-
ceeding, wherein procedures would be less formal and no 
jury would be available. Any other party to the action 
could elect to request a full trial but some sanctions 
should be involved to prevent the arbitrary imposition 
of the higher cost and greater delay of a formal trial 
(see below) . 
The Commission favors the following procedures for 
the summary proceeding: (1) Any or all parties (upon 
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giving notice to all other parties not less than 30 
days before the trial date) may employ counsel, but 
absent such notice counsel would not be permittedi 
(2) Discovery would not be available; (3) The pro-
ceedings would be electronically recorded with no 
reporter employed unless requested and paid for by a 
party; (4) The rules re pleadings, service of pleadings 
and notice for trial would be the same as those in small 
claims cases; (5) There would be a right to direct appeal 
to the Court of Appeal for prejudicial errors of law but, 
in accordance with one of the principal recommendations 
of the Commission, there would be no written opinion 
required; (6) The rules of evidence would be relaxed to 
permit the court wider latitude in deciding admissibility; 
and (7) The trial judge would be permitted to make inde-
pendent examination . 
Any losing party who elected to remove the matter 
from the summary proceeding, or who filed the matter as 
a nonsummary proceeding and thereafter refused, on 
request, to consent to its trial as a summary proceeding, 
would be assessed costs, including attorney's fees, 
unless able to show that the prosecution or defense of 
the matter, although unsuccessful, was with substantial 
justification. 
The Commission recognizes that the proposal for a 
summary proceeding needs further refinement. (For 
example, the sanctions would probably be an effective 
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inducement to parties to use the proceeding but they 
may be so strong that they represent an infringement 
on the State constitutional right to jury trial.) We 
are pleased to note, however, that the Los Angeles 
County Bar Association recently established a committee 
to further investigate and make recommendations in this 
area.* 
(7) Quantum of Proof at Preliminary Hearings 
Recommendation: 
The burden of the prosecution at felony preliminary 
hearings should be changed from showing "probable cause" 
to showing "that the evidence is sufficient to convict 
if uncontradicted or unexplained." 
The Commission feels that this change in the burden 
of the prosecution would make the preliminary examina-
tion a more effective screening process. Adoption of 
this higher standard would eliminate, at that early stage 
of proceedings, cases which ought not to go to trial since 
they cannot result in convictions, thereby helping to 
reduce the burden on the criminal justice system. A 
particular application of this recommendation would be 
when the prosecution is based solely on the uncorroborated 
testimony of an accomplice which, under California law, 
is not sufficient to convict but which might be considered 
"probable cause". 
*The membership of such committee includes two members of this 
Commission, Justice Robert S. Thompson and Judge Richard Schauer. 
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(8) Filing Fees in Civil Cases 
Recorrunendation: 
The separate additions to the basic filing fee for 
civil cases now added by several counties, after approval 
by the Legislature, should be eliminated, to make the 
filing fee for each category of cases uniform throughout 
the state. In a unified system, the filing fees should 
continue the existing concept that the amount charged 
for the filing of a case involving a relatively low 
prayer (i.e., in a lower court under t~e present system) 
be significantly lower than that charged for one 
involving a higher prayer. The separate "add-ons" for 
special purposes (judges' retirement, property tax 
reduction, etc.) should be eliminated as separate items 
and, if continued at all, be added to the basic filing 
fee; however, due to the differing requirements among 
the various county-supported law libraries, an exception 
to this recommendation could be made for assessments for 
the support of county law libraries • 
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The majority position is flawed on five essential grounds: 
(1) Rather than effecting financial savings for the 
people of California, unification would result 
in substantially increased costs. 
(2) Rather than reducing waste, inefficiency and 
administrative laxity, implementation of the 
majority's theories would foster a huge, insecure 
and untrained bureaucracy. 
(3) Rather than improving the existing high quality 
and public accountability of California's trial 
court system, the majority proposals would result 
in inferior service to the public. 
(4) Rather than relying upon empirical data gathered 
under conditions reasonably comparable to those 
existing in California, the majority cites as 
authority disguised conjecture and a flagrantly 
dissimilar experience from another jurisdiction. 
(5) Rather than proposing thoughtful procedural changes 
and legislation designed to maintain and improve 
the present widely acclaimed California justice 
system, the majority advises a radical reorgani-
zation which demonstrably would accomplish no 
more, if not less, than other considered measures. 
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I. AT THE FISCAL COST OF UNTOLD MILLIONS 
The Majority Report concedes that its recommendation 
would cost taxpayers of California a $6,000,000 annual increase 
for judges' salaries. Such increase is caused by instant 
"elevation" to superior court of not only municipal court 
j s but also attorney justice court judges and some commis-
sioners and referees. Such large salary and benefit increases 
might be characterized as a "windfall" for some judges and 
subordinate judicial officers never selected by an electorate 
or appointing power for full-time judicial service on a court 
of general jurisdiction. 
Costs Ignored - Other Than Higher Judicial 
Salaries and Benefits 
But the majority concedes only the obvious "tip of the 
ceberg". Although the Majority Report states that "the sole 
overall immediate increase in cost to the court system would 
be the upgrading of ..• judges' salaries and benefits ••• ," 3 other 
jority Report, p. 68. 
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inevitable costs of unification are ignored or dispatched by 
the majority with comment such as "until such schedules are 
adopted, of course, it is impossible to even speculate whether 
employees would generally receive an increase •••• " 4 
Costs of Reprinting, Retraining, Administrator 
Bureaucracy, and Reporting or Recording 
The majority does not mention the costs of reprinting forms 
and documents. Nor does it consider costs of retraining supporting 
personnel (and judges also) to function efficiently under a vastly 
different structure of judicial, clerical, bailiffing and reporting 
services. In fact, the majority stresses ''the need for professionally-
trained court administrators" 5 without allocating any increased 
expense for recruiting, training or compensating such highly paid 
members of a new, high-level managerial bureaucracy. 
Moreover, although the majority recommends the installation 
of expensive electronic recording equipment because upon unifi-
cation all trial courts would be "of record", no figure is given 
as to the costs of reporting or recording all trials. Obviously, 
the expense for human reporting of all judicial proceedings or 
installation of electronic recording devices in all courtrooms 
would be enormous. 
4see p. DlO, infra, and Majority Report, p. 62. 
SMajority Report, p. 41. 
• 
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Costs of Reciprocal Retirement and Benefit Programs 
Other costs ignored by the majority include the state sub-
ventions which would be required to fund county retirement plans 
and benefit programs to the extent that some nonjudicial personnel 
would remain thereunder after the proposed unification results in 
state administered employment of such personne1. 6 
Costs of Transition 
Additionally, there is no estimate as to the tax money 
which will be lost when the existing entities are instantly 
replaced and old forms and procedures become useless and discarded. 
It is likely that the chaos and confusion7 of the drastic reor-
ganization would itself result in many lost hours and inefficiency 
on the part of theretofore experienced, highly trained personnel 
whose skills suddenly become obsolete . 
The ority Report recommending unification contemplates 
a massive reorganization of trial courts which necessarily requires 
a reevaluation and modification of virtually all administrative 
activities. This tremendous undertaking will monopolize and 
vert the time and resources now devoted to developing meaningful 
6see p. 013, infra, on the related subject of expected salary 
creases for nonjudicial employees transferred, upon 
unification, to a statewide uniform compensation system. 
majority recognizes that "some confusion and some employee 
dislocation undoubtedly will result" from unification. 
Majority Report, p. 61. 
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improvements in the administration of justice. It is reasonable 
to assume that for a period of three to five years after unifi-
cation it will be necessary to assign top priority to the modi-
fication of basic administrative and housekeeping tasks such as 
development and implementation of uniform personnel practices, 
budget procedures, purchasing procedures, redesign of forms, 
allocation of space and space planning, payment of professional 
expert witnesses• expenses, selection of assignment and payment 
of jurors. These activities are now carried out with relative 
efficiency under a wide variety of methods. Unification would 
require central control and the development of new uniform pro-
cedures. 
This massive effort, which is unlikely to have any positive 
effect upon the quality of justice or effectiveness of court 
administration, will divert attention from more productive 
activities such as changes in legal procedure, substantive law 
changes and the development of new innovative programs. A partial 
list of such programs includes voluntary settlement, mandatory 
settlement, arbitration, automated jury selection, selection of 
juries outside the presence of a judge, automated calendaring, 
release on own recognizance and witness coordination. 
-DB-
Loss to the Cities 
Although there is currently great public concern over the 
fiscal conditions of municipalities, the Majority Report recommends 
that all court-generated revenues be collected and retained by the 
state, thus resulting in a loss to California cities of at least 
$81,000,000 annually. Since it is very doubtful that the cities 
can absorb such revenue loss without serious cutbacks in essential 
services, it is apparent that they will seek reimbursement 
probably from the state and certainly from the taxpayers. 
That the Majority Report does not come to grips with the 
fiscal consequences is evident in its own statement: "It is 
also expected that, ln the legislative progress of unification 
legislation, an acceptable formula for cost-sharing will be found; 
such decisions being more appropriate to the political arena, s 
Commission .•• makes no recommendation for interim implementation." 8 
Costs of Courthouse Facilities 
So, too, the Majority Report contemplates that court facilities 
(including furnishings and office equipment; now owned by counties, 
public employee retirement associations, cities or other entities 
11 be turned over to the proposed state administered unified 
system in consideration for the state's assumption of maintenance 
and other costs. But it may be naive to expect that no rentals 
8Majority Report, p. 71. 
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or other concessions will be required of the state in exchange 
for use of courthouse facilities of astronomical value. 9 
Although conceding increased annual demands of over 
$6,000,000 with a shifting of costs so that the state's increased 
burden is $30,000,000 annually, the majority has made no allowance 
for the added expenses described above. The fact is that the 
amounts of such costs are unascertained and probably so high that 
the proposed unification obviously would be too onerous for state 
taxpayers. 
Seldom indeed would a businessman implement a radical change 
ln his organization without careful cost analysis. State fiscal 
responsibility demands similar treatment for taxpayers. 
II. AT THE COST OF INEFFICIENT BUREAUCRACY 
A new bureaucracy is necessitated by the majority recom-
mendations as to wholesale use of court administrators and 
expansion of state agency and Judicial Council functions to 
create an administrative hierarchy with broad civil service-like 
responsibilities such as the establishment of state-wide non-
judicial employee classifications, qualifications, selection, 
compensation, pay rate schedules, promotion, discipline, dismissal 
and retirement." 10 
9Attached as Exhibit A hereto is a partial listing of Los Angeles 
County court facilities showing ownership, original cost and 
annual rentals. 
lOMajority Report, p. 45-46. 
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Bureaucratic structures and behavior which are the by-
products of organization growth in size and complexity raise 
sting questions regarding efficiency and personnel morale. 
Certainly organizational growth is desirable to the extent that it 
maximizes efficiency by providing the benefits of specialization 
and more efficient and effective supporting services (i.e., com-
puter centers, volume purchasing, building and equipment mainten-
ance, personnel services). But an evaluation of most organizations 
indicates that there is a point of diminishing returns. After an 
organization achieves a certain size and complexity, efficiency is 
reduced because of the problems inherent in communicating and 
coordinating the efforts of too many units with diverse responsi-
bilities. In effect, organizations become too big to manage with 
maximum efficiency. Management problems associated with the 
administration of the state's entire court system of over 1,000 
judges are awesome, particularly if the purchase of necessary 
supporting services and supplies is considered. 
Planning and Coordination 
The majority report contemplates centralized state 
budgeting and administrative planning. This reflects an intro-
verted view of the administration of justice. Effective planning 
and budgeting--which is in reality financial planning--cannot be 
carried out at the state level as long as major elements in the 
~11 
justice system continue to be financed by counties. To 
effectively plan and budget court activities it is mandatory 
that the planning of court activities be properly coordinated 
and integrated with the planning and budgeting activities of the 
district attorney, public defender, probation officer and sheriff. 
Viewed administratively, the administration of justice is truly 
a cooperative effort. The majority of trial courts literally 
cannot function without the appropriate participation and support 
from county agencies. If budgeting and planning decisions are 
made on a state level for courts and on a county level for other 
agencies, we will find everyone marching to the beat of a different 
drummer. Rather than improve the administration of justice, uni-
fication will impede coordination and planning and result in 
operational malfunctions. 
"Featherbedding" for Public Employees 
Although the majority says unification would reduce the 
number of nonjudicial employees required for support services, the 
majority recommends "grandfathering in" of all existing personnel 
with provision that their employment not terminate for lack of 
work for a period of five years. In other words, such employees 
would be employed even though their services, according to the 
majority, would be unnecessary! And the state taxpayers would 
bear the costs of such "featherbedding". 
-nl?-
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.Moreover, re is a human cost factor 
employees sudden are required to enter the impersonal structure 
of a large state-administered, distant bureaucracy which avowedly 
s s to "f " at the termination of the s five 
year period . 
And granted that the majority recommends "freezing" of 
compensation for nonjudicial employees for one year after unifi-
cation, the adoption of uniform employee classifications and pay 
rate schedules thereafter is left to the uncertaint s of future 
Judicial Council action. It is likely that overall compensation 
would be sed on the proposed uniform statewide basis, thus 
cons r very large increased taxpayer cost ignored 
by the t 11 y. 
l is same circumstance was addressed in a letter April 
28, 1958, to Sen. Edward V. Regan by Hon. Louis H. Burke, 
then Presiding Judge of the Los Angeles Superior Court and 
now red from the California Supreme Court: 
"It is that the unification plan would result 
great economies. This is not true. The proponents assert 
that all judges, clerical staff and other personnel of both 
courts would be retained in service, not a single position 
be el that all existing faci s ll be 
occupied and used and no salaries will be cut; in fact, 
wherever there is a differential as to any c si cation 
the higher salary will prevail. When this proposal is 
dissected it is readily apparent that the economies to be 
effected are entirely fanciful." 
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Public Employee Demoralization 
But again the human cost factor is present. Upon unification 
the affected public employees would have serious job insecurity, 
waiting for a possible cut in paychecks12 at the end of one year 
and waiting to be fired at the end of five years. 
Moreover, the majority recommendation as to electronic 
recording contemplates phasing out of human reporters, 13 apparently 
on a timetable determined by the availability of tax monies re-
quired to pay the huge costs of purchase and installation of 
the electronic equipment. 
It is unrealistic to expect court employees facing pay cuts 
and job termination to perform at optimum efficiency, especially 
when they are then confronted with demands to be retrained in a 
major reorganization rendering their skills obsolete. 
l2At p. 62, the Majority Report states: 
"Until such schedules are adopted, of course, it is impossible 
to even speculate whether employees would generally ..• suffer a 
decrease, and to what extent." 
13Prior studies have concluded that electronic recording is not 
more accurate or economical than human reporters and " ... that 
the actual time and personnel required to produce a transcript 
from audio tape and disc recording was, at a minimum, twice as 
great ••.. " Recording and Transcription of Los Angeles Superior 
Court Proceedings, A study to Determine the Potential Use of 
Electronic Recording and Computer Translation Systems, p. 52 
[1972]. See also Report of the Committee to Evaluate Electronic 
Recording Techniques, State of New York [1971]. 
Such studies suggest that electronic recording transcripts 
would be vastly inferior to those presently prepared, and thus, 
coupled with the increased volume of appeals under the majority 
proposals, there would be serious disruption of the work of 
the appellate courts. 
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Employee Relations 
Many al courts in the State of California, particularly 
the metropolitan courts, have established employee relations 
programs which they deal with employee organizations and 
negotiate conditions of employment and compensation. In addition 
to the adverse effect upon employee morale resulting from unifi-
cation, serious questions are raised regarding the future of 
employee relations. Obviously the substantial variations in job 
classification, pay levels, conditions of employment and fringe 
benefits which presently exist in trial courts throughout the 
state will be dramatically affected by unification which neces-
sarily imposes uniform classification systems, pay levels, 
conditions of employment and fringe benefits. 
Court employees have the right to organize and negotiate 
these matters. There is no doubt this right will be exercised, 
as it should be. 
The Majority Report does not address itself to this major 
issue. No detailed policies, procedures or administrative 
mechanisms are established to effectively manage the large and 
complex personnel system which will result from unification. It 
is assumed that a new personnel system with an effective 
employee relations program will be established as if it were 
an incidental task. In reality, effective personnel administration, 
which is the backbone of any organization, is a complex and 
difficult undertaking. What is the likely outcome of a unifi-
cation program that does not include a detailed program for 
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personnel administration? Will all employees receive the 
highest salary levels and fringe benefits available in any 
trial court in California? If not, will the courts that now 
provide higher compensation lose qualified employees because 
their compensation increases are retarded due to unification? 
What is the cost of these alternatives in terms of dollars and 
operational performance? Efficient administration of trial 
courts is absolutely dependent upon effective personnel and 
employee relations programs. As a result, an effective personnel 
and employee relations program must be designed and demonstrate 
its potential to operate successfully before it can be concluded 
that unification is feasible. 
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III. AT THE COST OF INFERIOR QUALITY JUSTICE 
The test potential for public harm from unifica-
tion lies in its impact upon the quality of justice to be dis-
pensed. Notwithstanding that California's trial courts currently 
14 
are recognized as the finest in the United States, the majority 
would "elevate" to "superior" court many justice court judges, 
commissioners and referees who have not been selected by any 
electorate or appointing power for full time judicial service, 
let alone on a court of general jurisdiction. 
Even given gubernatorial investigation and electorate 
consideration of municipal court nominees, it is simply a fact 
that justice court udges, commissioners and referees have not 
always been selected for those legal abilities which should be 
a prerequisite to service on a court of general jurisdiction. 
Addressing this subject in the California State Bar Journal, 
Municipal Court Judge William B. Burleigh, Monterey-Carmel Judicial 
District, remarked: 
14 
15 
"The present system has a built-in quality 
control, in that bad lower court judges stay 
in the lower court where they can do the 
least harm. After unification, the unqualified 
judge would have awesome power."l5 
See footnotes l and 2, suora, 36 and 37 infra. 
50 Cal.St.B.J., p. 267, Another Slant ... Don't Consolidate 
the Trial Courts, July-August 1975, by Muncipal Judge 
William B. Burleigh. Of similar impact is Judge Burleigh's 
letter to the Commission which is attached hereto as Exhibit B. 
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Judicial Morale 
Just as unification would cause nonjudicial employee 
job insecurity and attendant morale difficulties, so too might 
judicial morale be affected. The majority recommendation 
protects pre-unification superior court judges from handling, 
without their consent, matters now within the jurisdiction of 
the lower courts. Thus, upon unification, two classes of 
judges would exist in the same court and therein lies a 
potential for resentment and demoralization. 
Moreover, the majority ignores morale problems when it 
addresses the issue of maintaining quality justice after 
unification in the following language: " ... if so-called 
underqualified incumbent judges are elevated to the unified 
superior court, the presiding judge may be expected to assign 
them to the lesser matters (which these judges were handling 
in the municipal court anyway) ..•• " 16 In view of normal human 
self-esteem, the "elevated" judges with few exceptions would 
expect assignments to major cases. And after they obtain 
seniority, it is naive to believe that the presiding judge 
continually can deny them such assignments without generating 
distracting court political problems and morale difficulties. 
16Majority Report, p. 27. 
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The impact upon the motivation of individual judges 
resulting from such demoralization likely will be adverse. 
And reduced motivation of judges probably means lower quality 
justice. Thus, turning aside the issue of whether the 
majority-recommended "centralized supervision of both judicial 
and nonjudicial court personnel"l7 threatens judicial 
independence, unification may have unfavorable consequences 
as to motivation and efficiency of affected judges. 
Increased Costs of Litigation 
Another serious cticisism of the majority proposals is 
that the costs of litigation will increase. Since filing fees 
would be revised on a uniform state-wide basis to be established 
in the future by the Judicial Council, an upward adjustment would 
be expected in filing fees for civil cases wherein only small 
amounts of money are in controversy. And likewise, the majority 
recommends that all civil appeals, regardless of the amount in 
controversy, be taken to the courts of appeal, thus replacing 
the existing inexpensive procedures (for appeal to superior 
courts' appellate departments} with the costly court of appeal 
procedures. So too, the majority proposes that a~peals from all 
misdemeanors go to the court of appeals, thereby enormously 
17Majority Report, p. 33. 
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increasing the caseload of the appellate courts and requiring 
more expensive legal services for the litigants. As a result, 
the poor will suffer denial of access to the courts and the 
taxpayers will be required to meet the financial demands of 
more and more appeals, appellate lawyers and appellate judges. 18 
18E.g., the Majority Report ignores the impact of increased fiscal 
demands of appellate public defenders, court-appointed appellate 
defense counsel and prosecutory appellate attorneys. 
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Loss of Appellate Rights 
Although the majority concedes the increase in appellate 
caseload it hopes to meliorate the problem by eliminating the 
requirement of written appellate opinions and by making small 
claims and traffic infraction cases non-appealable. Some 
members of the Commission have voiced objection to such measures 
which would cause citizens to lose existing appellate rights. 
Inconvenience and Loss of Local Involvement 
Still another problem involving the quality of justice is 
the issue of local concern for and accountability of trial judges. 
Notwithstanding expressions by the public of displeasure with 
the actions of distant judges immune from a local electorate, 
the majority asserts that "the trial courts are truly state 
courts" 19 and the majority assumes there is no validity to local 
factors which might be environmental, ethnic or philosophica1. 20 
In a letter dated April 30, 1975, Municipal Court Judge William B . 
Burleigh commented on the subject of local concern as follows: 
You argue ... that unification will mean greater 
convenience and less confusion because the system would 
19M . . 31 aJorlty Report, p. . 
20
"A judge transferred to a new area may find himself unsuited for 
the different legal environment. The judge who performs well in 
rural communities may find his talents are not fitted to cope 
with the personalities and the methods of the personal injuries 
trial practitioners of the city. Thus, the dividends resulting 
from complete assignability of judges under a unified court 
system may be much more apparent than real." 69 Dickenson L. Rev. 
146, Judicial Reorganization-A Solution to Congestion? by James 
G. France. 
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eliminate "unique rules, forms and procedures." I 
think we have unique rules because our problems are 
unique. For instance, Salinas, 20 miles away, has 
a heavy Mexican labor problem, and they need inter-
preters and forms written in Spanish. We don't. But 
we have a heavy military problem requiring a unique 
use of P.C. 1203.4. It makes no more sense to 
require uniformity of practice by Alpine County 
and San Diego County than to require Utah to operate 
the same as Massachusetts. Indeed, carrying your 
argument to its natural conclusion, we should have 
one unified national court system. 
The Majority Report speaks of the efficiency of large 
courts because, e.g., "the number of locations where jury trials 
are heard could be reduced." 21 But the majority ignores the 
problem of geographical accessibility, a matter of particular 
concern in rural areas and to the poor who face travel costs 
whether as litigants, witnesses or jurors. Again, Judge 
Burleigh remarks on this problem: 
Consolidation will increase the size of 
districts thereby increasing the area of the courts' 
jurisdiction. Jurors will then be chosen over a 
larger area, requiring larger distances to travel 
at higher cost to the taxpayers for mileage expense, 
not to mention inconvenience to the jurors. For 
instance, if Monterey County courts were unified 
and we had one judicial district, jurors for a 
minor misdemeanor case may have to t~avel from 
Seaside to Salinas, a distance of 20 miles. Now, 
with separate districts, Seaside jurors only have 
to go to Monterey, about three miles to the 
courthouse.22 
21r-tajori ty Report, p. 17 ~ 
22op. cit., Footnote 15, supra. 
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It is likely that increasing the size of judicial 
districts will result in more efficiency because of reduction 
of locations where hearings are held. And "elevated" judges 
will benefit because any flaws they might have are less visible 
to a larger electorate viewing a court of many judges. But 
thoughtful consideration should be given to these advantages of 
bureaucratic efficiency and "safe" electoral tenure for judges 
in the light of principles of responsive, responsible local 
justice for local problems. 
IV. AT THE COST OF IGNORING EMPIRICISM 
FOR UNTESTED SPECULATION 
Court reorganization is an attractive reform measure. 
It represents dramatic change. Its stated objectives are easily 
understood by the general public. It is a tangible act that 
satisfies demands for action. Such reasons may be sufficient to 
mold public opinion and have political impact. They give report 
writers a "reason for being" and thus a reason for being paid for 
their reports . 
Consequently, several management studies recommending 
unification exist and are cited by the majority. The simple 
fact is that such reports are largely speculation and opinion 
without empirical foundation. 23 
23see p. D25, infra. 
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The District of Columbia Comparison 
The majority refers to reorganization experiences in 
other dissimilar jurisdictions though conceding that " ••• only 
one jurisdiction - the District of Columbia - has so unified 
its trial courts. "24 Then, the majority attempts to compare 
its proposals for California with, and largely relies upon, the 
District of Columbia experience. Such comparison is fallacious 
in three respects: (1) the District of Columbia did not combine 
higher and lower courts as is recommended by the majority, but 
rather there was only a shifting of some "local" jurisdiction 
from the Federal District Court to a newly created court of "local" 
general jurisdiction with 17 new judges; (2) the District of 
Columbia is a very small geographical area wholly unlike the large 
judicial districts proposed for California by the majority; and 
(3) in attempting its comparison under California's weighted 
caseload formula the majority did not have the necessary correla-
tive information from the District of Columbia. 
24Majority Report, p. 4, footnote 4. 
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The s of Other Jurisdictions 
Other j sdictions which claim to have unified trial 
courts nonetheless retain more than one level of courts. 25 
They simply have provided new labels for the old concept of 
limited jurisdiction, e.g., "associate judgeships" 26 or 
"magistrates". 27 
And even the reports cited by the majority generally 
contemplate the existence of subordinate judicial officers and 
a functional division between the larger and " ... smaller civil 
and criminal matters ... In the latter capacity, the judicial 
officer would perform the functions now performed in many instances 
by judges of courts of limited jurisdiction. This arrangement 
economizes the time of the regular judges and recognizes the fact 
that smaller civil and criminal cases ordinarily require different 
legal skills, experience, and authority, particularly the capacity 
to function fairly and efficiently in handling large volumes of 
cases." [American Bar Association Standards Relating to Court 
Organization, 1974, p. 25.] 
Since the majority proposes to establish but one class of 
trial judge and to abolish entirely subordinate judicial officers 
[including commissioners and referees], there is simply no 
precedent for the majority's recommended reorganization of the 
judicial system. 
25Majority Report, p. 4. footnotes 3 and 4. 
26rllinois. 
27rdaho and Iowa. 
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clear that support for unification of California 
al courts is found only by comparing "apples with oranges" and 
by sheer conjecture. Even the Majority Report does no better 
than to speculate as to an uncertain future for the costs of 
uni cation in language such as " .•• economic savings in the long 
11 28 II d ' th f 1 ' • 1 ~··· .•• an , ln e uture, resu tlng ln a less cost y 
t II 2 9 d II • t • t d th t • th b 1 sys em .•• , an .•• l lS expec e a ln e reasona y near 
future the total cost of a unified trial court system in Cali-
fornia would be less than that to continue the present •..• " 30 
[Emphasis added.] 
V. AT THE COST OF REJECTING THOUGHTFUL RESTRAINT 
Contrary to implications of the majority report's reference 
to what "the Conunission strongly believes,"31 the Conunission 
was deeply divided over the issue of unification. In fact, the 
Commission voted only 12 to 7 in favor of unification, and the 
vote was taken with few more than a bare quorum present while 12 
commissioners were absent. 8 It is probable that fewer commissioners 
oppose "consolidation" of municipal courts than oppose unification. 
28Majority Report, p. 9. 
29Majority Report. p. 64. 
30r,1ajority Report, p. 71. 
31Majority Report, p. 31. 
*[Staff note: Although the Minority Report accurately reflects 
the vote taken at the Commission meeting of May 18, 1975, that 
vote was only a preliminary determination of the direction in 
which the Commission should proceed. The ultimate conclusion 
of the Commission's study, contained in the Majority Report, was 
supported by a vote of 19 to 7, with 4 abstentions. 
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into two c 'f' . 33 Sl 1cat1ons. First, there are the matters with 
potential for judgments involving lengthy incarceration or large 
amounts of money or property; such cases, often complex, are to 
be afforded plenary treatment and handled with due deliberation. 
Second, there is the great bulk of cases wherein the prospective 
penalties are not so severe (e.g., traffic fines), or the amount 
in controversy is sufficiently modest that the case must be 
speedily dispatched in order to avoid disproportionate attorneys' 
fees and litigation costs. 34 Indeed, the two categories make 
somewhat different demands upon judicial personalities35 as well 
as upon organizational structure and supporting services. Such 
functional division thus suggests the wisdom of maintaining more 
than one level of trial court, with expansion of summary proceedings 
33"The distinctions in function which separate the two courts 
are valid •.• unification of the court is not desirable, and 
is unworkable." A Study of Court Reorganization (1973-1974), 
prepared by the San Diego County Bar Association. 
34"The Municipal Courts are geared to the handling and disposal 
of such cases with a minimum of expense and loss of time to 
litigants and witnesses. They are the courts which deal with 
the large bulk of our population. They are generally located 
in strategic areas, widely spread out, in units of one or 
two departments so as to be as close as possible to the people 
they serve. Their calendars are easily adjustable because the 
time required for each transaction is such--for example, a 
traffic violation or a small claims case--that many matters 
can be heard in a single day. Even where juries are requested 
a judge can conduct a number of separate jury cases in a 
single day." Justice Louis H. Burke (ret., California 
Supreme Court), footnote 11, supra. 
35see p. D23, supra, and Arne can Bar Association Standards 
there cited. 
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in the lower court; and even the Majority Report recognizes 
the necessity for special procedures and separate treatment 
involving small claims and traffic infractions. 
CONCLUSION 
The basic blaw in the majority recommendation is that 
unification would be an enormously expensive experiment, mort-
gaging the present on sheer conjecture that advantages will be 
derived in the not-too-distant future. Even if, for sake of 
argument, such future benefits were obtainable from unification, 
government spending priorities could not justify the high cost 
immediately demanded in a radical reorganization of California's 
efficiently operating trial court system,36 one which now works 
well enough to be "nationally recognized as the most outstanding 
in the country." 37 And the radical court reorganization with 
increased bureaucracy which the majority proposes would accomplish 
no greater -enefits than less drastic measures could provide. 
Thus, "the high quality of justice in this state" 38 which -- even 
as the majority concedes -- presently exists, should not be made 
36
"California has answered •.. criticisms of state courts. The 
court structure is streamlined and flexible. Modern procedures 
have reduced uncertainty, delay and expense." Beverly Blair 
Cook, The Judicial Process in California, p. 76, Dickenson 
Publishing Co., 1967. 
37Remarks of Stuart L. Kadison, vice-president-elect of 
California State Bar, on June 12, 1975. 
38Majority Report, p. 2. 
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the guinea pig suffering along with dislocated public employees, 
inconvenienced litigants and overburdened state taxpayers. 
Respectfully submitted, 
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RICHARD SCHAUER 
CLARENCE CABELL 
WILLIAM DRAKE 
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Courthouse ( 
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EXHIB 
LOS ANGELES COUNTY COURT FACILITIES 
SUPERIOR, MUNICIPAL AND JUSTICE 
(OCTOBER 1975) 
Location Ownership 
111 North Hill Street County 
Los Angeles 
Criminal Cta. . (35) 210 W. Temple Stree~ 
Los Angeles 
Fetirement 
Court Annex 
Juvenile Court 
Mental Health (2) 
Pomona (16) 
Burbank (3) 
Glendale (3) 
Pasadena ( 13) 
Van Nuys (15) 
Lancaster (2) 
San Fernando (10) 
600 No. Broad~·ay 
Los Angeles 
Eastlake Ave. 
Loa Angeles 
County 
County 
1150 No. San Fernando County 
Los Angeles 
400 Civic Center Plaza Retirement 
Pomona 
East Olive, Burbank County 
East Broadway 
Glendale 
300 East ·Walnut 
Pasadena 
6230 Sylmar Avenue 
Van Nuys 
West Ave. "J" 
Lancaster 
Third Street 
San Fernando 
County 
Retirement 
Retirement 
County 
• 
Original Cost 
$ 21,000,000 
33,750,000 
14,900,000 
f),212,000 
371, 
1,445,492 
5,952,000 
8,737,961 
802,000 
19,000 000 
Annual Rental 
$ 2, 
e 
788 
440,136 
I 
t:J 
w 
I\) 
I 
LOB lea 
Court ilities 
Two 
Location 
Encino Juvenile (3) 5767 White Oak Ave. 
Beach ( 
Norwalk 
Juvenile 
Torrance ( 
Terrane e ( 1) 
Inglewood Juvenile 
Court (5) 
Compton (14) 
Santa Monica (10) 
~1venile Justice Center 
(2) 
Municipal Court 
Alhambra (6) 
Antelope (2) 
-Encino 
W. Ocean Blvd, 
Long Beach 
Norwalk Blvd. 
Norwalk 
7285 E. Quill Drive 
Downey 
825 Maple Avenue 
Torrance 
3231 Torrance Blvd. 
Torrance 
110 E. Regent Street 
Inglewood 
205 W. Laurel, Compton 
1725 Main Street 
Santa Monica 
7601 So. Central 
Los Angeles 
150 W. Commonwealth 
Alhambra 
1040 W. Ave. "J" 
Lancaster 
Private 
County and 
J.P.A. 
Retirement 
County 
Retirement 
City of Torrance 
County 
J.P.A. 
Q 
County 
'Private 
N.P.C. 
County 
Original Cost Annual Rental 
$ 34, 
$ 9,464,851 200 
7,407,451 , 
6,000,000 
5,365, 319,908 ' 
12,857 
Q 
305,000 
40,000,000 4,370,000 
2,700,000 
80,376 
5,010,000 512,,000 
(See Superior Court) 
I 
0 
w 
w 
I 
Los Angeles County 
Court Facilities 
Page Three 
Municipal Court 
Hills (6) 
Burbank (2) 
Citrus (6) 
Compton (10) 
Culvar City (2) 
Downey (5) 
East Los Angelee (7) 
'El r<l:onte (6) 
Glendale (3) 
Inglewood (8) 
Long Beaoh (9) 
Los Angeles 
C ou,rthouse ( 
1 Cts, 
., 
Location 
9355 Burton Way 
Beverly Hills 
300 E. Olive, Burbank 
Ownership 
Retirement 
County 
1427 West Covina Parkway County and 
West Covina J.P.A. 
205 W. Laurel, C0r,..~,-ton 
4130 Overland Ave. 
Culver City 
82o6 E. Third Street 
Downey 
4837 E. Third Street 
Los Angeles · 
11301 E. Val 
El Monte 
E. 
Glendale 
Blvd. 
111 E. Regent Street 
Inglewood 
415 W. Ocean Blvd. 
Long Beach 
110 N. Grand Ave. 
Los Angeles 
J.P.A. 
County 
County 
:> 
N.P.C. 
County 
.... 
J.P.A, 
County and 
·J.P.A. 
County 
• 
Original Cost 
$ 4,217,000 
Annual Rental 
$ 350,796 
(See Superior Court) 
3,000,000 112,150 
(See Supe:r•ior Court) 
684,000 
95,000 
8,000,000 
11,000,000 
(See Superior Court) 
7,104 
22,500,000 2,080,000 
(See Superior Court) 
(See Superior Court) 
Court 
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Courts 
Courts 
Pedro 
West Los 
Van Nuw ( 4) 
Van (19) 
Loa Cerritos (4) 
Malibu (1 j 
Malibu (1) 
Newhall (3) 
Pasadena (6) 
Pomoria (4) 
( 
1945 S. Hill Street 
Los Angeles 
Bauchet Street 
Los 
505 South Centre Street 
San Pedro 
1633 Purdue Avenue 
West Los Angeles 
6230 Sylmar Avenue 
Van Nuys 
14401 Delano Street 
Van Nuys 
10025 E. Flower Ave. 
Bellflower 
23525 Civic Center Way 
Malibu 
24121 W, Arwolinda St. 
Calabasas 
23747 W. Valencia Blvd. 
Valencia 
200 N. Garfield Avenue 
Pasadena 
350 W. Mission Blvd. 
Pomona 
Cost Annual Rental 
$ 15, ,000 $ 1,288,284 
Retirement 6, 000 2 .. I 
l, 000 
5,700,000 
County (See Superior ) 
.J.P.A. 16,000,000 
• 
J.P.A 10,000,000 
Retirement· . 2,643,000 ; 
Private 18,336 
N.P.C. 5,087,000 400,000 
County 640,000 
County 690,000 
-
I 
t:1 
w 
VI 
I 
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Municipal Court. 
San Antonio (4) 
Santa Anita (2) 
Santa Monica (4) 
South Bay ( 4} 
South Gate (2} 
·whittier (6) 
Justice Court 
Catalina (1) 
"' 
Location 
6548 Miles Ave. 
Huntington Park 
300 W. Maple Ave. 
Monrovia 
1725 Main Street 
Se.nta ~onica 
825 Maple Avenue 
Torrance 
8640 California Avenue 
South Gate 
7339 So. Painter Avenue 
Whittier 
215 Sumner Avenue 
Avalon 
• 
Ownership 
County 
County 
County 
·Retirement 
County 
County and 
N.P.C, 
Private 
• 
Original Coat Annual Rental 
$ 510,000 
155,000 
(See Superior Court) 
(See Superior ) 
335,000 
3, 000 $ 342,750 
11,880 
Los Angeles County 
Court Facilities 
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1. Number of courtrooms and hearing rooms in parentheses. 
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to take a 
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a year, must be able to 
court work, docketing, 
enough now to learn one 
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to have forms printed 
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far short of unification. For 
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Thank you for your consideration. 
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MINORITY REPORT 
Although not in accord with all of the reasons, either in 
kind or degree, advanced in the minority report entitled "Fiscal 
and Human Costs of Unification,"* we believe the best interests 
of the people of California would not be served by court unifi-
cation at this time. We can perceive some benefit from unification 
but, on balance, this is not, in our judgment, sufficient to 
offset the negative factors. 
The California court system is generally acknowledged to 
be America's finest. This is not to say it cannot be improved. 
However, it is our recommendation to proceed in a more gradual, 
evolutionary manner beginning with a consolidation of the muni-
cipal and justice courts. For example, Los Angeles County has 
one superior court and twenty-five municipal and justice courts. 
While we do not presently have a firm conviction that all of 
the latter should be merged into one court, we are satisfied 
that there should be no more than five. 
We recognize the attractiveness of the majority recom-
mendations to those charged with the responsibility of solving 
this as well as a multitude of other problems in the areas of 
crime, education, etc. The majority proposes to solve our court 
problems in one giant step. A nice, neat solution and we can 
then turn our attention to other matters. However, experience 
tells us that it will be extremely difficult, if not, as a 
*See pp. Dl-D30, supra. 
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practical matter, impossible to undo the mistakes of a radical 
court reorganization. We do not believe the present situation 
compels or even warrants such an approach. In our judgment we 
should proceed cautiously, one step at a time. Granted, we will 
be dealing with court reform over a longer period of time. 
Nevertheless, the signers of this minority report are satisfied 
that California will be happier with the end result. 
We therefore subscribe to the conclusion but not all of 
the reasons advanced in the first minority report. 
Respectfully submitted, 
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ROBERT A. WENKE 
RICHARD W. HECHT 
WILLI.M1 W. MUNNELL 
WARREN SAWYER 
• 
MINORITY 
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or superficial 
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judge either 
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that a judge 
as productive or 
As to these 
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specific tasks. 
The matter of expense is also of concern; the data avail-
able demonstrate that to eliminate the existing qualified attorney 
commissioners and referees and elevate them to superior court 
judges will add $1,617,973 to the overall cost of a unified 
court system. It is difficult to envision a lesser number of 
judges accomplishing the same quantum of work accomplished by 
present commissioners and referees. 
We recommend that a system of subordinate judicial officers 
be established to hear nondispositive or preliminary matters, 
determine and find facts in those matters where it is appropriate, 
and conduct proceedings that are ministerial in nature. The 
areas of this activity are such as Special Masters, Juvenile 
Court Referees, Creditors Remedies Referees, Infraction Hearing 
Officers, Family Law Commissioners and Advisory Commissioners 
relating to court procedures. 
To relegate such activities to subordinate judicial officers 
will avoid a significant portion of the increase in cost in the 
administration of the courts projected by the Majority Report. 
Additionally, this will allow superior court judges to direct 
their energies to dispositive matters and create for the 
presiding judges and administrative judges greater flexibility 
of action in gaining optimum utilization and efficiency of 
manpower and facilities. 
We further recommend that California Constitution Article VI, 
§22, Code of Civil Procedure §§638 et seq. and 723, Government 
Code §§69894.1, 70414 et seq. and 72706 be retained. 
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We further recommend that Code of Civil Procedure §§259 
and 259a be repealed and that the llowing enacted: 
Every court commissioner shall have the power: 
l. To hear and determine, only in the absence 
or inability to act of the judge or judges of the 
superior court of the county, or and county, 
for which he or she is appointed ex parte motions 
for orders and writs, except orders or writs of 
injunction, in such superior court. 
2. To take proof and make and report findings 
thereon as to any matter of fact upon which 
information is required by the court, but any 
party to any contested proceeding may except to 
such report and the subsequent order of the 
court made thereon within five days after written 
notice of the court's action, a copy of said 
exceptions to be filed and served upon the 
opposing party or his counsel within said five 
days; and may argue his exceptions before the 
court on giving notice of motion for that 
purpose within ten days from the entry thereof. 
After a hearing before the court on such 
exceptions, the court may sustain, or set aside, 
or modify its order theretofore made. 
3. To take and approve bonds and undertakings 
whenever the same may be required actions or 
proceedings in such superior court, and to examine 
the sureties thereon when an exception has been 
taken to their sufficiency, and to administer 
oaths and affirmations, and take affidavits and 
depositions in any action or proceeding in any 
of the courts of this state, or in any matter 
or proceeding whatever, and to take acknowledgments 
and proof of deeds, mortgages and other instruments 
requiring proof or acknowledgment any purpose 
under the laws of this or any other state or 
county. 
4. To conduct arraignment proceedings in such 
court if directed to perform such duties by the 
presiding or sole judge of court. 
5. When ordered by the court to hear and determine 
cases brought pursuant to Chapter SA of Title l of 
this Part. 
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6. When ordered by the court, to hear and determine 
actions brought for violations of the Vehicle Code, 
excepting felonies. 
Respectfully submitted,* 
DONALD B. BLACK 
S. WYANNE BUNYAN 
LOUIS A. DE MERS 
DAVID PEREZ 
WARREN SAWYER 
ROBERT A. WENKE 
* One member of this minority, Robert A. Wenke, believes that the 
role of subordinate judicial officers should be expanded beyond 
the scope recommended by this minority report, retaining such 
officers not only for juvenile matters but also enlarging their 
authority to include the handling of show cause hearings in 
family law cases. (Presently, in Los Angeles County, the 
custom is to stipulate that a commissioner sit as a judge pro 
tempore in show cause hearings.) Based on his experience, he 
suggests that it is better to have highly trained, specialized 
personnel who have sought the position, knowing this is the kind 
of work they will be doing -- handling the high volume of routine, 
yet important, matters that judges generally scorn -- and that 
there is more of an incentive to develop valuable skills, 
other than a knowledge of substantive law and the law of 
evidence, if an assignment represents a career commitment as 
constrasted with an onerous burden that must be met until a 
junior colleague is appointed or the process of periodical 
reassignment works its way. An additional benefit stated by 
Judge Wenke is more uniformity in the decision-making process 
which, in these particular areas, is a desirable, though not 
dominant, objective. 
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MINORITY REPORT 
At the final meeting of the Advisory Commission to the 
Joint Committee on the Structure of the Judiciary, the October 
22, 1975 version of the tentative report was amended to mandate 
the retirement of all California judges on their seventieth (70th) 
birthday or January 1, 1980, if their seventiety birthday occurs 
between January 1, 1978 and December 31, 1979. This decision 
was made, in retrospect, without sufficient consideration of the 
constitutional considerations of interrupting the term of a 
judge elected prior to January 1, 1976 or annulling partially-
vested retirement rights as a result of mandatory retirement. 
It is possible that no judge presently sitting or elected prior 
to January 1, 1976 would be affected; it is equally possible 
that a substantial number of judges could be affected. Blair 
Reynolds, Chief Counsel to the Advisory Commission, has agreed 
to gather data regarding the judges affected, the effect on 
retirement rights of mandatory retirement at age 70 on those 
judges, the courts affected and the dates those courts would 
lose affected judges. Until this data is available and the 
constitutional issues are addressed, the undersigned believe a 
decision regarding mandatory retirement is premature. 
This Minority Report should in no way be construed as 
support for the concept of "grandfathering" sitting judges 
solely on the basis of their judicial status as of January 1, 1976. 
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Neither do we oppose the imposition of mandatory retirement at 
age 70; in fact, we support mandatory retirement. However, we 
also believe there is room to permit flexibility, if necessary, 
to remove the possibility of prohibiting a sitting judge from 
losing retirement benefits by mandatorily retiring that person 
prior to the end of her/his term. Equity and constitutional 
considerations may demand that these few judges be allowed to 
continue serving during the period for which appointed or 
elected until they have accrued a total of 10 years of retirement 
credit. This does not imply or support the argument that they 
should be allowed to run for election or re-election after 
celebrating their 70th birthday; we are opposed to this exception. 
Respectfully submitted, 
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S. WYANNE BUNYAN 
DAVID M. GOLDSTEIN 
WARREN SAWYER 
RICHARD SCHAUER 
